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Beatification Rites Held
For Father Palazzolo
VATICAN CITY (HNS) -
Rev. Luigi Maria Palarzolo,
an Italian secular priest who
founded the Congregation of
the Sisters of the Poor of Ber-
gamo, was beatified at a cere-
mony in St. Peter's Basilica
last week.
The apostolic brief by Pope
John XXIII conferring on the
priest the title of Blessed
a major step toward canoniza-
tion was read by Ernesto
Cardinal Ruffini of Palermo.
A Pontifical Mass was cele-
brated by Paolo Cardinal
Marella. archpriest of St. Pe-
ter's Basilica.
FROM BERGAMO, home-
land of Father Palazzolo,
came a large number of peas-
ants and a group of Sisters
from the congregation started
by the new Blessed. Several
relatives of Father Palazzolo
ami of Pope John were among
the 10.000 people present. The
Pontiff was born at Sotto il
Monte in the Bergamo Dio-
cese.
Praising the Church's new-
est Blessed, the Pope recalled
that he was five years old
when “he heard that venerated
name for the first time."
From then on, the Pope de-
clared. through his years as
a seminarian, priest and Bish-
op. he had "looked for this
day which Providence had
granted him to see as Bishop
of Rome.”
He stressed that Blessed
Luigi practiced to an outstand-
ing degree the theological vir-
tues of faith, hope and charity
as well as the cardinal virtues
of prudence, justice, temper-
ance and fortitude
He noted that Blessed Luigi
was one of the many priests of
the last century to devote him-
self to the education of the
young and the care of the
poor.
He pointed out that the
congregation the new Blessed
founded the Sisters of the
Little Poor of Bergamo are
at work today in Europe and
Africa "carrying out all the
works of spiritual and cor-
poral mercy."
POPE JOHN said Blessed
Luigi exemplified Christ's
words in the Gospel of St.
John: "I have chosen you.
and have appointed you that
you should go and bear fruit"
(John 15, 16). The Pontiff's
tribute continued:
“This divine command in It-
self does not require clever
novelty nor (he realization of
extraordinary acts. It Is a line
of guidance for the holy priest-
hood and for the sanctifier,
which the good priest of all
times finds in the Mass, in
the life of prayer directed to-
ward the praise of God which
is inspired by the Divine Of-
fice, and in the ready and dis-
interested service of souls."
Archbishop's Directive
Atlanta Hospitals
Ending Segregation
ATLANTA (NO - Arch-
bishop Paul J. Halllnan or-
dered all Catholic hospitals in
the Atlanta Archdiocese to
adopt a racial integra-
tion policy immediately.
"NO CITIZEN, white or
Negro, can be in doubt about
the Church's teaching on racial
justice in this archdiocese, or
her honest determination to
carry this out in practice,"
Archbishop Hallman said.
"Accordingly, with the full
cooperation of the Sister ad-
ministrators. I wish to an-
nounce the new open admis-
sion policy in our arch-
diocese," he continued "This
means that all hospital
patients will be admitted with
out regard to race or color "
The policy ia already in ef-
fect at St. Joseph's Infirmary
and will be the policy of the
new Holy Family Hospitai
when it opens in the near fu
ture. St. Mary's Hospital in
Athens and the Catholic Clinic
here are the other hospital*
in the archdiocese.
SINCE TIIK integration of
Catholic schools in the arch
diocese last September, ihd1
Archbishop said, the next k>gi ;
cal step was the admission
policy of the hospitals Since
the hospitals depend upon the
entire community for support,
the change of policy had to be
made on carefully planned
tines, he said
"To understand the vital role
of a Catholic hospital in scrv
ing the health needs of the
community, it is necessary to
grasp two points: (1) Like all
con public institutions, it must
win and maintain full public
confidence to that donations
and regular income will sus-
tain it. (21 Because it U Cath-
olic it reflects the full teaching
of the Church not only m
works of mercy and chanty
but in the demonstration of so
dal justice. Whatever con
cessions are made to local cus-
tom, no Catholic hospital in
our arrhdiocese could be per
manently bound to segrega-
tion as a matter of fixed
policy." tbe Archhtahop said.
Three Pastors Named
For Polish Parishes
NEWARK - Archbishop
land this week announced the
appointment of new pastors for
three Polish parishes in the
Archdiocese of Newark, two in
Bergen County and one in Es-
sex.
Msgr. Michael I. Fronczak
of Seton Hall University was
named pastor of Sacred Heart
of Jesus, Irvington; Rev. Lad-
ialaus F. Nazarewicz, pastor of
St. Joseph's, Hackensack, was
named pastor of St. Stanislaus
Kostka, Garfield, and Rev.
Ladislaus J. Czcrmak, assist-
ant at Our Lady of Czesto-
chowa. Harrison, was named
pastor of St. Joseph’s.
Msgr. Fronczak succeeds
Msgr. Metislaus C. Lankau,
the first pastor of Sacred
Heart, who died last Dec. 6.
Father Nazarewicz succeeds
the late Msgr. John F. Wetula,
second pastor of St. Stanislaus,
who died Jan. 1.
A NATIVE OF Newark,
Msgr. Fronczak attended St.
Stanislaus Grammar School
and local public schools. He
was graduated from Seton Hall
College and took his theologi-
cal studies at Immaculate
Conception Seminary. He was
ordained June 10. 1933, at St.
Patrick’s Pro-Cathedral by
Archbishop Walsh.
Msgr. Fronczak's priestly
life has been devoted to edu-
cation. He taught at the Aquin-
as House of Studies at Seton
Hall from 1933 to 1939 and has
been a member of the Seton
Hall faculty since 1939. He is
presently liaison, officer to the
College of Medicine and Den-
tistry.
His brother, Rev. Alex-
ander W. Fronczak, ia pastor
of Moat Saered Heart of Jesus.
Willing ton
Father Nazarewicz was
born in Czeremosznia, Poland,
but came to this country at an
early age. He attended St.
Stanislaus School, Newark, Se-
ton Hall Prep and College and
St. Mary's in Orchard Lake,
Mich. His theological studies
were at Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary and SS Cyril
and Methodius Seminary, Or-
chard Lake. Hr was ordained
May 21, 1932, by Archbishop
Walsh at St. Patrick's Pro-
Cathedral.
FOLLOWING ordination. Fa-
ther Nazarewicz served at St.
Valentine's, Bloomfield <1932-
40), St. Thrresa'a, Linden
(1940 51) and St. Ann's (Po-
lish). Jersey City (1951 54). He
was named pastor of St. Jo-
seph's Sept. 11, 1954.
Father Czermak has spent
hit entire priestly life it Our
Lady of Czestochowa. He wes
horn in Jersey City, attended
St. Peter’s Prep. Don Boko
Prep and St. Mary't College,
Orchard Lake. He alto took
his theological studies at Or-
chard Lake and was ordained
May 22, 1937. at St. Patrick's
Pro-Cathedral by Archbishop
Walsh.
MSGR. FRONCZAK FR. CZERMAK FR. NAZAREWICZ
His ‘Crimes’ Noted
Cardinal Mindszenty
Status Uncertain
VIENNA (NC) The amnesty for political prisoners
decreed by Hungary's communist government apparently
does not apply to Jozaef Cardinal Mindszenty, according
to reports reaching here, but the exclusion of the Hungarian
Primate is not certaip.
The amnesty releases persons convicted of war crimes
counterrevolutionary activities, and similar "anti-state" ac-
tivities.
Excluded from it are those convicted of treason, espionage
murder and arson as well as habitual criminals.
Cardinal Mindszenty was sentenced to life imprison-
ment on trumped-up charges of espionage and treaaon In
1949. ~
Because of the "crimea" of which he was "convicted,"
the Cardinal apparently does not benefit from the amnesty.
But Premier Kadar also announced that those not covered in
the general decree may be given freedom if they ask for
it individually.
Linked With Boxing Tragedy
Pope Scores Sports ‘Barbarities’
VATICAN CITY (NC) A
comment by Pope John about
"sports that go counter to na-
tural principles" is pertinent
to the case of a U.S. boxer
who died recently, Vatican
Radio has stated.
The Pope made the com-
ment, and also referred to
"barbarities inflicted by broth-
er upon brother.” in an Im-
promptu speech March 24 at
Our Lady Queen of Peace
Church in the suburban town
of Ostia Lido
Vatican Radio said the next
day that the Pope's words
"may be clearly understood as
linked with the tragic fate of
Davey Moore.”
MOORE. FORMER world
featherweight champion, suf-
fered a brain injury when he
was knocked out by Sugar
Ramos in a title fight In Lot
Angeles March 21.
Neurosurgeons have stated
that Moore apparently suf-
fered the injury when the bsck
of his head struck one of the
ring ropes while he was on his
way down from a punch
landed by hla opponent. The
surgeons stated, however, that
an accumulation of blows
Moore received earlier in the
fight may have made him
more susceptible to the brain
injury.
Vatican Radio said the
Pope's words of condemnation
are "all the graver In view of
his well-known optimism."
"ALL SPORTS have their
risks and this is not the rea-
son for coodemnihg them."
Vatican Radio continued. "The
physical and moral standards
promoted by sports reward
and Justify the inevitable
risk*, including those of box-
ing.
"As regards the pitileaa de-
mands of the people who regu-
late the contracts of fighters,
and also as regards the pas-
sions aroused by professional
fights and public fanaticism,
the Judgments of moralists
are severe. Yet there ia no
real and proper condemnation
from the Church.
"Explicit declarations of .the
Church, however, are not
needed before coming to moral
judgments. There are the prin-
ciples of the natural law. It
Is enough to apply them with
intelligent reflection end recti-
tude of conscience to arrive
at the conclusion that profes-
sional boxing, such as it ia at
the present moment, as a fact
or as it is practiced, is a aport
that U objectively immoral."
THE DAY before Pope John
spoke in Ostia Lido, the editor
of L’Osservatore Romano, Va-
tican City's daily newipaper,
branded the Moor e-Ramos
fight "a crime which dishon-
or* our ‘civilization.’”
Raimondo Manzini said in
an editorial that "another
crime haa been committed in
the name of the Idol of box-
ing.” *
The editorial continued:
"This Is another moral dis-
grace for our ‘civilization.’
which refuses to admit that a
ban la necessary and instead
pampers the infantile myths of
crowds, which are to some ex-
tent instinctively and often un-
consciously savage."
Last April the Vatican paper
condemned professional box-
ing aa a "homicidal career."
That condemnation was
prompted by the death of
Cuban boxer Benny "Kid"
Paret of brain injuries suf-
fered in a welterweight title
fight last March 24.
DISCUSSING THE same in-
cident, Rev. Francis J. Con-
nell, C.SS.R.. former dean of.
the School of Sacred Theology
at the Catholic University of
America, said it ia "difficult
to reconcile prizefighting aa
we have it today with Catholic
principles of morality."
Father Connell called for
changes in the rules of profes-
sional boxing to eliminate
from it "the intention of in-
juring the opponent."
He said prizefighting in ita
present form appears to be a
violation of the Fifth Com-
mandment, which "forbids
not only murder but also the
inflicting of bodily injury on a
fellow man."
IN WASHINGTON, Sen.
Estes Kcfauver of Tennessee
said he will reintroduce his
bill to put boxing directly un-
der U. S. Government regu-
lation.
Sh Editorial Pago •
ARCHDIOCISAN RALLY - The Archdioceson Councils of Catholic Mon and Women this
year will join the Council of Cathlic Youth in sponsoring the annual May r[?]lly in Roose-
ve[?]t St[?]dium.Jersey City Archbishop Boland here approves prelimi[?]ry plans at a con-
ferenc[?] With, from left. Msgr. John J. Riley. Msgr. Thomas F. Mulv[?]ney and Msgr.
John E. McHenry, moderators for the councils
Roselle Pastor Announces
Plans for New High School
ROSELLE Anew pare
dual high school for girls will
open this fall at St Joseph*
perish here, according to plant
announced this week by Rev
Joseph 1., Donnelly, pastor
Archbishop Roland granted
permission for the school | a st
week.
To be known officially as
the Girls’ Catholic High School
of St. Joseph’s parish. It will
have an eventual enrollment
of between 350 and 400 stu-
dents and will be staffed by
the Sisters of St. Joseph of
Chestnut Hill, who presently
teach in the grammar school.
The school will have no con-
nection with Roselle Catholic
High School for hoys, which
originally opened at a parish
school and was later incor
porated Into the Archdiocesan
Development Campaign Ro-
selle Catholic Is under St
Joseph t jurisdiction this year
but will become an archdks-
resan regional school u the
fall.
FATHER DONNELLY said
that while the new school is
primarily designed to serve
the children of hit parish,
which Includes Resell* Park
and Roselle, it will accept
children from nearby parishes
if vacancies are available
The new high school has
been made possible by the
erection of an 16 room addition
to tbe grammar school, which
will be completed in August
This will release 12 class-
rooms in the old grammar
Khool building and these will
be entirely renovated for tbe
use of the high school
Present plans are to accept
a freshman class of about 70
in September The Sisters of
St Joseph have agreed to pro-
vide two teachers A principal
will be named in n few weeks.
There are 67 girlx in the pres-
ent eighth grade of thr gram-
mar Khool and approximately
50 of these are expected to en
roll in thr high Khool
Father Donnelly said that
his reason for opening the new
high school was. first, to serve
the children of his parish, and
secondly, to serve Catholic ed-
ucation generally to the best
of his ability. He noted that it
would help take some of the
enrollment pressure off the
new srchdiocesan high school
for girls in Clark, which will
also open this fall.
For Christian Unity
May Rally to Be
Diocesan Event
NEWARK The Tlrst An-
nual Archdiocesan Holy Hour
will unite men, women and
youth of four counties in
prayer* for Christian unity
May 19 at 3 p m. in Roosevelt
Stadium. Replacing the
Marian Youth Rally, which
has been scheduled in May for
the past decade, the holy hour
will be cosponsored by the
Arcbdioeesan Councils of Calh-
oUe Men and Women and the
Cathotir Youth Organization
for the first time.
Archbishop Boland will pre-
side at the holy hour at which
prayers will be offered for
Christian unity, for tbe suc-
cess of the Vatican Council
which »tU resume in Septem-
ber. and for the conversion of
nations. Tbe Archbishop is
honorary chairman of th* holy
hour with Auztliary Bishops
Stanton. Dougherty and Cos-
tello.
"THIS IS THE opportumty
for the lay people of th* New-
ark Archdiocese to express
their faith and their desize for
Christian unity," said Rev.
Edward J. Hajduk. executive
chairman "The lay people
have e pert to play ia the
movement toward unity in the
spirit of the council, and pray-
er u their most important ac-
tion."
He added that the pray-
ers offered at the holy hour
will "be taken back to th*
council by the Archbishop "
Continuing the traditional
pageantry of the Marian Youth
Rally. Archbishop Boland will
crown the statu* of Our Lady
of Fatima enshrined on the
field, and a group of high
Khool girls and student nurses
will form a Living Rosary.
CYO drum corps' will play be-
fore the open air ceremonies
are held.
There win also be a series
ot colorful tableaux depicting
the mysteries of the rosary,
and an all-male choir com-
posed of men of Bergen Coun-
ty.
Flags of all nations will be
massed around the altar
where Benediction will be cele-
brated at tbe close of the holy
hour.
HIGH SCHOOL students and
scouts Will be seated in their
own sections of the stadium
which has a capacity of 25.000.
Others will teat themselves as
family groups
Archbishop Boland ap-
pointed as official chairmen of
the holy hour the moderators
of the participating groups:
Msgr. Thomas F. Mulvaney of
the NCCM, Msgr John E.
McHenry of the NCCW, ami
Msgr. John J Kiley of th#
CYO.
Who Pray
Together ...
BLUFF POINT, Australia
(NC) Each day during Lent
when th* bell of St. Ccorge'a
Anglican Church rings for the
noon litany, members of fiv#
faiths join as "prayer-part-
ners" in the cause of Christian
reunion, reciting a prayer for
intention of unity within their
own homes.
Bishop Francis X. Thomas of
the Catholic Diocese of Gerald-
ton has given his blessing to
the project, so that two Catho-
lics are taking pan, along with
Anglicans, Methodists, Presby-
tenans and Greek Orthodox.
On the Inside
...
THOSE ‘DISAGREEMENTS’ at the
council how much was scuttle-
butt? See Page 2
BLESSED ELIZABETH SETON was a
mother before she was a Sister snd
herchildren remained her first con-
cern. This U the subject of one of
several articles on Mother Seton
and her beatification on Page 4
THE ‘TRIAL MARRIAGE’ loophole and
its possibilities of being tightened
are discussed by a canon lawyer
on Page 13
LITURGY DAYS At right Bishop McNulty
approaches the altar to begin the cele-
bration of Mast during the Paterson Dio-
cese's annual liturgy Days held March
24 and 25 at St. Philip's, Clifton. Above,
Rev. Donald C. Rackley delivers homily
on the Paschal candle during demonstra-
tion of a Bible vigil for Holy Saturday.
Three hundred Sisters and lay people
attended the first day; 150 priests the
second. The program was sponsored by
the Liturgy Commission of the Diocese,
headed by Rev. Frank J. Rodimer.
(Story on Page 3)
Freedom in the Church
‘Decisive' Says Fr. Kueng
BOSTON (NO - Freedom
in the Church “has always to
be won over and over aGain,”
Rev. Hans Kueng said here.,
Father Kueng, speaking on
"The Church and Freedom'’ to
an audience that included a
Catholic Cardinal, a Greek
Orthodox metropolitan, and an
Episcopalian Bishop declared
that the "realization'’ o( free-
dom, although a difficult task,
is “of decisive importance’’
for the Church.
Dean of the theological fa-
culty at the University of
Tuebingen, Germany, and au
thor of the widely publicized
book "The Council, Reform
and Reunion," the Swiss-born
theologian lectured March 21
at Boston College.
"HOW IS THE Church with
her message of freedom to be
regarded as credible by men
if she herself does not show
herself as a place of free-
dom?" he asked. "How is she
to show herself as a place of
freedom unless freedom
shines out everywhere through
her institutions and constitu-
tions, her ministries and or-
dinances?”
Amog steps that should be
taken toward increased free-
dom, Father Kueng suggested
abandoning the Index of For-
bidden Books and the censor-
ship of religious books before
publication.
He described the Index as
an invention of the Renais-
sance Popes and said this is
"not the best possible recom-
mendation.’’
Father Kueng cited two ele-
ments in the Church, her "ex-
ternal unnatures" and her
"inner nature." The first, he
aaid, "may in ways resemble
communism in its enslavement
of men." but the second is
"radically the opposite pole
from that pseudo-church with
its pseudo-faith."
"In her inner nature she is,
despite all external stgna to
the contrary, the place of
freedom," he aaid.
Among steps that should be
Richard Cardinal Cushing of
Boston, who introduced Father
Kueng; Metropolitan A then-
agoras, religious leader of the
Greek Orthodox throughout
Canada, and retired Episcopal
Bishop Malcolm F. Peabody,
who were present at Cardinal
Cushing's invitation.
In his introductory remarks
Cardinal Cushing said that
•inca the Council of Trent “we
have built a wall between
Christians of different affilia-
tions."
"But now." he added, "we
are beginning to see cracks in
that wall."
EVERY MANIFESTATION in
the Church of lack of freedom
contributes toward making the
Church less credible in the
eyes of the world and of men
in general, Father Kueng said.
"And that," he added, "is a
miserable disaster.”
He defined this freedom as
a "freedom in order.”
"Just as there can be no
true order in the Church with-
out true freedom, so there can
be no true freedom in the
Church without order.” he
said. "Anyone who through
dictatorship and terror de-
stroys freedom in the Church.
also destroys true order and
authority in the Church. And
anyone who. through rebel-
lion and revolt, destroyi order
and authority in the Church,
also destroys true freedom in
the Church. Both freedom in
order and order In freedom
make up the Church of
Christ.”
THE FIRST session of the
Second Vatican Council has
"become a manifestation of
freedom In the Church ob-
served by the whole world,"
Father Kueng said.
"It It an illusion," he asked,
“to hope that with this council
anew period has begun in the
history of the Catholic Church:
the period of anew and fruit-
ful freedom in the Church?"
He suggested that, the Cath-
olic Church in the U. S. "will
take an Important, a leading
position In this new period of
the Catholic Church.”
Of U. S. history, be said:
"What adventurous courage.
what inexhaustible force and
what magnificent generosity
come out in this story of a
dynamism never seen in the
world before, a dynamism
which was essentially formed
by the idea of freedom! The
Catholic Church In the USA.
has her share in that story.
"WHAT MIGHT IT mean
for the people of the U. S. on
the one hand and tor the uni-
versal Catholic Church on the
other. If this Church of the
United States would now
prove herself as having the
same courage, the same en-
ergy, the same magnificence
in the new period of the Cath-
olic Church, in this period of
new, ecumenically-minded
freedom, which goes out not to
conquer others but to meet
with them?" he asked.
"And ihe will so prove her-
self. I. having met so many
open-minded American Bish-
ops and theologians at the
council, have no doubt at ail."
BROTHERS’ RESIDENCE - Archbishop Boland lays the
cornerstone for the new Brothers’ residence ot St. Joseph's
parish, Oradell, March 23. At right is Msgr. Thomas F.
Curry, pastor. The residence is for the Xaverion Brothers
who teach at the parish grammar school.
Press and the Vatican Council-
History Is Seen Repeating Itself
By men. JAMES I. TITER
VATICAN CITY <NC>-Hts.
tory ia repeating itself in the
interplay between the world
press and tha ecumenical
council.
Aa at the First Vatican
Council (1869 70). so at the 1
second there has been a rep-
etition o t the easy labeling of
two aides of an issue. There
ia the tame creation at vil-
lains and heroes. And there
has been similar damage done.
At the First Vatican Coun-
cil. the labels were "Gallican"
and "Ultramontane," "Infalh-
biUsta" amt "Inopportunests,"
"Majority" and "Minority."
Now it la "Liberals'* and
"Conservatives." "Integral-
and "Progressives." and
even "PetnaU" and "Paul-
isti."
SOMEHOW IN the shuffle
every "Liberal" has become a
hero and every "Conserva-
tive” has become a villain.
Labels, while necessary.
provide a temptation to over-
simplify to the point at mistn-
(ormatioo
The legitimat* efforts at the
press to inform the public
■bout the council have been
weakened by the use of rumor,
goesip and plain scultlebut"
in several influential and wide-
ly disseminated publications,
chiefly magazines
The real damage has been
inflicted when innuendo and
assumption have been dropped
into the framework of an
otherwise credible report.
THE FAVORITE target in
some sectors at the press has
been Alfredb Cardinal Ot-
uvuni. Secretary of the
Sacred Congregation of the
Holy Office. His office and its
history make him a natural
"villain."
It was reported on the eve
of the council that Cardinal
Ottaviani. together with Er-
nesto Cardinal Rufftni of Paler-
mo and Giuseppe Cardinal Sui
of Genoa, would be the lead-
ers of the "Integralists,"
among whom would be num-
bered nearly every Bishop in
Italy and Spain and a majori-
ty of the prelates from the
US. and Latin America.
The record of the first ses-
sion of the council has shown
that this bit of crystal-balling
misfired.
IT WAS REPORTED that
Pope John succeeded in call-
ing the Second Vatican Coun-
cil in spite of Die internal op-
position hidden behind the out-
ward acquiescence of the late
Domenico Cardinal Tardini.
former Papal Secretary of
State. To this it was added
that “they say" that Cardinal
Tardini died of chagrin at be-
ing unable to change the
Pope's mind.
That statement is contra-
dicted by the facts. Pope John
himself said publicly at an au-
dience in May, 1962. that when
the idea of a council occurred
to him, Cardinal Tardini’a
"agreement waa immediate
and exultant " *
Cardinal Tardini was a sick
man long before Pope John's
election to the papacy. His
health broke as a result ot the
exhaustion that came after he
had worked long hours every
night preparing a first draft
of Mater et Magtstra.
IT WAS REPORTED that a
new council was the last thing
In the world that the Vatican
officials desired.
In gathering material for ar-
ticles which the NCWC News
Service published immediately
following tha first announce
meat of the council, this writ-
er interviewed at least s dozrn
key figures of the Church's
central administration There
was no indication from them
of opposition to the council at
that time.
On the contrary, each one
without exception was eager to
discuss the matters which
needed reform and renews],
IT WAS REPORTED that in
one meeting of Ihe council
Cardinal Ottaviani spoke past
the allotted to minute* and.
when he was reminded of this
by Bernard Cardinal Atfrink.
who was presiding, he refused
to give up the mierophooe.
Suddenly, the report continued.
Cardinal ntiaviam found him-
self speaking Into a dead
microphone as Uie council
Fathers brake into applause at
Cardinal Alinnk s action
Then, it was reported. Car-
dinal Ottaviani stayed away
from the council (or two
weeks, the wording indicating
he was sulking
To this Cardinal ouavuni
has replied
"IT IS NOT true that the
microphone went dead. Car-
dinal Atfrink did ring the
bell and tell me that I had
spoken beyood 10 reunites, but
he was polite in doing so He
said: 'Excuse me. Your Emin-
ence. etc ' This was In the
early days of the council and
the Cardinal ( Aifnnk) did not
know that the 10-aiaute limit
did not apply to Cardinals
When this was called to his at-
tention after the meeting, he
came to me and apologized "
Several Bishops told this
writer that the applause waa
kwabaed. not general
’ An official of the Holy Of-
fice. who sees Cardinal Ot-
tavtanl every day, suggested
that his absence from the
council hall toUowmg the in-
cident could be esptained by
the fart that he had already
said all he had to say on the
matter at hand, lie returned
to the council hall when anew
item earn* up for discussion.
IT WAS REPORTED -and
this may be at the core of
many criticism* that it U
■ gainst the principle* of the
Holy Office ever to justify its
activities
Cardinal Ottaviani replied
“I nwm» you may be talk-
ing about one at two things
the Holy Office s coodcmfla-
Uoa of writing* or the Holy Of-
fice s reported dismissal of
professor* U the Holy Office
condemns a book, no explana-
tion is required The book u
its own evidence for iu con-
demnation Public debate is
not the role of the Holy Office
“If It should ever happen
that a professor should be
dismissed, bo himself would
know all the reasons far the
Holy Office's action ton* be-
fore it happened Once he
would know, that is enough It
would even be discourteous to
the man. thee, to make the
matter public “
Trust in God: Act Accordingly'
Still Major Obstacles to Unity,
Cardinal Bea Tells Romans
ROME (NC) While oh
stacles to Christian reunion
are still "enormous." they
should spur Christian* to trust
in God. Augustin Cardinal Bea
declared on the eve of his da
parture for the U. S.
Cardinal Bea. President of
the' Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity. added that
this "should move us to set
in a manner corresponding to
this confidence "
THE GERMAN BORN schol
ar granted a television inter-
view prior to leaving for Bos
ton. where he was to deliver
three major addresses in the
course of a symposium involv-
ing Catholic and Protestant
theologians at Harvard Uni-
versity March 27-30.
Asked about "immediate
and remote prospects for the
union of Christians.” Cardinal
Bea said that the Second Vat-
ican Council itself "can solve
a few problems, especially
concerning the mutual rela-
tions between the various do
nominations and the Catholic
Church." He cited ut particu-
lar questions concerning the
Catholic approach to religious
freedom and to mixed marri-
ages.
He said also that the coun-
cil will be able to explain to
the contemporary mind vari-
ous points of Catholic doctrine,
"especially the more impor-
tant ones on the Church its
nature and it* constitution, its
unity, and other similar
points."
THE JESUIT Cardinal went
on to say, however, that "the
vision of the enormous ob-
stacles which atilt rise up on
the road toward union must
never make our gaze linger
on our poor human efforts, but
must Instead urge us to have
trust in God —a trust that
can move mountain* —and
move us to act in a manner
corresponding to this trust "
*‘Thu action." said the Car-
dinal. "will require a lot of
chanty, love, abnegation and
perseverance The only thing
that matters ia to rontnbute
toward union as much as pos-
sible through prayers and
through work, performed with
dedication and confidence
"We are all in fact only
humble colla hors tor* in a
work which is the work of
God. who alone can make the
seed grow and make it bear
fruit at the hidden time of the
mysterious and loving design
which God conceived for His
Church and for humanity "
THE CARDINAL will follow
hi* Bosioe visit with a brief
trip to New York He wilt as-
sist at a Solemn Pontifical
Mass Msrch 31 at St. Patnck't
Cat&edral.
A dinner will be held in his
hcoor the following day.
Guests will include Mu-
hammad Khan, president cf
Ihe UN General Assembly; U
Thant. UN Secretary General;
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller and
Mayor Robert Wagner
People in the News
Arcadia Cardinal t.arrsona,
C’.M.K., Prefect of the Sacred
Congregation of Rites, will
preside at ceremonies May
12-13 at Fatima, Portugal,
marking the 46th anniversary
of the Blessed Vtrgm’a Aral
appearance there.
MaJ. Gen. Charles J. Tim-
mev, chief of the U 8. Mili-
tary Assistance Group in Vi-
etnam. has been awarded tha
Benemerenti Medal by Pope
John, for service as an out-
standing layman.
Msgr. Josef Cardljn, found-
er of the international Young
Christian Workers Movement,
was given Germany’s Grand
Cross of tha Order of Achieve-
ment for bis efforts on behalf
of young workett in Ger-
many.
Rev. Dennis V, Darning,
C.BBp„ a Philadelphia native
who hsia been ■ missionary
in Tanganyika since 1950. has
been named first Bishop of the
new Diocese of Arusha.
Dr. Iletnrich Drimmel, Aus-
tria’s Minister of Education,
received honorary doctorate
of laws degrees otrthe same
day from Catholic University
of America and Georgetown
University.
Gov, Edmund G. Brown ot
California will be inducted in-
to (he Sacramento Serra Club
May 9 by Archbishop Joseph
T. McGucken of San Fran-
cisco.
Bishop George Lux lon, An-
glican Ordinary of Huron,
Ont.. was received by Pope
John.
Rev. John M. Chang Jr.,
son of the former Korean pre-
mier. will be ordained March
30 m Innsbruck, Austria, aa
a priest for the Seoul Arch-
diocese.
Caunet...
Rev. Enstachlns Kugler,
former Bavarian provincial
of the Brothers of Mercy.
Born II6T, died 1946 Prelim-
inary diocesan process start-
ed toward beatification.
Convention Theme
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) -
"The Priest, the Serran and
the World Revolution" will be
the theme of the Serra Inter-
national convention to be held
here July 7-10,
Tax-Paid Correctional Aids
For St. Louis Parochial Pupils
ST. LOUIS (NC) - Pre-
liminary testa have been com-
pleted to locate Catholic school
children in St. Louis County
who will receive tax-paid
speech correctional instruction
beginning with the next school
year.
The classes will be provided
in most private and parochial
schools by the tax-supported
Special School District of St.
Louis County.
The district was directed to
provide the services pre-
viously! limited to public school
students - in s Feb. 18 de-
cision by Missouri Atty. Gen.
Thomas F. Eagleton
UNDER THE program,
speech and hearing correction-
ista from the district staff will
enter schools during regular
school hours to administer the
therapy classes twice each
week The setup is believed to
be the first of its kind
in American education.
Previously, the district had
refused to provide the serv-
ices for private and parochial
school pupils, except for those
programs for the more
seriously retarded, in which
children are withdrawn from
their regular school and en-
rolled fulltime in the district
program.
THE CATHOLIC school en-
rollment in St. Louis County it
7,200, while there are about
4,000 pupils in Lutheran
schools. The two school sys-
tems together account for
most private school pypils.
When the program is im-
plemented here, all services of
the district will be available
to all students, regardless of
the school they attend. Nearly
200 Catholic pupils ’are now en-
rolled in the district's fulltime
program for the retarded.
According to Msgr. James
T. Curtin, archdioccsan school
superintendent, one possible
stumbling block to the
expanded program might be
a shortage of personnel on the
part of the district
The district is now seeking
passage of a bill which would
give u additional funds by
broadening its tax base. If the
bill la not passed, county
voters might be asked to ap-
prove a tax mere*** in the
Vrv-’ election*
Carey on Aid Bill:
Bad Public Policy
WASHINGTON (NC) - Rep
Hugh L. Csrey of New York
has warned Congress that a
federal aid to education pro-
gram which forced a cutback
in parochial schools would be
bad public policy.
Carey said it ta "neither
practical nor economical to
price out. phase out. in effect
drop out, an emir* school sys-
tem' "
STRESSING THE need for
“*v ery conceivable economy
in education.” Carey said this
"certainly should mean the
maximum utilization of every
existing school and classroom
which meets state and local
standard*, public or private.”
"When overcrowding or
teacher thortege clearly ex-
ist*. the needs of the child
should govern regardless of
origin, color, creed, or school
uf sliendance." ha said in a
statement ta the Congressional
Record.
Carey also placed m the
Record a Washington Post re-
port on the dropping of some
grades in Catholic school* in
various localities througout the
country
tn addition he placed in the
Record two other documents
a statement to the House Ed-
ucation and Labor Committee
by C A Andrea* of Pella,
lowa chairman of the board
of Citizens for Educational
Freedom, urging equal treat
ment for children in al
schools; and an address b>
Robert M. Hutchins, president
of the Fund for the Republic,
criticizing the Supreme Court
for its interpretation of the
constitutional principle of sep-
aration of Church and State.
N. J. Carmelites
On Commission
WASHINGTON. D C. - Two
Ctrmefatr seminarians from
North Jersey worn recently
appointed to the Titus Braads-
ma Commuaioa at Whilefnsr*
Hall here
Frater Carlton J. O'Bheo.
O Carm . of West .Englewood
and Frater Damian J Shee-
han. O Carm . were appointed
by Hev Caassius J. Hinde. O.
Carm . assistant provincial
and director of student* at
Wtutefrur* Hail
The aim of the Titus
Brendsma Commission is to
inform Catholics of the work
of the Dutch Carmelite, who
died in 19*2 at Dachau Fa-
ther Brandama had been
president of the Catholic
Journalists Society of Hol-
land until his arrest by the
Gewtapo. A petition for the
final stage of his beatification
was presented by the German.
Dutch sod Polish hierarchy to
the Father* of the Secood Va-
tican Council
AWARD WINNER - Admiral
George W. Anderson Jr.,
Chief of Naval Operations,
has been named winner of
Notre Dame University's Loe-
tare Medal, given annually
to an outstanding American
Catholic layman. Rev, Theo-
dore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C.,
university president, praised
the admiral for "his more
than 35 years of courageous
and brilliant service to the
nation."
School Bus Bill
Killed in Iowa
DES MONIN ES. Iowa <NC)
— The Iowa House hat killed.
77-39, a bill requiring that tax-
paid school buses carry chil-
dren who are students at paro-
chial and other private schools.
Rep Scott Swisher of Iowa
City, the bill's sponsor, argued
that the bill offered equal
treatment of all school chil-
dren and did not involve
Church-State relation! Op-
ponents said the measure
violated proper Church-State
relations and argued that par-
enta who choose private
schools in effect reject public
transportation.
Med School
Aid Stymied
WASHINGTON (NO - The
Rules Committee has voted
against immediate House floor
action on a hi!! for federal aid
to medical and dental schools,
this session's first big school
aid measure
Rep Howard Smith of Vir-
ginia. chairman of the com
mute* which controls the flow
of legislation to the floor, said
the bill was put aside in a
7-7 vote
The committee's meeting
was a closed session.
Smith satd the committee
can reconsider the measure
later.
' He Indicated that the
vote reflected the committee's
desire to*see all big federal
school aid bills before approv-
ing any one of them for sub
mission to the Senate.
Bus Aid Bill
In Maryland
ANNAPOLIS. Md. (RNS) —
Maryland's Senate approved a
bill to permit Ann? Arundel
County to expand it a present
school bus service for all stu-
dents attending parochial and
other private schools
Previously passed by the
House of Delegates, which
concurred in minor Senate
amendments, the bill was sent
to Gov, J Millard Tawes for
his signature
The county's present law
permits bus service for pri-
vate school pupils if they Live
along established public school
routes Under the new legisla-
tion the couniy may appro-
priate additional funds and es-
tablish new routes to provide
an expanded transportation.
One of the Senate amend-
ments provides that student*
attend the nearest non public
school if they wish to use the
bus service If signed by Gov.
Tawes the legislation will b«
effective June 1.
Rus Rides Approved
For Private Pupils
BETHEL. Conn tNC) — By
a better than 2 to 1 margin,
voters of this Eairfield County
community approved bus
transportation at public ex-
pense for pupils attending the
town's private, non-profit
schools
Pupils attending the new St.
Mary's School, opening next
September, will be eligible for
the but transposition
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Queen of Peace Parish Sets
Fund Drive for Convent
NORTH ARLINGTON-Over
600 men from Queen of Peace
parish will visit all homes in
the parish March 31 to accept
subscriptions for the building
of anew convent for the Sis-
ters of St. Joseph who staff
the grammar and high school
there.
Msgr. Lcßoy E. McWilliams,
pastor, asked that parishioners
remain home between 1 and 3
p.m., or until they are called
on. The goal of the drive is
$500,000, part of which is de-
signed for completion of the
athletic field and additional
work on the elementary
school.
Construction on the convent
is already under way. Msgr.
McWilliams said that the
building will fulfill one of the
last wishes of the late Msgr.
Peter B. O’Connor, his pre-
decessor as pastor. '‘The peo-
ple of this fine community are
proud of their parish and their
accomplishments for it dur-
ing the past years," he added.
"The new convent will, in a
sense, be a testimonial to
them and to Msgr. O'Connor.
Co-chairmen of the drive are
Charles Doyle. John J. Mor-
risroe and Edward F. Reid. At
• ceremony held March 26 in
the church, Archbishop Boland
blessed the workers.
Name Judges
For Contest
NEWARK - Msgr. Roger
A. Reynolds, archdiocesan di-
rector of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine, has an-
nounced the three judges for
the annual religion contest
sponsored by the CCD.
Scholarships will be award-
ed to parochial or regional
high schools in the arch-
diocese by Archbishop Boland
for each of the four counties.
The judges will be Rev.
John H. Koenig of Immaculate
Conception Seminary, Darling-
ton; Rev. Frank J. Nead of
Seton Hall University and Sis-
ter Regina Celeste, M.S.B.T.,
chairman of the arehdio-
cesan Sisters and Brothers
Committee of the CCD.
Maternity Class
TEANECK — A new class
for expectant parents will be-
gin April 1 at Holy Name
Hospital.
GOLDEN JUBILEE - Archbishop Boland celebrated a Solemn Pontifical Mast March 24
for the golden jubilee of the Immaculate Conception (Lodi) Province of the Felician Sis-
ters. He is shown above ofter the Mass with Very Rev. Mother Mary Alexandra,C.S.S.F.,
superior general of the Felician Sitters, left, and Mother Mary Virginette. C.S.S.F., pro-
vincial superior. The community, which has 640 members, plans a new infirmary.
SPECIAL SERVICE - Msgr. Water H. Hill, rector of St. John's Cathedral, serves the guests
at the little Sisters of the Poor home in Paterson March 19. as Mother net. P.S.D.P..
waits with tome special treats. Msgr. Hill took part in the tradition on St. Joseph 's
Day ceremony representing Bishop McNulty, who was in Rome for the Mother Seton
beatification ceremonies.
Relief Director to Speak
At Guild Dinner April 29
NEWARK Msgr. Joseph
B Grrmtllion. director of the
socio-economic division of
Catholic Relief Services, will
be principal speaker at the
fifth annual dinner of the
Guild of St. Joseph the Worker
April 29 at Thomm’s
restaurant.
The dinner will follow an
evening Maas offered by Arch-
bishop Boland at T pm in
Sacred Heart Cathedral It it
in anticipation of the feast of
St. Joseph the Worker May I,
• hen the Archbishop will be
attending the installation of
Bishop McNulty in Buffalo
Rev Afoytius J Welsh, mod-
erator of the guild, will preach
at the Ma j on social justice
This will be in commemora
non of Social Justice Sunday.
April 29
Msgr Grrmillion hat been
with Catholic Relief Services
since laCb. but before then
accepted several special over-
seas a alignments foe CHS.,
as well as tor the Slate Depart
ment and the National Cath-
olic Rural Life Conference
He will speak on "Social Revo-
lution and our Latin American
Neighbors."
Another speaker at the din
ner will be Dick Lynch. Notre
Dame graduate and member
of the New York Giant pro-
fessional football team.
Passover-Easter Kinship
Examined atLiturgyDays
CLIFTON . “No one can
fully appreciate the Easter
celebration without an appre-
ciation of the Jewish Passover
celebration," Rev. Elias May-
er. 0X.8., of St. Paul Abbey,
Newton, told the audience of
600 Sisters and laymen at the
opening session of the Pater-
son Diocesan Liturgy Days,
March 24 at St. Philip the
Apostle School.
Father Mayer was one of
four guest speakers to appear
on the two-day program spon-
sored by the Paterson Dio-
cesan Commission for Sacred
Liturgy. Over 150 priests at-
tended March 23 at a program
which also served a* a day
of recollection. Bishop Mc-
Nulty celebrated a Pontifical
Low Mass at the end of the
March 24 session.
FATHER MAYER, a con
vert from Judaism, spoke on
"Preparing for Easter.” Link-
ing the feasts of Passover and
Easter, he said, "Chriat la the
Lamb of God and It was
planned from the first that he
would be the sacrificial offer
tag of the Passover. Easter Is
the Christian Pasch
"The Passover celebration
In Egypt, the deliverance of
the Jew*. God's holy people,
from the pharaoh, the passage
through the Red Sea. the giv-
tag of manna from heaven all
prefigured the Passover meal
ol Holy Thursday and the mys-
teries of the redemption In
each Easter season, these sal-
vation mysteries are not just
recalled as historical inci-
dents, they are relived and
made realities again for car-
rytag out the redemption of
the holy people of God."
John Mansion, executive
secretary of the Liturgical
Conference, speaking to the
priesta on "The Layman’s
Voice in the Liturgical Re-
form," noted some of the prob-
lems which face the layman.
"He is often made to feel
like a second-rate Catholic,"
Mannion declared.
"THE GREATEST contact
with the Church that any lay-
man has is in the Mass and
it is especially true here that
the layman’s place U ob-
scured, his part is just not
made clear. For one thing, the
celebrant often doe* not seem
to address himself to the con-
gregation, even in those parts
which are specifically a dialo-
gue between the priest and his
congregation **
THE OPPOSITE role played
by catechetics in the conver-
sion of children and adults
• as emphasised by Rev. Ger-
ard S. Sloyan. president of the
Liturgical Conference. "Cate-
chetics looks to the formation
of the whole Christian and in-
cludes a Communion followed
by a conversion for children,
but the inverse for adults, who
must be first converted and
then united to Christ.
"Communion is living a life
in common with Christ. The
problem for the child is to
proceed forth from faith to in-
struction so that ultimately he
may experience Communion
so that he may give himself
wholly to Jesus, his Brother,
know who He is and become
a member of a priestly people
with Him.”
TIIE EFFECT of the first
session of the Vatican Council
on liturgical reform was treat-
ed by Rev. Frederick Mc-
Manus of Catholic University
of America in an address to
the priests. He noted that this
first session had followed Pope
John XXIII's plan for the
council as an "aggiornamen-
to," a proclamation of the
Gospel to the people of our
time In both a pastoral and
ecumenical spirit.
Among the tangible results
of the first session, he listed
the unanimous acceptance of
the first constitution on litur-
gy. "This chapter promotes
and fosters catechetical and
Biblical orientation of the lit-
urgy." he said, adding that a
commission would be formed
after the council was over to
get down to the particulars of
liturgical reform.
Dailey Named
K. C. Chairman
UNION CITY _ Francis J.
Dailey of Gloucester City was
named chairman-for the 1963
convention of the New Jersey
State K. of C. Council this
week by Charles W. Gard-
ner, state deputy.
The convention will be held
May 1719 at the Traymore Ho-
tel, Atlantic City. Each coun-
cil in good standing will be
entitled to two delegates, the
grand knight and one elected
past grand knight
BY PROXY - A scroll citing Msgr. Ra[?]ph B. Glover for 20
yeers service to the We[?]ore Federation of Newark it
presented by Woodruff J. English, federation president,
to Msgr. Patrick J. Tr[?], acting director of Newark's
Associated Catholic Charities. Msgr. Glover, director of
Catholic Charities and pastor of Our Lady Help of Chris-
lions. East Orange, recently retired from the federation's
board of trustees.
Freeholders
Honor Bishop
PATERSON A resolution
honoring Bishop McNulty was
voted at the March 20 meeting
of the Passaic County Board
of Freeholders, recounting the
10 years he had spent at Biah
op of Paterson.
Introduced by Freeholder
David Krugman of Pasaaic.
the resolution cited Bishop Me
Nulty’s work with the Spanish
speaking, his establishment of
the Ml. Carmel Guild and Hos-
pital for Alcoholics and his
contributions to the education
al, charitable and cultural pro-
grams of the community
The resolution was passed in
connection with Bishop - Mc-
Nulty'a recent appointment as
Bishop of Buffalo, N Y , where
be will be installed May 1.
Easter Mission
NEWARK - Rev. Gerald
O'Leary. 0.5.8 , will preach a
mission at Holy Rosary
Church March 31-April 7 in
preparation- for Raster. Scrv-
icea will be held dally at 7:30
p.m.
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No Feast Day Set
For Mother Seton
VATICAN CITY (NC) - The
Holy See has specified that un-
less special permission is
granted, Masses in honor of
Blessed Elizabeth Seton may
be offered only In the New
York and Baltimore Archdi-
oceses and in churches where
Sisters of Charity which honor
her as founder normally wor-
ship.
NO FEAST DAY was immedi-
ately established for the new
“blessed." But the Sacred
Congregation of Rites specified
that the Proper of a Mass
celebrated in honor of Blessed
Elizabeth should be the Com-
mon of a holy woman who is
not a virgin.
It said also that the New
York and Baltimore Archdi-
oceses where Mother Seton
lived must have special ser-
vices honoring her within a
year of her beatification. The
dates of these observances are
to be set by the legitimate
Church authorities.
The Holy Sec's decree is in
line with those pertaining to
other blesseds. This declara-
tion of a person's holiness doea
not normally allow pußlic ven-
eration outside of dioceses or
religious orders connected with
the "blessed" in a special way,
and does not allow for display
of the beatified person's imaga
in a church or provision for a
Mass and Divine Office In hia
or her honor unless special
permission is granted.
There was no indication what
date might be set abide as
Mother Seton?* feast day. The
date of her qeath —Jan. 24
is the feast of St. Timothy.
Plan Annual
Seton Prize
SOUTH ORANGE - The
board of trustees of the
Setonian Foundation has an-
nounced ‘an annual award to
be made each March 17 in
commemoration of the beatifi-
cation of Mother Elizabeth
Bayley Seton to the Seton Hall
University student who best
combines scholastic pro-
ficiency with exceptional serv-
ice to his community.
THE SETONIAN Foundation
was established in April. 1962.
by alumni members of Phi
Kappa Theta, the national col-
legiate fraternity for Catholic
men, on the occasion of the
chartering of a chapter at
Seton Hall. Phi Kappa Theta,
founded in 1889 at Brown Uni-
versity, maintains M chapters
and 31 alumni chapters in
Catholic and non-sectarian col-
leges and universities in the
U S. and Canada.
In announcing the establish-
ment of the Setonian Award,
Edward J. Kirchner, president
of the foundation, also an-
nounced the creation of the
Setonian Lecture Series on
Contemporary Christian Prob-
lems the 1963 series to be
devoted to the problems of the
Church in Latin America and
Africa.
Mother Seton’s Children Remained
Her First and Most Vital Concern
NGf'C Sui t Srrtiir
By THOMAS K. KISSIJNG
Blessed Elizabeth Ann Seton.
foundress of the Sisters of
Charity in the U.S., believed
that her primary vocation con-
sisted in being a good mother
to her five children.
"I would gladly make every
sacrifice you Hunk consistent
with my first and inseparable
obligations as a mother," she
wrote to Archbishop John Car-
roll of Baltimore in planning
for her Sisterhood in 1M
To her frieod Julia Scott,
she said: “The dear ones have
the first claim which must
ever remain inviolate."
WIDOWED AND penniless,
and with her oldest child only
eight, Elizabeth. Seton set
about supporting her children
by obtaining a job as a
teacher.
With the assistance given by
friends she was able to pro-
vide for the education of her
children.
Her many letters and her
journal, reserved in the
archives of the community
she founded, reveal her con-
stant desire that the children
would remain steadfast in the
new Faith in which she had
instructed them
Her first child. Anne Maria
(Annuual, to whom she
referred at "the darling of her
mother." died at age of IT at
Emraitsburg. Md She was re-
ceived into the Sisters of Char-
ity on her deathbed in 1112.
IN A LETTER In MU to
her close friend and benefac-
tor. Antonio Filicchi of Leg-
horn. lUiy. Mother Seton re-
ports on her other children'
"Rebecca, the youngest, fell
while playing two winters ago
and is now lame, with a crutch
for life, but by much suffering
u preparing and hastening, I
believe, to her happy eter-
nity.” ("Little Bee." as she
was called, died the following
November, at age 14. while
a postulant at Emmitoburg i
"Kitty (Catherine Jo-
sephine) la delicate, lovely and
pious as a little angel." Mother
Seton't Utter continues. “I
could give you no idea of her
equal; she is so good and
happy a character. The two
boys (William sad Richard>,
of an age now and strength to
gala their own living and (urn
out la the war Id, are the ooty
objects of pity, because boys,
being less solid in piety than
girt*, ran be more easily led
astray, especially when drawn
by Protestant connection, at
mine will probably be. . .
"William the eldest, it now
about to make his decision to
engage in a counting house
(brokerage housel. or go to
sea It would be useless. dear
Antonio, to atempt to say what
my solicitude and care for
these poor boys would dictate.
one only point of view, their
precious souls snd dear eter-
nity. . .
"They are. to far. children
of exemplary conduct, as It
relates to common behavior
Snd the simple discharge of
pious duties. But they have no
striking talents, no remarkable
qualifications, nor are their
dispositions even unfolded . .
How much I wished they might
hsve the calling to the
sanctuary, if such a favor
could have been bestowed."
MOTHER SETON was Coo-
rented over rhotce of a career
for WUliam She persuaded
the Filicchi* to employ him
in their brokerage firm But
neither William nor Richard
who worked there also
seemed to make a success of
it. and they returned home
William, hit mind still set
on Joining the Navy, obtained
a midshipman's warrant.
After IS years at sea, be set-
tled down, and in I*3? mar
ried Emily Prime of a wealthy
New York family They had
eight chi'dren among them
titular Archbishop Robert
Seton. of Jersey City, who was
the first American named a
monsignor. and a daughter
Helen, who became a Sister
of Mercy.
Another of bis daughters, Is-
abella. married Thomas
Jevons, Esq , father of 17-yenr-
old Ferdinand TR. Jevons.
now living In Huntington. LI.
«he great grandson of Blessed
Elizabeth Ann Setoh.
FOR HER SON Richard.
Mother Seton scraped and bor-
rowed. for h* was.inclined to
be a spendthrift
Richard, who visited his
mother two weeks before she
died, went lo sea for a time
and became a US. assistant
agent m Monrovia. He con-
tracted a contagious fever
while nursing a Protestant
minister there and died at sea
on hts return voyage in I*3
Mother Seton, youngest'
daughter. Catherine Josephine,
the only one of her children
*»ho was present at her death
bed, died at the age of 91
as a .Sister of Merry, after
a life dedicated to aiding pris-
oner*-
AT BEATIFICATION - Representatives of Seton Hall Uni-
versity and Prep to the beatification ceremonies of Mother
Elizabeth Seton are shown above in St. Peter's Basilica
March 17, seated with the administrative staff of the
North American College. The Seton Hall delegation in-
eludes Msgr. Thomas W. Cunningham (third from left)
Msgr. Thomas J. Tuohy (fourth from left), Msgr. Edward
J. Fleming (fifth from left) and Megr. Michael L. Fronczak
(fourth from right). They were among a large delegation
from North Jersey at the ceremonies.
Seton Beatification
Cheers Cured Girl
ROME (NC) “Now I can
say out loud with the whole
Church: ‘Blessed Elizabeth
Ann Seton pray for us,’
” said
15-year-old Ann Teresa O’Neill,
whose leukemia cure was
worked through the interces-
sion of the first native-born
American blessed.
"IT'S HARD to tell you how
I feel because everything has
been to wonderful.
"1 had been told that a
miracle happened when I was
about five year* old or I
wouldn't be living now, but I
didn’t realize Just what this
meant until I came to Rome
for this beatification."
The girl and her mother al-
most missed seeing the splen-
did rile in St. Peter’s Basilica
because they were separated
from their guides. However,
they were recognized by some
American Sisters and escorted
to special places near the
altar.
They also had front-row
scats to witness the veneration
of the new blessed later by
Pope John. After this, they
were presented to the Pontiff.
"Did ypu see the way the
Holy Father smiled at me
when they brought me to
him?” Ann asked. “I wfll
never forget It.”
ANN WAS ALSO moved to
aee a large painting com-
memorating her cure. The
painting portrayed the girl and
her parenta kneeling before
the tomb of Blessed Elizabeth
in thanksgiving.
"When I saw the large pic-
ture showing my mother and
father, I asked God to blesa
them for ail tney have dona
fos me I don't think it waa
wrong for me to have been
praying to Mother seton Just
by myself.
"But now I know I can say
out loud with the whole
Church: ‘Blessed Elizabeth
Ann Seton pray for us.’
”
Synod in Virginia
RICHMOND. Va. (NC) —
Bishop John J. RusseU of
Richmond has convoked a
synod of priests of the diocese
to be held following the con-
clusion of the Second Vatican
Council.
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Film Review Bill
Stays in Committee
TRENTON All those in-
terested In the passage of a
New Jersey Assembly bill
which would establish a mo-
tion picture review board in
the state were urged by one
of its co sponsors this week to
make their sentiments known
to members of the Education
committee, where the bill is
presently locked up.
Assemblyman J. Arnold
Bressler of Bayonne, who
joined Assemblyman Nelson
G. Gross (Rep.-Bergen) of
Hackensack in bi-partisan
sponsorship of the bill said
that letters endorsing the bill
could go a long way to free-
ing it for a vote.
Among those taking imme-
diate action was the Our Lady
of Fatima Council, K. of C„
of Seeaucus, which sent a let-
ter to Gov. Richard J. Hughes
and all members of the As-
sembly and Senate urging pas-
sage of the bill, which is la-
beled A-224.
BRESSLER NOTED again
that the bill has no censorship
provisions and does not pro-
hibit any picture from being
shown or anyone from seeing
it. (Committee chairman Fred
Hauser of Hudson County last
week said he opposed the bill
because of "censorship.”) The
bill, according to Bresslcr,
limits
.
itself to an advisory
role to parents and requires
only that all motion pic-
tures planned for public
view
— except certain educa-
tional, religious or scientific
films — be submitted to it and
that its classification be suit-
ably displayed by all ex-
hibitors.
Members of the education
commitee. in addition to
Hauser, are Norman Tanxman
of Woodbridge; George Rich-
ardson of Newark; David
Mandlebaum of Newark; Paul
McCurrie of Kearny; Clifton
T. Bark alow of Freehold and
Raymond H. Bateman of Som-
erville.
In other legislative action
this week, the Senate gave
second reading to a bill al-
ready passed by the Assemb-
ly to redefine "obscenity."
Senator McCarthy
At St. Rone Series
SHORT HILLS - Senator
Eugene J. McCarthy of Min-
nesota will speak on "Chris-
tian Conviction in Public Life"
at the third lecture in the cur-
rent l-enten series at St.
Rose of Lima School March
St at 8:13 p.m.
PATERSON ACIES - Bishop McNulty presided at the 10th annual Acies (renewal of
promises) of the Paterson Curia of the Legion of Mary at St. John's Cathedral March
24. He chats above with, left to right. Rev. Thomas H. Murphy, spiritual director of the
legion; Gerald V. Palumbo, treasurer; J[?]net M. Bonar, president; Michael G. Bindas,
vice president, and Mollie Barbarisi, secretary.
Lack of Government Foresight
Factor in Refugee Problem
MIAMI. Fla (NC) - Lack
of intelligent planning by the
Federal government Is respon-
sible in part for serious com-
munity problrms posed by
Miami’s Cuban refugees. Bish-
op Coleman F. Carroll of Mi-
ami said.
Hishop Carroll said that
most of the Cuban exiles are
"well balanced, orderly, law-
abiding people” who contrib-
ute much to the community in
the way of culture. The Bishop
testified during unofficial
hearings here on Cuban refu-
gees and related unemploy-
ment problems m Dade Coun-
ty.
BISHOP Carrol), pointing
out that the Cubans were in-
vited here by ihe Federal
government but that no spe-
cial plans were made for
them, said "it is not right to
threaten refugees with the loss
of government assistance if
Ihey refuse to be relocated ”
With regard to testimony
that the economic situation of
the Negro community has
been seriously depressed by
lefugee replacement of local
persons in employment. Bish-
op Carroll charged that "both
Americans and Cubans hare
been victi mixed by unscrupu
lous employers.”
"If Jobs have been taken
from Americans." the Bishop
said, 'it la not the fault of
the American who has bees
replaced or of Uw Cuban, bast
at the employer who hire* him
at a much lower rate of pay.'*
ASSERTING THAT the prob-
lem cannot be solved by strife.
Bishop Carroll stated that
"Dade County Is entitled to
great praise lor the way the
people here have assisted the
refugees in the true American
tradition of welcoming people
from oppressed lands
"
“It is up to the government
now to solve the problem m n
way that is agreeable and ac-
ceptable to everyone." Bishop
Carroll concluded "It ia not a
local problem, but one for the
Federal government to solve
with a well-directed perma-
nent program, including an in-
crease in industry."
DI'RING SESSIONS of the
bearings, congressmen and
city and caunty olfinab also
beard testimony by Msgr.
Bryan O. Walsh, director of
Catholic Chant.es in the
Miani .iiocese
"Long before Ihe Cuban
refugees came,” he said, "we
had our problems of wrak
unions, unemployment, labor
surplus, strike-breaking, un-
•rrupulouv employers, lack of
basic welfare services, dis-
crimination against minority
groups, high crime rate, sub-
standard bousing, all evils that
How from social miustirr "
"The Cuban refugee influx
has certainly aggravated these
situations even though other
aspects of life in this area
may have benefited.” be con
Untied. "One of the hraviest
burden* we tn the Catholic
Welfare Bureau have carried
the past few years has been
tc be in a position to get help
for Cuban refugees while not
being able to find similar help
for our American poor unfor-
tunate because of the lark of
his r welfare servicea and be
cause of antiquated state legis-
t >e.
U. S. News Roundup
Obscenity Case to High Court
WASHINGTON (NC) A
California bookseller has
asked the U.S. Supreme Court
to reverie his conviction for
selling an allegedly obscene
book.
Samuel Dodd Williamson of
Lakewood. Cal., maintains
that the free speech and due
process guarantees of the Pirst
and Fourteenth Amendments
to the Constitution were vio-
lated by his conviction.
WILLIAMSON was sen-
tenced by a municipal court
to pay a 1250 fine or serve
30 days in jail for selling a
book called "Fear of Incest.”
Ills conviction was reversed
by the Los Angeles County Su-
perior Court's Appellate De-
partment but was later sus-
tained by a District Court of
Appeal.
The California State Su-
preme Court refused to con-
sider the case.
Williamson's appeal argues
that the trial court erred in its
interpretation of the California
obscenity law by bolding that
it Is sufficient for conviction
simply to show that a book-
seller was aware of the con-
tents of an obscene book, not
that be specifically knew the
book was obscene.
He challenges the qualifica-
tions of two witnesses at his
trial —a minister and a sup-
porter of a citixens* decent
literature organisation who
testified that the book violated
"community standards” in its
treatment of sex,
New Obscenity Hill
WASHINGTON (NC) - A
bill providing for stiff new
penalties for mailing obscene
matter to young people has
been introduced in the House
of Representatives.
The measure, sponsored by
Rep. John S. Monsgan of Con-
necticut, would apply specifi-
cally to the mailing of obscene
material to youths under 19.
Offenders would be liable to
a fine up to $3,000 or a jail
term up to five years.
•
Abortion Imic Dies
TOI’EKA, Kan. (NC) - A
controversial proposal to re-
lax Kansas’ abortion law has
died in the Judiciary Commit-
tee of the state House of Rep-
resentatives.
The measure, which bad
been passed by the Senate,
came under heavy fire from
Catholic spokesmen, who as-
sailed it on grounds of both
morality and public policy.
Abortion is permitted in
Kansas only to save the moth-
er’s life. The new bill would
have permitted abortion in
cases where continued preg-
nancy would "gravely impair”
the mother's mental or phy-
fical health; where doctors
agreed that the child would b*
detective; or in cases of rap*
or incest.
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For Air France Air-
lines Reservations or
Information, Call,
or See
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
828 Broad St. Newark. N.J.
/CEk MA 3-1740
twPUit.
THIS YEAR, SEE EASTER SUNRISE IN
ROME OR JERUSALEM
No lower Jet fares on any other airline for Catholic-
interest tours of Europe and the Holy Land
See the famous shrines you have always heard of. The
Basilicas. Notre Dame. Bernadette's home. The Vatican.
Walk where our Lord's feet trod on the Via Dolorosa—-
the Way of the Cross. The religious experience of a life-
time—and Air France's low jet fares now make it available
to all! Series A Tour is highlighted by an Easter stay in
Rome and a petitioned audience with the Holy Father.
other points in Europe, a full 14 days costs just
s9l6* jetround trip. Series 'B* Tour visits the Holy Land,
with Easter in Jerusalem, and Europe. For. 16 inspiring
days, only $1,285.’ You By swift Boeing 707 Jets across
the Atlantic An elegant meal that is graciously served,
perhaps a nap—and in 7 jet hours from New York, you're
in Paris! See your Travel Agent or call Air France today.
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F»f» iut»rtf la itiip ? Tew rut bated sa uaadwd reuad tna Initial far*.
New Yeti to jemtale* (Sars JOi
Air France, 666 Fifth Avenue, Dept UJ, New York 51, N.Y.
Pleue tend roe a free copy of the booklet. 'Cathohc Infetvu
V (cations to the Holy Land/ Europe * for spring and summer 1963
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SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell 3 0260
rß{f PARKING AT KINNfT GARAGI ACROSS TMt STRUT
CATHOLIC
TRAVEL
LEAGUE
Pilrimege to the
BEATIFICATION
OF VENERABLE
JOHN N. NEUMANN
4th Bishop of
Philadelphia
Tentatively
Scheduled for
June 23, In Rome
Under the spiritual lead-
ership of Mott Reverend
Jeha J. Krol, Arch-
bl.hop of Philadelphia.
Sailing from New York
Jane 8, in RMS Maure-
tania of Cunard Lines.
Visiting: Gibraltar.
Cannes, Monaco, Genoa.
Naples, Rome, Florence,
Venice, Lucerne, Shrine
of Our Lady of Lourdes,
Paris, London.
Air Departure
June 17 via Pan
American Jet
•For information and
reservations, write or call:
CATHOLIC
TRAVEL
LBAOUB
IS4I StOAOWAT • NfW TOM S3. M. V.
IMw COfeaW, S-7SM
or your local travelagent.
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ANNIVERSARY - Shown at the dinner which celebrated the 50th jubilee of St. Clare's
parish, Clifton, are, seated, left to right, Msgr. Andrew V. Stefan, vice chancellor; Rev.
Joseph H. Dempsey, pastor, and Msgr. William A. looney, pastor of St. Patrick's, Chat-
ham; standing, Armand Graziano, chairman of the golden jubilee celebration; Francis
P. Jannicelli, jubilee toastmaster; Rev. John F. Corr, St.
Clare's assistant pastor, and Wesley E. Wood, dinner
chairman.
Literature Committee
Formed at St. Paul's
JERSEY CITI’ - James
Valentine and Mrs. Elizabeth
Neilnan have been named re-
spective chairmen of the men's
and women's committees for
decent literature, formed at a
recent meeting of the United
Pariah Societies of St. Paul's
(Greenville).
Under the direction of Rev.
Robert L. Quigley, the com-
mute will visit stores.
News From Latin America
Peru’s ‘Red Triangle’ Broken
PUNO, Peru (NC) Cath-
olic labor leaders claim they
have broken communist con-
trol over the impoverished
farm workers here In southern
Peru's strategic "Red Tri-
khsle." communism's main
stronghold in this South Amer-
ican nation.
Fulgcncio Bareiro Rodas. a
top Catholic union official, said
the Red bastion was breached
after a long-range campaign
climaxed by the successful
convention of farm workers —•
campesmos which ended
here on March 10. On that day
some 35.000 farmhands poured
into this city of 24,000 to stage
the largest mass demonstra-
tion of carapesinos in Peruvian
history.
BAREIRO, executive secre-
tary of the Pacific sector of
the American Confedera-
tion of Christian Trade Unions,
is a Paraguayan assigned to
work with the Christian Labor
Movement of Peru, winch or-
ganized the Puno convention
The convention in turn es-
tablished the Regional Federa-
tion of Southern Campcsinos
with 150,000 members
He explained the importance
of breaking the Red Triangle:
Its base, he noted, is
an east-west tine through the
Andes mountains between the
cities of Arequipa and Puno
Its apex is the capital of the
ancient Incas, two-mile-high
Cuzco, some 200 miles to the
north.
The Cuzco region is the ma-
jor center of communism in
Peru. Puno, Bareiro added, is
the necessary geographical
link between Cuzco and the
Red’s other main stronghold
In Arequipa. It is impossible to
travel between the two places
without passing through Puno,
which is also strategically im-
portant because of its location
on the Bolivian frontier.
UNDER HUGO Blanco, the
communists had such firm
control of the campesinos of
the Cuzco area that they could
easily take the city by force,
Bareiro sMted. The area, he
continued, is called the Sierra
Maestre of Peru after the
mountains of Cuba from which
the forces of Fidel Castro
emerged to take over that
country.
In case of civil war in Peru.
Bareiro said, the Reds will
now have to overcome the re-
sistance of the Cbristian-or-
ganlzed campesinos of the
Puno region before they can
establish supply and communi
cations linea to mount a co-
ordinated attack from the Red
Triangle.
•
Uruguayan Revenal
MONTEVIDEO. Uruguay
(NC) Anew sign of a re-
versal of the aloof attitude of
Uruguayan government toward
the Church is seen in the in-
vitation to Biahop Luis Bar-
clno of Ssn Jose dc. Msyo to
assist in sn urban reform pro-
gram.
Bishop Baccino. known for
his interest in social and eco-
nomic movements, fa the foun-
der of the Catholic Farm
Youth organisation.
•
ISetc Seminary
CCXHABAMA. Bolivia (NC)
The cornerstone of the
National Major Seminary
has been laid here Since it
Baa merged with the semi-
naries of the La Par ami
Sucre Archdioceses, it is the
nation's only major seminary
Reports Cubans
Freeing Priests
MIAMI (NC)—The last four
priests imprisoned on the Isle
of Pises in Cuba were sched-
uled to be released March 22
Bishop Coleman F. Carroll
of Miami said he learned this
when he was in Havana to at-
tend the funeral of Manuel
Cardinal Arteaga y Betan-
court. who died March 20
Archbishop's
Appointments
-SUNDAY, MARCH 21
2 p.as.. Confirmation. St.
John's. Orange
2 pm- Confirmation. St,
Bartholomew the Apostle,
Scotch Plaint
2 p.m.. Confirmation. At
snmption. Wood Ridge
4 p.m.. Confirmation. Sacred
Heart, Vailtborg. Newark
4 p.m.. Confirmation. M.
Mary's. Rnihrrford
t p.m . Confirmation. St Pr
ter the kpostle. River Mgr
SATURDAY, APRIL «
IS a.m.. Preside at Mass.
Essex Catholic High Sehaol.
Newark. loOoord by Com
moo inn breakfast of constrwc
lion and industry
2:31 and t pm. Canfirma
lion. SC John the Apostle.
Linden
SUNDAY. APRIL T
!• a.ns. Blessing of Palms,
Sacred Heart Cathedral
In Red Poland They'll Read
About American Trappists
WASHINGTON. D. C. (RNS) Ameryka, the Polish-
language magazine about life in the U. S. which is'circulated
in Communist Poland, featured in its March issue a four-page
pictorial feature on Catholic monks.
Poland, although ruled by the communists, is a pre-
dominancy Catholic country.
Thirteen pictures, three in full color, are carried by the
U. S. government-published magazine (known here as Amer-
ica Illustrated) of activities of Cistercian (Trappist) monks
at the Abbey of Our Lady of the Holy Ghost near Atlanta,
"The Abbey of Our Lady of the Holy Ghost crests a sea
of green farmland near Atlanta, Georgia. Its members, bound
to a world innocent of radio, television, magazines, soft mat-
tresses, and meat, follow the ancient vows of poverty, chasti-
ty, obedience and silence Their austere life has odd echoes
of today, however: a daily report on world news and 20
electric razors Whitc-robbcd, taciturn, the Cistercians in this
secluded abbey' live a life at once our own and of another
time."
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Clergy
Appointments
PASTORS
Very Rev. Msgr. Michael I. Fronczak of Seton Hall
University, pastor of the Church of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus, Irvington.
Rev. Ladislaus F. Nazarewicz. pastor of St. Joseph’s,
Hackensack, to pastor of St. Stanislaus Koslka, Garfield.
Rev. Ladislaus J. Czcrmak. assistant at Our Lady Czesto-
chowa. Harrison, to pastor of St. Joseph's, Hackensack.
Effective Saturday. March 31.
Office of the Archbishop
3 Bergen Choirs Join in Concert
ORADELL - More than
100 members of three Bergen
County church choirs will be-
gin a scries of spring concerts
of modern and liturgical mu-
sic at River Dell Regional Sen-
ior High School here April 27
at 7:30 p.m.
The men’s choir of St. Ce-
cilia's, Englewood, and the
mixed choirs of St. Anne’s,
Fair Lawn, and St. Peter the
Apostle, River Edge, will be
directed by Joseph Cwirko of
Paramus. This is their first
group effort.
Other concerts in the series
will be at Fair Lawn
High School May 3 at 9 p.m.,
and at the Academic Hall on
the campus of Englewood High
School May 3 at 3 p.m.
North Jersey Calendar
FRIDAY, MARCH 28
Family Life Apostolate. St.
Paul's, Jersey City —Address
by Joseph Petersen on Padre
Pio at school auditorium,
8:30 p.m.
Star of the Sea Council, K.
of C„ Bayonne Command
performance of "Via Dolor-
osa" at Assumption Audito-
rium. 8 30 p.m.
SATURDAY, MARCH 30
St. Antoninus, Newark
Benefit dance, movies and
entertainment for the Colum-
ban Missions, featuring John
Feeney and the McNlff Irish
dancers, 7130 p.m.
SUNDAY, MARCH 31
Sons of Xavier, New York
City Annual Communion
breakfast at Statler-llilton Ho-
tel. following 9 a m Mass at
St. Francis Xavier Church.
Gen. Anthony C. McAuliffe
speaker. Justice John F.X.
McGohey toastmaster. John
Winter chairman.
Paterson Council. K. of C.
—Annual Communion break-
fast at DePaul High School.
Wayne, following 8 a m. Mass
in the school chapel. Jerry
Molloy. baseball coach of St.
Peter's College, speaker.
Holy Name Society, Christ
the King. Hillside - Annual
Communion breakfast in
school cafeteria Msgr. Thom-
as J. Donnelly, pastor of Im-
maculate Conception. Elisa-
beth, and Andrew Kelly, past
president of Union County
Federation of Holy Name So-
cieties, speakers. Emil Crisa-
fulli and Frank Cangialost
chairmen
New Jersey Affiliated Fra-
ternity. Third Order ol Mary
—Spring meeting at St. Mary s
Church. Wharton. 3 pm Rev.
Robert J. Mailtoux. S.M., will
conduct service
Our Lady of Sorrows. Jer-
sey CUy Communion lunch
eon for mm of parish follow-
ing 12 13 pm Mass Rev.
Patrick McCambndgc, CS-Sp.
of Irish Province of Holy
Ghost Fathers and George D
Leary, past state deputy of
Knights of Columbus, speak-
ers Henry Conte chairman
Holy Name Society. Our
Ufy Help of Christians. East
Orange Day of recollection
Rev. Thomas J Ertle, O P.
of St. Antoninus. Newark,
speaker
Calholtc Physicians' Guild
Day ol recollection at East
Orange Catholic High School.
II a m.-3 pro Res- Francis
M Keating. S J of St Peter's
College director
Holy Name Society. Oar
Lody Of the Valloy. Ovoege—-
23th annua! Communion
breakfast at The Rock, fof
lowing 8 a m Mas? ■ Msgr
Patrick J. Trainor. acting di-
rector of Associated Catholic
ChartUes. speaker Charter
members Joseph Brennan and
John J. McLaughlin Sr., will
be honored
St. Rose of Lima. Short
ililli 1-enter, lecture senes
Senator Eugene J McCarthy
of Minnesota speaker, I 13
p.m.
Holy Name Society. Annuo-
ctalion. Paramus Father
and son Communion break-
fast at Rounders' Restaurant,
following 8 an Mass Broth
er Sytvere, C F X., principal
of St. Joseph High School.
Park Ridge- Montvale. and Gil
McDougaki speakers
Employees of Maidenfocm.
Bayonne —Sixth annual Com-
munion breakfast at St. Mi-
chael's Church hall. Rev. Eu-
gene R. Schweitzer of Morris
Plain* speaker.
Gregory Club of New Jer-
sey, West Orange 17th an-
nual Communion breakfast
at Thomm's Restaurant, fol-
lowing 9 a.m Mass at Sacred
Heart Cathedral. Essex Coun-
ty Prosecutor Brendan T.
Byrne speaker. Barbara Ram-
say amt Edward Gaudette co-
chairmen.
Holy Name. East Orange-
Lenten arts festival. Dramat-
ic reading of Passion in school
auditorium, 8 30 p.m.
Catholic Communications
Guild of Bergen County
Eighth annual Communion
breakfast at Casa Mana. Tea-
neck. following 8 a m Mass
at St. Anastasia's Church
Mrs Wimfied Feely and Rev.
Thomas F. Burke, pastor of
Our Lady Queen of Peace.
Maywood, speaker*
Rhelagold Employee* of
Orange Family Communion
breakfast at Robert Treat Ho-
tel. Newark, following 7 30
am Mass at Holy Spirit
Church Rev. Alexander Soko-
licb of Seton Hall University
and Joseph P. latrdi. first as-
sistant prosecutor of Essex
County. speakers. Robert
Dougherty chairman
Holy Name Society. St. Ag-
aev Clark—Lenten film festi-
val at Frank K Hehnlv
School. 2 pm. Feature film,
"Monsieur Vincent.”
- FaUiera Club, Mt. Bt.
Mary’s Academy, North
Plainfield Monthly, meeting.
Sister Mary Pierre, president
of Georgian Court College,
Lakewood, speaker.
KG. Alberque Council, K.
of C., and Columbietles,
Ridgefield Park—" Chicken in
the Basket" dinner at K. of
C. llall 3-9 p.m.
Catholic Forum, Newark
Annual Communion breakfast
at Mother Scbcrvier Audito-
rium of St. Michael's Hospi-
tal. following 9 a m.. Mass of-
fered in chapel by Msgr. Vin-
cent P. Coburn, moderator.
Auxiliary Bishop Joseph A.
Costello speaker. Genevieve
San Filippo chairman.
Mt. Carmel Guild Apotle-
tale for the Blind —Day of
recollection for Catholic blind
at St Bridget's Church. New-
ark. 10 a,m.-4 p m.
MONDAY, APRIL I
Rosary Sodality, Holy Trin-
ity. Westfield Open meeting
for all parishioners. Joseph
DcCaro will present a pro-
gram on "Our Lady of
Lourdes.”
,
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3
Guild of St Joseph the
Worker—Evening of recollec-
tion at Essex Catholic High
School. 8 p.m . featuring Bi-
ble-centered service led by
Rev. James C. Turro of Im-
maculate Conception Semi-
nary.
ARCHITECTS FORUM - Msgr. John J. Sheerin, vicar general, (canter) and Msgr. Henry
M. Veith chat with architect Edward W. Fanning during the luncheon held for architects
under commission from the Paterson Diocese March 20 at the Alexander Hamilton
Hotel. Msgr. Sheerin presided at the meeting in the absence of Bishop McNulty and
Msgr. Veith was principal speaker.
Msgr. Beck to Speak
OLD BRIDGE — Mtgr. Hen
ry G J Beck. profeaaor of
Church hhtory at Immaculate
Conception Seminary. Darling-
ton. will conclude the Live
week lecture series at St
Tbomai Auditorium March 30
at 9 13 p m. He will ipeak on
the Second Vatican Council.
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Sport or Manslaughter?
The headlines last Monday carried
this arresting news: “Pope Calls Boxing
Barbaric.” .At approximately the same
time Gov. Brown of California said he
was going to send a bill to his legislature,
asking them to outlaw boxing in that
state, because it was brutal. Representa-
tive Hugh Carey of New'York is prepar-
ing to do the same thing in the Empire
State and for the same reason. This storm
of protest was brought on by the tragic
death of Davey Moore, after he had taken
an unmerciful beating in the prize ring.
ABOUT A YEAR AGO the same fate
befell a fighter named Benny Paret in
New York. Both of these men died of
massive brain injuries. Such events occur
with tragic frequency, and the drive to
outlawboxing has been in progress for a
number of years. After the death of Paret
the N. Y. Herald Tribune gave this re-
port to its readers: “We wouldn’t let
animals get 100th of the treatment we
permit and promote our fellowmen to
£ve each other in the prize fighting ring.st’s call a spade a spade. This is no sport
it’s slaughter. If the brutal beating
given to Paret last Saturday night were
to lead to the end of the barbarity of
prizefighting, he would have won for
society the greatest prize a fighter has
ever won.”
For many years Rev. Francis J. Con-
nell, the Redemptorist, has been battling
for the abolition of prizefighting with
words like these: “It is difficult to recon-
cile prizefighting as we have it today with
Catholic principles of morality. The Fifth
Commandment forbids not only murder
but also the inflicting of bodily injury on
a fellowman.”
At the same time the editor of
Osservatore Romano added his Judgment:
"Natural morality and good common
sense alone should suffice to to
reach the verdict that boxing is immoral.
The destruction of the opponent, his
momentary annihilation, cannot be con-
doned.”
THERE IS A PROMINENT array of
writers and a formidable list or argu-
ments against the "sport.” The most over-
powering of these sounds like this: “There
are injuries and fatalities in every line of
sport With the exception of boxing, how-
ever. they are all accidental. In prize-
fighting the object is to produce a tech-
nical or actual knockout of the other man,
render him unconscious. This often re-
sults in brain injury, and there are count-
less ex-prizefighters walking the street
who are only shadows of their former
selves. We call them punch-drunk, and
many of them are panhandlers.” Mrs.
Moore, the widow of the fallen fighter,
says that she does not want any of her
boys to become prizefighters.
Osservatore Romano last Saturday
described professional boxing as “morally
illicit and homicidal’’ and called for a ban
against it. It is not difficult to go along
with that opinion.
Teenage Tyrants
Shakespeare, describing “the seven
ages of man,” pictured human life as a
swelling crescendo from the helpless
state of the infant to the august grandeur
of adult maturity, with old age as a some-
what reminiscent anti-climax. Modem
American mores have speeded up the
process by idealizing the teenage period
and minimizing the importance and the
influence of other age brackets.
THIS TOPSY-TURVY attitude to life
represented by our exaggerated accent on
youth is one more by-product of the mod-
ern pagan materialism which threatens to
undermine the very foundations of civ-
ilization. Grace and Fred M. Hechinger in
their recent volume “Teen-Age Tyranny,"
which has also been serialized in a num-
ber of newspapers, present a vivid and
terrifying picture of this dangerous flaw
of present-day society.
The Hechingers underline such chal-
lenging current problems as early com-
pany-keeping and marriages, teenage
drinking and narcotic consumption, care-
less driving, rejection of moral princi-
pies by youth, all-out efforts by business
to capture the vast teenage market. This
Is no anti-teenage study, however: re-
sponsibility for the present chaotic condi-
tion is traced back where it really be-
longs—to the weak-kneed permissiveness
of parents and schools.
The worst victims of the teenage ty-
ranny are the teenagers themselves, who
have been permitted bv their elders to
receive a totally distorted vision of life
and their status in it. The teen-years are
viewed as an end in themselves, no long-
er a mere transitory and preparatory per-
iod leading to mature adulthood.
THE “CHILD-CENTERED" school
where “self-expression” is allowed to de-
generate to license Is at fault Likewise
responsible are parents who have abdicat-
ed the duties of Christian parenthood.
If the horrifying trend of society in
the direction of moral bankruptcy is to be
halted, the warnings of the Hechingers
and other objective observers of modern
society must quickly be listened to and
acted upon.
Proudly We Present
Even-one wants to be liked! Particu-
larly is this an American traiL The in-
evitable question asked of a foreign visi-
tor is: “What do your countrymen think
of ns?” They tell us it’s a sign of imma-
turity. Maybe it is.
WE THINK there’s another explana-
tion. We’ve often heard how much harm
the few “ugly Americans" have done to
our image. We know the material wealth
with which God has blessed us can be
and often is a source of envy. And we
have been the victims of that hard-to-un-
derstand trait of human nature which of-
ten causes the hand that feeds to be bit-
ten.
But we still want the world to like
us. We still want people to believe that
we do feel for them, particularly those
who are in need.
How proud we Catholics have always
been of our missionaries. Even the skep-
tics have admitted that the Peace Corps
volunteers have more than creditably com-
mitted themselves. The Papal Volunteers
and such groups as Paterson's AID have
given dedicated service above and be-
yond.
All this was brought to mind again
when the hospital ship SS Hope slipped
into a New York dock two weeks ago. It
was her second medkal mission In two
years, and she's being overhauled for the
next one.
What a wonderful record the volun-
teer staff of three doctors, 38 nurses and
30 medical technicians compiled in the
last 10 months. Four thousand major op-
erations were performed, 45,000 people
received some form of medical assistance
and over half a million were examined
and immunized.
And remaining behind in Peru was
another team of doctors and dentists.
MONETARY ASSISTANCE, while
necessary, is so impersonal. The face-to-
face approach of the Pcople-to-People
Program clothes service with flesh and
blood.
And it is the personal touch that will
make the lasting impression. We who
were once on the receiving end of a like
program still revere the names of Lafay-
ette. deKalb, Pulaski, Kosciusko. Von
Steuben and others.
The attitude of the people visited by
these wonderful medical ambassadors was
best expressed by the president of the
Peruvian-North American Medical Associ-
ation when he said: "It is only when
Americans come from behind the dollar
sign that we really get to know them."
No ‘Under God’
We seem to be in the season of
agnosticism, atheism and materialism.
Every week a brave soul will announce
to the .world that he does not believe.
People are conditioned to such protesta-
tions. However, periodically the atheist or
agnostic shocks his fellow man when he
makes his denial in his particular profes-
sion. New Jersey was entertained a week
ago by such an experience.
A TEACHER in Wayne aroused the
community by refusing to utter “under
God” when reciting the Pledge of Alle-
giance to the flag. Not only that, but he
recommended certain books to students
at which the Board of Education express-
ed its shock and suspended the teacher
for a week. Immediately after the suspen-
sion, the agnostic teacher made a state-
ment that he had the highest hopes "that
the Supreme Court of the United States
will uphold my beliefs.”
There is no doubt that one of the
best ways of attracting attention is to
publicly declare one’s self to be an atheist
or an agnostic. Perhaps such people feel
that they are making themselves either
martyrs or heroes. It is true that there la
great freedom in America even the
freedom to be an atheist or an agnostic.
However, when someone uses a tax-sup-
ported position (such as that of teacher
in a public school which, at best, is
supposed to be neutral)to promulgate his
religion or disrespect for religion, then
it is necessary that our communities be
on guard against such propaganda.
The strange thing about this whole
situation is that when the words "under
God” were inserted in the Pledge of
Allegiance in 1954, it was universally ac-
cepted by the American people as a suit-
able insertion in our patriotic symbols.
IT BEHOOVES our citizenry, and
particularly the parents of children who
are in public schools, to be on the alert
for anew type of religion which is being
openly or secretly presented to our chil-
dren. It is the religion of irreligion; it ia
the sensationalism of agnosticism; it is the
bravado of declared atheism. The teacher
can be what he wants to be but parents
should be vigilant that their children are
not infected by the irresponsibility of
such teachers.
Vigilance is the price of liberty and
the only liberty that can complement ynfrn
ia freedom under Gdd, Author of ail rights.
UN Please Note
Christ in Jerusalem
Cleanses the Temple
By FRANK J. SHEED
Our Lord's vim to Cans for
the wedding feast was hnai
The Pa Mover was approach
tax. aad Hr wanted to be in
Jerusalem for it. Yet. curious
hr, ll* traveled to Jerusalem
with Mary. Hu dUetpWi and
"Hu brethren" by way of
Capharaaum —a day's Jour-
ney out of thetr way. and not
an easy Journey It was only
ao miles from Cana, but In
that distance the road
descended a good 1«0 fret
On the return to Galilee foe
tbe lons Galilean ministry.
Our Lord made Capharaaum
His headquarters instead of
Kaiarath. and this movement
of tha whole family susxeste
that Dm chans* nuy hare
been made now.
THET DID NOT stay many
days ta Capharaaum. but went
an to Jerusalem. There Our
Lord announced to all the Jew-
ish world that One unlike any
other was in thetr midst sod
must be reckoned wuh. He
could hardly have announced
His advent more spectacu-
larly.
One vast courtyard of tbe
Tempi* had been mad* thetr
own by the mooey-thangert
and by the salesmen of
sacrificial animal*. Jews, com
tag Dorn aU over tbe world,
had to axchanxe their-coins
Into cotoasc acceptable ta the
Temple, and could be
swindled over the rate of ex-
change.
Ota LORD MADE “a
•court* of little cords" and
drove tha money-changers and
the animal-sellers out of the
Temple court.
The money was scattered
aD over the floor, already
fouled with the excrement of
thousands of animals; the ani-
mals were driven out pell-mell
with the profiteers who sold
them; at Hu orders, tbe sell-
ers of tarda picked up their
cases and ran like the rest.
It was not the scourie of lit-
tle cords, or even Use muscles
made strong by 30 years of
carpentry, that drove scores
of men from the courtyard.
There must hive been some-
thins ta the misht of the per-
sonality they could not stand
asaitut. in the blare of the
eyes or the icy condemnation
in them. Otherwise He would
have been beaten to the
I round In the first few min-
utes, and the money-changing
and the animal-selling would
have sons on with hardly an
interrupUon.
80 PAR WE have been fol-
lowing St. John. The other
three Evangelists describe a
very similar cleansing of Use
Temple, but they plaee It to-
wards the end of Our Lord's
public life, two Passovers aft-
er this oo* We cannot be cer-
tain whether it happened
twice, or whether all four
Evangelists are describing the
ooe incident chronological
order did net matter at much
to Matthew. Mark and Luke *»
it does to us today
There is one phrase used by
the** three which adds tome
thing special They tail us that
Our Lard justifies His action
by quoting two of the proph
eta "My bouse shall be ceiled
tbe bouse of prayer" (Isaiast
"but you have mad* h a dco
of thieve*" Ueremias). St
John tells us only that Our
Lord accused these people of
making His Father s house an
emporium'
That the traders and the
banker* fled before Him we
have already noted as evi-
dence of the authorit) of Our
Lard's personality Another
evidence is to be found in the
way the rulers of the Temple
took the incident They knew
He was right, of course; they
should have cleansed the Tem-
ple of ail that sort of swind-
ling themtekec
For Vocations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on:
April 9, Feast of the Sev-
en Sorrows
Once n week, for reciting
dally, with piety, any pray-
er for vocations approved
by the eccleslasUcal author-
ity.
A partial Indulgence of
900 daya may be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
Aid to Poland
Helps Moscow
By LOUIS F. BUDENZ
Praise for Joseph Slalto
as "a good Marxist and
good communist." uttered by
Khrushchev m early March,
must he linked up with a tag
Kremlin endeavor to be under
stood. As highlighted in the
February international Affairs,
this endeavor is the recreation
of the captive net toes into eco-
nomic battering rams against
the West.
Tbe aim of the enterprise It
to prove "the planned so-
cialist economy la superior to
the 'coordinated' capitalist
economy." The lead article in
International Affairs covert
tbe alleged differences be-
tween the Red ruled Council
for Mutual Economic Aid and
the European Common Mar-
ket It is naturallyalso direct-
ed againrt us
THE FIRST OF Stalin's vic-
tims among the captive na-
tions. Poland, now allegedly
stands highest as an agency to
destroy the free world econom-
ically
In this connection, it may
seem strange that I suggest
that you study the M arch-
April. IKS. Issue of Mission,
a publication of the Society for
tbe Propagation of the Faith
under direction of Bishop Ful-
ton J. Sheen. In pointing out
the communist persecution of
the Catholic Church, it dwells
conspicuously on Red Poland.
We are reminded that Cardi-
nal Wyszynski suffered several
years in prison, that 91 priests
were killed, 260 disappeared
without trace, and that 330
were deported. We are also
told that 2,133 Catholic
churches were closed. Two
priests were sent to prison for
three years for translating
Bishop Sheen's books into Po-
lish.
AS LAYMEN and as Ameri-
can citizens we can soberly
ask ourselves: What sort of
friendly "image" is the U. S.
creating for ltaelf, ai some
newspapers suggest, by giving
favorable trade treatment and
support by aid to this atheistic
communist regime?
The answer was furnished
last year by Wladyslaw Go-
mulks, head of the Polish
Communist Party, in an inter-
view published in The Worker
ol July 13 and July 22.
Gomulka started right off by
aaytag: "If it depended on the
Soviet Union only, tha prospect
for peace would be very
bright indeed
"
But b* showed
that the U. S was the other
big factor in tbe international
scene and that it indicated no
desire for peace. From thence
on. be supported item by item
Khrushchev's demands on tbe
world. He raised aloft the ban-
ner of "peaceful coexistence."
implying that America oppos-
ed such an idea.
Gomulka knew that "peace-
ful coexistence" had been the
slogan under which Poland had
been taken over by Stalin In
agreement with Hitler.
HIS CHIEF thought is ex-
pressed thus: "In our foreign
policy toward non-Soviet coun-
tries. we have always been
guided by Lenin's well known
principle of the peaceful coex-
istence of the Soviet state and
-of capitalist countries.”
So it was, that "peaceful co-
existence" was the excuse for
the betrayal of the West, Just
as it was for every other ma-
jor Soviet move. In a word,
as Gomulka knows, "peaceful
coexistence" constitutes that
favorable cover under which
Soviet power can best advance
The great weapons of the
"socialist bloc” against us eco-
nomically are to be two fold,
says International Affairs.
They are great Joint Mectric
power and oil pipeline sys-
tems through all the Red-ruled
countries and regimented
trade with the West.
Socialist trade will gain be-
cause of its "stable prices,"
which means the cheap results
of slave labor. It ia no wonder
that The Worker of March 1?
advertises many Red Polish
products along with East Ger-
man exports as though they
represented "communist buy-
ing.” ‘
Intentions for April
The Holy Father's gen
era I intention for April is:
That the teaching of cate-
chism in its modernized
form may be promoted
everywhere.
Tha mission Intention sug-
gested for the Apostleshlp
of Prayer by the Pope is:
That de-tribaUxed work-
ers in Africa may find as-
sistance in the social teach-
ing and organizations of the
Church.
The Question Box
Gan Catholics Refuse
Military Service?
Q. May a Catholic be a con-
scientious objector?
A. Not in the sense of sn
absolute pacifist. 1.e., one who
asserts a priori that all wars
are wrong and announces his
Intention of abstaining from
war regardless of the Issues
involved. On the other hand.
Christian morality has always
affirmed not only the right but
the obligation of sn Individual
to refuse to fight a war which
is clearly unjust.
"It is strange," observes one
author, “that most Catholics
are so reluctant to preach this
doctrine, particularly in time
of war when it Is particularly
rclevant. It Is a bit ironical
that many Catholics hesitate
to discuss the right of the hu-
man conscience to review the
morality of a war, while the
U. S. government does rec-
ognize this right at least in
some form by making provi-
sion for the exemption of con-
scientious objectors.''
ONE OF THE more signif
leant statements touching upon
this question was made by
Pope Pius XII in his Christ-
mas Message of 1936:
"It is clear that in the pres-
ent circumstances there can
be verified in a nation the sit-
uation wherein every effort to
avoid war being expended in
vain, war for effective self-
defense and with the hope of
some favorable outcome
against unjust attack could
not be considered unlawful.
"If. therefore, a body repre-
sentative of tbe people ands
government both having
been chosen by free elections
in a moment of extreme
national danger decide, by
legitimate instruments of in-
ternal and external policy, on
defensive precautions, and
carry out the plans which they
consider necessary, they do
not act immorally: so that a
Catholic citizen cannot Invoke
-hi* own conscience in order to
refuse to serve and fulfill
those duties the law im-
poses .'•
TO SEE IN this statement
an absolute denial of the right
of conscientious objection U to
ignore completely the many
qualificatsons which accom-
pany it A* Roger Smith points
out in an essay entitled. The
Witness of the Church. "Ail
the conditions required for a
Just war are mentioned m the
above statement lawful au-
thority 'a body representa-
tive of the people and the gov-
ernment both having been
chosen by free elections'; Just
cause *war for effective
defense'; right intention
‘decide by legitimate instru-
ment of internal and external
policy, on defensive precau-
tions'; last resort 'every ef-
fort to avoid war being ex-
pended in vain' and In a mo
ment of extreme danger';
moral certainty of success
'with the hop* of a.iavarable
outcome against unjust at-
tack' ”
If any one of these condi-
tions is not fulfilled then you
have that unjust war which
gives rise to the obligation of
conscientious objection.
UNLESS THE pattern of re-
cent history dramatically rev-
erses Itself, we can safely pre-
dict that if the U S ever goes
to war with the Soviet Union
or Red China, it will be with
Justice on its side.
Unfqrtunately. we find our-
•elves unable to predict with
the aame degree of confidence
that both side* will respect the
moral limits of warfare: that
they will not resort to the
indiscriminate use of nuclear
weapons suggested by the
more and more frequently
heard expreatioo. "maulve
retaliation."
It was not idle fantasy but
stark realism which prompted
Pope Pius XII to sound this
warning: "Should the evil con-
sequences of adopting this
method of wsrfsre (atomic,
bacteriological, chemical) ever
become so extensive as to
pass utterly beyond the control
of man, then indeed its use
must be rejected as immoral.
In that event it would no long-
er be a question of 'defense'
against injustice, and neces-
sary ‘protection’ of legitimate
possessions, but of the annihi-
lation, pure and simple, of all
human life within the affected
area. This is not lawful on any
title ”
Previous to this the Holy-Fa-
ther had stated, "It is not suf-
ficient to have to defend one-
self against any injustice in
order to have recourse to the
violent method of war. When
the harm done by this cannot
compare with that of the ‘tol-
erated injustice’, one may
have the obligation lo ‘suffer
the injustice' All this is par-
ticularly true of 'ABC war'.
As tor the question whether
such warfare can become sim-
ply necessary in self-defense
against 'ABC war' let it suf-
fice that we have asked the
question The answer may be
reaches! from principles that
apply to war in general.”
IN’ STREWING the moral
limits of warfare, especially
nuclear warfare. Pius XII im-
plicitly reaffirms the obliga-
tion of the individual to review
the morality of any war he
may be asked to support. If
it is evident that his country
has no intention of respecting
at lead the broad moral lim-
its enunciated by Pius XII. he
clearly has the right, if not
the obligation, to avail him-
self of the exemption granted
by our government in it* Sel-
ective Training and -Service
Act
This brings us to the vital
question of fact, namely, to
what lengths is our country
prepared to go »hould hostili-
ties break out with the Soviet
Union?
Are we committed to a
strategy of "massive retalia-
tion" or "virtual annihila-
tion"’ Are our leaders, both in
government and in the mili-
tary'. cognizant of the moral
limitations inherent in the con-
duct of war and prepared to
recognize their relevance’
Commenting on this point.
Rev John Courtney Murray
states, "it is the function of
morality to define the ends for
which po«*r may or must be
used, and to Judge the cir-
cumstances of its use But to
impart this direction, moral
principles mutt first, as it
were, pass through the order
of politics, that is. they first
have to become incarnate in
public policy l! it public po-
licy' u> »U its ' sned concre-
tions that must be moralized.
This is the primary need of
the moment. For my part. I
am not confident that it is be-
ing met
" (To be continued.)
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Bergen County
YCA Unit Active
James J. Quirk,
Palisades Park.
Editor:
In reply to your article in
the Question Box in the Feb.
SI Advocate, I would like to
explain the operation of the
Young Catholic Adult Club of
Bergen County (YCA).
We arc a group of single
Catholic adults, 23 and over,
who have bi-monthly social
gatherings and business meet-
ings. Our business meetings
are held at St. Therese’a
Church Hall. Madison Avc.,
Cresskill. Our moderator is
Rev. Noel Ahrens of St. The-
rese's. Our social functions
average an attendance of 200
men and women, both mem-
bers and non-members.
Auto Insurance
Editorial Critic
Francis W. Soemer.
Bloomfield.
Editor:
In regard to your editorial
on auto insurance rates: N
While, of course, any pub-
lishers should be free to editor-
ialise, it would appear that
any constructive thought on
the subject of automobile in-
surance rates would indicate
that you are very much in err-
or on the subject in caption.
You might be interested in
the fact that the doubling of
the number of companies en-
gaged in automobile insurance
represents the entrance into
the casualty field of certain
fire insurers, and the state-
ment that the business is so
profitable as to draw the com-
panies in seems not to square
with the facts. They actually
would not write fire business
without engaging in casualty.
Next, like the Star Ledger,
you have failed to actually
publish the actual rates that
companies charge. In 1M7 a
person who drove to work
from East Orange paid $31 AS
a year. Today I would say
that the rate is $62. The in-
crease. is approximately 73%
of the increase in average
wage rates since that time. In
many territories rating is even
more favorable to the assured.
Exactly why do you insist
that the behemoth of reserves
and income therefrom should
be used to decrease rates?
Also, have you actually stud-
ied the conditions in New York
State? 1 find that their legisla-
tion states that fund* earned
on reserve* in excess of 31/2%
should be used to decrease
ratca. In New Jersey reserve
rate income was 3.88%. If you
want to carry this nonsense a
little further in N.J., it would
amount to an average reduc-
tion in rate of perhaps 17-1/2
cents per automobile.
On top of all that, you might
be interested to learn that
these reserves represent in-
vested capital, required funds
to rover losses ami also funds
to cover some of the capacity
to make available very large
amounts of money for catas-
trophe losses . . .
If you were to analyze of-
fices you would find that our
insurance commissioner and
his staff are professionally
very competent.
Hospitality
At Boystotcn
St. Joseph's Church
Amesbury. Mass
Editor:
Just a note of appreciation
and praise for the hospitality
and kindness we found m your
archdiocese as guests of Rev.
Robert P. Egan and New Jer-
sey's Boystown.
Our drum corps and drill
team, in Newark for the St
Patrick s Day parade, was im-
pressed by the complete ded-
ication of the priest and men
who staff Boystown (lad bless
them for the home they have
made for these boys.
Rev. Samuel J Lombard,
Reader Objects
To Editorial
J[?] E Ru[?].
Cresskill
Editor:
Please — would the editors
of The Advocate confine
themselves to subjects they
know about?
I am referring to the March
7 editorial. "Sex on tlie Cam-
pus." As a whole it is very
good and serious thought
should be given to its recom-
mendations. but it it quite
evident that the author did not
understand what Professor
Kirkendall was talking about
when interpreting his quota-
tion Furthermore, I can not
see how the foi'owup is logic-
ally derived from the quota.
Negative is the opposite of
positive. In this case. Profes-
sor Kirkendall was saying that
we are still giving youth rea-
sons why one should not vio-
late God's law rather
than why one should obey the
law. The author fell right into
this trap when he made the
statement. "Sexual transgres-
sions are a violation of God's
Commandments."
The clergy must realise that
we are in the 20th century and
not the 13th Sciences, such
as psychology, have been de
v eloped which give us a
deeper insight into the learn-
ing process We no longer feel
that the best way to learn is
to say “don't" because this or
that will happen but do" be-
cause this or that will happen
Furthermore. I ran not see
where "premarital pregnancy,
venereal infection and commu-
nity disspproval" arc a "lot of
high sounding words, verbal
nonsense
”
Can you simplify them' I
would hale to see the person
with a venereal infection be
told by a doctor that he has
nothing more than "verbal
nonsense
"
I agree that it u a gross
mistake to leave out the clergy
when discussing sex education,
but it is yust as serious to
leave out the discoveries of
modern science
It would be a good idea to
gtve seminarians a sobd
cooi sc in Educational Psychol
ogv Since a greater part of
their work is in teaching, and
perhaps it would avoid notions
as put forth n the editorial
under dt'ruuton
God Love You
Tragedy of Life
Of Mediocrity
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
When the time came lot the
Jaws to pass Into the Promised
Land, two tribes refused to
cross the Jordan because it
would require a struggle
So there are many of us
who. during Lent, refuse to
cross the Jordan, the thin
dividing line between the flesh
life and the Christ-life, because
it requires a little bit of self-
abnegation. Asa result, we
live in mediocrity so near
to inner joy and yet so far.
BUT WHAT happiness
reigns in the heart when there
is an all-out dedication to Our
Lord. A noble woman who de-
voted her life to the poor,
even though she was very
sick, used to say each morn-
ing: "Today I again have the
privilege of being about my
Father's business. O my poor
body, how tired you are! But
we are now going to try to
get going. Up to now you have
shown yourself obedient and
patient when love spurred you
to work. I thank you. I know
that you will not leave me in
the lurch today."
Why not speak that way to
your body for the poor of the
world?
Make a dozen mortifications
during the day: one lump less
of sugar, one less cigarette, a
walk instead of a bus, a
cheaper lunch instead of the
more expensive one.
Each lime you do it say:
"Dear Lord, I know you ara
hungry and sick and in prison
somewhere in the world. I join
my cross to your Cross in or-
der that I may send the Holy
Father, through his Society for
the Propagation of the Faith,
a sacrifice at the end of this
month. As the mountains were
made from the valleys, so
may emptiness make You
grow in me."
GOD LOVE YOU to S.P, lor
Al: ’*l am is yoara oM ami am
sending you 100 pennies A
penny saved is a penny earned
for the missions " To TS. tor
"In gratitude to St
Theresa, patroness of the mis
sions. who miraculously saved
u* from being injured m a se-
rious automobile accident.'• To
j V.p. for $5O: 'This is part ot
the money we received as
w-edding presents We know
God will bless our union if we
bless Hi* poor "
This Lent, find out bow an
annuity with the Society for
the Propagation of the Faith
helps both you and the mil-
lions of poor, aged and tick
living in countries throughout
the world.
Do so by sending your
request for our pamphlet
on annuities, including the date
of your birth, to Most Rev
Fulton J. Sheen. 366 Fif.h
Ave„ New York 1, N.Y.
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it ant)
address it to Bishop Fulton J
Sheen. National Director. So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith. 366 Fifth Ave . New
York, or Bishop Martin W.
Stanton, 31 Mulberry St., New-
ark. or Msgr. William F
Louts. 24 DeGraste St.. Pater-
son.
Mass Calendar
March 11 Sunday. KU« Sunday of
Uw I’nation lal Otis. VMM No Cl
tkara la • Cr. Prrt. at Ika Craaa
April 1 - Monday Monday attar
lit Sunday aI Ika rannum Srd Claaa.
Vlolal. No Cl. Sad Can. C lP>. Prat,
at ika Croat.
April 3— Tuaaday Turaday at tar
ltl Sunday at lha PaaaMa. 3rd Claaa.
Vlolal. No Cl. 2nd CoU Si. Praorta at
Paula Prat, nt lha Croat.
April 1 - Wtdnaadty Wrdnraday
altar lat Sunday nt lha PaaaMa. 3rd
Claaa. VMM. No Cl. Sad Coll. C IP).
Prat, at Ika Craaa
April 4 Thursday. Thursday attar
Ist Sunday at lha PaaaMa. 3rd Claaa.
VMM. No Cl 2nd Call. St. !aiders.
Prat, at tho Craaa.
April S— Friday. Friday altar lat
Sunday of lha Passion. 3rd Class. Via-
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Final Tribute
To a Leader
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, Social Action Dtp!., HCXPC
John Brophy, first general
organizer of the old Congress
of Industrial Organizations and
one of the most dedicated and
respected of America's labor
leaders, died of leukemia Feb.
17 at the age of 79.
Though retired for several
year*. Brophy never really
stopped working for the labor
movement. 1 would like to say
a few words about (he long-
range meaning of his dis-.
tinguished career especially
about the deep religious con-
viction* which animated and
sustained him In his life-long
struggle for social justice.
BROPHY WAS born into thn
labor movement, inheriting a
sound labor tradition from his
father. Few men in the his-
tory of the American labor
movement ever served .that
tradition more faithfully or un-
selfishly. John Brophy had a
vocation In life —acalling to
which he gave himself with
boundless generosity
For Brophy, the labor move-
ment was a means an in-
dispensable means through
which the workingman ex-
pressed and |nit Into practice
the spirit of Justice and chari-
ty which dcrivrs from his re-
ligious tradition and his reli-
gious beliefs.
All his life he tried to
demonstrate his love for God
by putting his talents and en-
ergy at the service of the
workingmen and women ot
this great country.
THE LABOR movement hat
concentrated on the material
welfare of its members and
of the Ration at a whole. For
this it was founded and for this
it hat struggled Bui through
it all. the labor movement
has been cooteumv of the dig-
nity of man and his spiritual
destiny.
As far back as 1923 the
American tabor movement,
speaking through the Ameri-
can FrdrraUea of Labor (in
which John Brophy was to ac-
tive before the establishment
of the CIO) announced that it
»i> founded on a belief in God
and in the spiritual values of
man ami that. In struggling
for the material needs of its
members, it was aiming
always to raise them to that
higher level of living demand-
ed by the basic teachings of.
religion
It Is fitting, in this tribute,
to recall this noble declaration
of policy: ' —"
“TIIE I.ARor movement of
our country, recognizing the
fset that all freedom and all
higher development* of life
rest upon first providing as-
surance of the essentials of
existence, has first demanded
economic Justice as a bails for
all other thing*. Bui the labor
movement ha* always taught
that the material is essential
to something higher and that
the inspiration of. our move-
ment derives from something
above and beyond the
material.
"The labor movement
strives for economic improve-
ment with unrelenting zeal
and fidelity because economic
improvement is the first funda-
mental requisite, but it holds
out to all mankind a flaming
torch lighting the way to a
greater fullness of life, to com-
plete realization of the finer
and nobler aspirations of the
mind and soul.
"The labor movement fixes
as its goal nothing less than
the complete richness of life,
without Urn nation of any kind,
the attainment of the complete
human ideal, to ail of it* eco-
nomic, ethical, and spiritual
implicationt "
This is the objective of the
Amerian tabor movrmrnt
And this was u»* objective of
John Brophy the motive
power which made it easy for
him to sacrifice his time and
energy in the cause of labor.
We honor him in death for
what be did to perpetuate
Uut great lr adit too and to give
it flesh and blood
STRANGE BUT TRUELittle-Knows Facta for Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY zxc
Serious Picture of Life
Needed Before Marriage
By REV. JOHN L. THOMAS, S.J.
Assisteni Protestor of Sociology, St. Louis UuUorsity
h It possible for an 18-year-old to be in love three tlmeg in one year? She claim-
ed *hc loved the first boy but started dating anotheranyway. This second affair lash-
ed several months and then the boy decided he wasn’t ready for marriage and broke
it up. After only a mdtith of steady dating, she became engaged to a third; this en-
gagement lasted two months and there was constant quarreling. Now they’re back to-
gether again. Tell me if you think ahe is in love with this boy or if she is capable of
loving any boy.
Your daughter’s courting
activities suggest that she ha*
little understanding of the
meaning of love and marriage.
This conclusion is obvious
enough, but aince ahe is far
from an exception in this re-
gard. we mutt ask ourselves
how it is lhat many young
people can reach the age of
marriage and atill retain such
confused, childishly shallow
attitudes. There are several
major sources of the prob-
lem.
FIRST, TIIF. current "cli-
mate of opinion” within which
young people develop their at-
titudes toward love and mar-
riage offer* no clear concep-
tion ol marriage as a serious
Christian vocation.
Asa result, marriage is re-
garded as little more than the
prolongation ami Intensifi-
cation of lhe courUhip period.
Young people are led to be-
lieve that If they enjoy each
other’* company on dates,
they will necessarily be com-
patible as marital partners
Modem society is utterly
confused about the meaning
of premarital love. Young
people simply take it for
granted ihrt if they feel they
•re in "love." they are ready
for marriage.
FINALLY, MODERN dating
practices seriously hinder the
development ot the capacity
to love.
The system teaches "amart"
young people to play at being
In love. They learn to engage
in Intimate displays of affec-
tion while carefully holding
back from committing them-
selves to a profound at-
tachment. Thus they acquire a
“built-in" emotional shallow-
ness that enables them to turn
from one "love" to another
with comparative ease.
YOUR DAUGHTER’S dating
activities offer a good example
of the type of behavior that
frequently results from
thoughtless exposure to these
cultural factors. Her readiness
to become engaged after a
brief courtship shows she has
given little serious thought to
the Christian meaning of (he
marriage vocation. The ease
with which she shifts her af-
fection from one boy to an-
other not only indicates the
shallowness of her attachment
but also causes one to ques-
tion her present capacity for
experiencing profound emo-
tional involvement in or com-
mitment to another, at you
suggest
You have some repair work
to do Like many “cradle"
Catholic*, your daughter
shows little awareoesa of the
personal implications of Bap-
tism and the Christian voca-
tion. You and her religam
teachers hive probably taken
this for granted, yet she ap-
pear* never to have learned
that she must personally ac-
cept Christ as her Savior and
assume full responsibility for
directing her life accordingly.
Unless you can help her de-
velop some understanding of
this basic Christian lesson,
your criticism and advice will
continue to be Ineffective.
She’s not likely to take a ser-
ious view of love and marriage
if she hasn't one of life itself.
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Blue Cross-Blue Shield
This year, one-out of every three families
in our gtate probably will face a hospital
bill, accompanied by medical or surgical
expenses.
These expenses could be minor... or they
could be substantial enough to create a
serious financial problem. And to the mer-
chant who has his oWn business, they could
drain away capital.
You protect your business against unex-
pected situations. So isn’t it just good busi-
ness to protect your family and your savings
against unexpected illness or accident?
Don’t say, "I wish I had taken Blue Cross-
Blue, Shield." Have it when you need it!
Apply today. You owe it to your family ...
and your business.
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Blus Cross-Blue Shield
P.O. Box 420
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What Movies
Affect Teens?
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
"Did any motion picture af-
fect your life? If so, whiah
one and why?"
This inquiry, in a detailed
questionnaire, has been an-
awered by 3,012 teenage stu-
dents in La Habra, Cal.
According to the March
Issue of the Screen Producers
Guild “Journal." the 10 top
movies that most affected the
lives of these youngsters, were
“The Ten Commandments,"
"A Summer Place," “Gidget,"
“Imitation of Life,” (Negro-
white understanding). “The
Big Fisherman,” "The Nun’s
Story," "The Miracle (of
Fatima)," "Ben Hur,” I
Want to Liva" (Barbara Gra-
ham execution) and "The FBI
Story."
The Rev. Harry C. Carlson,
Lutheran minister who con-
ducted the survey, has report-
ed that "religious pictures
rank high."
Some reasons: ’They In-
spire and challenge ua to be a
better person,” They show
"there is something to live
for; that there is a purpose
in life."
“A Summer Place” (only
film of the top 10 to whfch
the Legion of Decency raised
moral objections) was in-
cluded for a typical rea-
son that "it tells us what is
going on in thie world ” Many
youths identified with this pic-
ture because it describes the
effects of bad parental ex-
ample upon the moral be-
havior of a teenage couple.
All the youngsters had seen
the films on which they of-
fered comment. There were,
altogether. 170,877 mentions.
Many Individual students
checked more than 200
pictures.
THEY APRAISED good
photography, interesting, edu-
cative backgrounds and fine
music. "The King and I,"
"Oklahoma," “South Pacific."
"Around the World in 80 Days"
(together with “Ten Com-
mandments"), ranked high
among "pictures the students
would like to see again."
The criticism most often re-
peated was "over-emphasis of
sex and the crass way iin
which it is presented." This
"makes adultery seem 0.K,"
is "immoral," “vulgar."
"trashy,” "ridiculous." and
“puts bad thoughts in the
minds of weak teenagers.”
Many of them find film ad-
vertising is “not reliable”
Most choose films "by hear-
say."
Only 470 of the par-
ents select films for their chil-
dren the report said.
One producer, after reading
the comments, said: “What
they (teenagers) criticise is
not so much sex. but the
sleaxy way we present it"
Ewlrr Concert lists
Setonia Singers
NEWARK
- Seton Hall Uni-
versity’s glee club will per
form in the Gala Easter Coo-
cert to be presented by May-
or Hugh J Addonitio April 17
at 8:30 pm. at the Mosque
Theatre.
Choral groups from other
colleges, and from schools,
business firms and civic or-
Sanitations will be included in
the program to which admis-
sion is free.
Licia Albanese
To Sing Benefit
At Caldwell
CALDWELL - Lida Alban-
eae, Metropolitan Opera ao-
prano, will sing at Caldwell
College on Sunday, April 7 at
4 p.m. The event, sponsored
by the Friends of CaldweU Col-
lege, will benefit the collage.
The program will feature se-
lections from Miss Albanese’*'
repertory, which includes* the
recently presented "Madame
Butterfly." "La Bohcme," and
"Manon Losesut "
Mr. and .Mrs. Ruaiell C.
Nixon of Bloomfield are chair-
men. Jamea J. McMahon of
Montclair la honorary chair-
man.
Book Analyzes
Bed Economy
SOUTH ORANGE - Econo-
mic conditions in communist
Chins which precipitated the
flood of refugees into Hong
Kong last summer are analys-
ed in a book published this
week by the Seton Hall Uni-
versity Press. "Communist
China's Economy: 1SH 9-1962.
Structural Changes and Cri-
sis," by Chy-yuan Cheng of
Seton Hall's Department of
Asian Studies, is based on of-
ficial documents from the Chi-
nese mainland
Prof. Cheng has published U
books and is regarded in the
Par East as ooe of the fore-
most experts on the Chinese
communist economy.
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Book Reviews
Union Is Necessary
Joseph R.
Thomas
THAT THE WORLD MAY
BELIEVE, by Rev. Hsns
Kueng. Sheed and Ward. 149
pages. 93.
Father Kueng. brilliant young
Swiss theologian who author-
ed the widely-hailed "The
Council. Reform and Reun-
ion,” hert proves his versa-
tility in 10 small chapters cast
in letter-essay fofm.
The essential theme
Christ’s words "that the world
may believe" gives the book
its title. As Father Kueng him-
self pdts it in a chapter on di-
vided Christianity:
"How U the world going to
believe us Christians when we
try to bear witness In the
Church of Christ, if we keep
contradicting each other? Who
is going to believe two brothers
who state contradictory
things? Who is going to be-
lieve two missionaries who
claim to be preaching the
same Christ, but preach
against each other?"
Christian reunion. Father
Kueng reminds us. is necessary
"that the world may believe."
Between 1880 anti 19S8, he
points out. the proportion of
Catholics in the world increas-
ed e scant a. 14%. Currently,
only 28** of the human race
are Christians, and of these
only half are Catholics.
"We must never forget," he
tells ua in these letters to a
young university student.
“that Protestant* are Chris-
tians.” validly baptised and
believing much of what we be-
lieve. He maintains that Cath-
olics. 100, must share the
blame for a divided Christian
ity and that “tt’a no use de-
manding that the others come
back unless we go out to meet
them!"
How is reunion to be effect-
-ed? Through reform. Father
Kueng. argue*, because it was
the need for reform which
brought about the division
And this reform must begin
with the individual. Catholic
Among other topics. Father
Kueng touches on the need for
conversation among Chris
Mans, the necessity for action
as well as cntieum, the prop
er way to handle criticism
from without and the possibili
ties for salvation for those out
aide the Church, pagan* aa
well aa Christiana.
Father Kueng has taken a
simple rather than a scholarly
approach to hi* topics with a
broad audience in mind. He
has tailored principles to a
popular form and in so doing
has avoided the risk of boring
the many already familiar
with the principle* while prod-
ding them so that "the world
may believe.”
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Understanding the East
Ed Grant
THE EUCHARISTIC LI-
TURGIES OF TIIE EASTERN
CHURCHES, by Rev. Nikolaus
Llesel. The liturgical Pres*,
Collegevillc, Mian. 318 pages.
In this day of Increased in-
terest among l*atin Rite Cath-
olics in their Eaatem
brethren, this magnificently-
illustrated volume becomes a
must item In any parish or
school library.
Father Lieset, a priest of the
Russian Catholic Church, pro-
vides a clear, concise text cov-
ering 12 Eastern Rites, ex-
plains their development and
shows their inter-relation. Pro-
fuse illustrations (800) by the
photographer Tiber Mlkula ac-
company the abridged texts of
the various liturgies and maps
provide t'.te geographical loca-
tion ot the members and
episcopal Sees of each rita.
THE ORGANIZATION of the
book by Brother Placid.
OS-B. of St. John's Abbey
also rates special commenda-
tion.
In the introduction, for
instance, he lines up the litur-
gies aide by aide, two to a'
page, so that a quick glance
allows the reader to compare
the various parts of the Mass
for similarities ami dif-
ference*. ’
While no attempt ii made to
give the complete text of any
Liturgy, the illustrations are
so detailed and to well-ar-
ranged with, respect to the text
that a few readings would al-
low the Ulin Rite Catholic to
attend an Eastern Liturgy
and be able to follow the priest
with ease.
Net the least of (he contribu-
tion* of this volume are the
short histories of each rite ■
They provide just enough
tasle of the complex, troubled
stories of the Eastern Kite* to
hire the reader to the more
detailed works of such writers
as Donald Attwater.
For those who with to delve
further into the Liturgies
themselves, ea'.t text is fol-
lowr* bv If name of a book
where the complete Liturgy
may be (ound
Parental Aid to Teaching
Ed Woodward
THE DO IT YOI’RSEIF’
PIREVT. by Richard aad
Margery FrlsWe Sheed aad
Ward. M page*. UK.
While It takes | bark seat
in ox-xsure. the problem of
parental aid U> rtluralioo is
much more pressing than fi-
nancial aid to education and
It can be accomplished with-
out an act of Congress
Richard and Margery Fria-
ble blend profeauonal writing
skill, a sense of humor and
the practical experience of
raising tevrn children into a
gyude (or parents interested
in their cniMren * develop
ment. spiritual, mental and
physical
They leave no doubt about
theu feel.tg that the parrots
should do the educating, it
shouldn't be left to the school
They disclose, straight off
“Th.s book u dedicated to the
prupoautioo that all a parrot
can expect hts child to get out
of school is exposure to road
mg. writing, arithmetic and
ch.ckra pox "
AN INFORMATIVE dtwus-
tton of what it do about the
aituatoa folio" sand it will
spark interest among many
parents and criticism from
tome educators who might feel
that fs# Fnsbirs devaluate the
schools too much.
The how to plan which they
present runs from the basic
tool kit (or parents right
through a home commence-
ment and includes programs
for introducing the children to
reading, science, natural his
lory, physical fitness, art.
music and religion
The auLior* "lace the great-
est iTiportan-e in Dus do-it-
yourself operation if poo read
ing and appreciated of liter*
turf This can probably be
tra*«i to their background as
writer*. »
If tome scientist or mu
ticiaa had written the book,
foe example, the stress night
be shifted
BUT. THE ERLSRIES do not
neglect these other »üb)eets
and they provide enough hints
and starting points to enable
any intelligent parent to lake
it from there.
Parrot* already involved tn
their own do it yourself pro-
gram will enjoy* comparing
methods with the Frisbtes and
those only thinking about a
muht find the impetus which
will bo enough to get them
moving.
'C' Film Shown at University
Over Protest by Priest
KINGSTON, R.I. (RNS) -
A request by the Catholic
chaplain at, Rhode Island Uni-
versity to cancel a showing of
the film, "Never on Sunday,"
on the campus was rejected
by the achool’a president. Dr.
Francla H. Horn.
Presentation of the film wns
protested by Rev. Edmond C.
Micarelli, who declared in a
circular to Catholic students
following a Maas: "A* your
spiritual director, I must warn
you not to attend the showing
of Dili film."
Subsequently, State Sen. An-
tonio C. Trovato suggested
that a legislative investigation
be made in regard to the mov-
ies shown on the campus.
“Never on Sunday" is a
Greek comedy about an Amer-
ican's attempt to reform a
prostitute. It received a Class
C (condemned) classification
from the National Legion of
Decency.
The picture was chosen to
be shown before the Student
Union by six students.
Dr. Horn said that while he
had been "disturbed” when he
learned the movie was to be
thown, "I did not of my own
feel qualified to censor movies
which had been selected in ac-
cordance with arrangements
made before I became presi-
dent.”
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News From Vatican City
Pontiff Praises New Blesseds
- VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope John XXIII has again
landed the newly beatified
Blessed Elisabeth Seton and
Blessed Luigi Palauolo as
well as voicing praise for St.
Joseph.
AT HIS REGULAR weekly
audience, the Pope told some
7.000 persons that Mother
Sc ton's "greatly desired eleva-
tion to the honors of the altar
gives one hope that innumer-
able other sons and daughters
of the U S. will follow her on
the road of virtue and the
most generous charity."
Pope John said that Blessed
Luigi is still present in the
Bergamo Diocese through his
works and is today an example
for all priests.
The Pontiff said that above
all he wanted to pay tribute
to St. Joseph, whose feast was
the 38th anniversary of .his
own consecration as Bishop.
Pope John spoke of his long
devotion to St. Joseph and said
it was "one of
•ources of consolation to him
in the moat sorrowful dajja of
life."
•
Visit to Cardinal
ROME (NC) - Pope John
paid a surprise visit to the
bedside of ailing Clemente
CardlnaJ Mlcara, vicar gener-
al for Rotne.
The Pope spent an hour In
the 83-year-old Cardinal's sick-
room in his apartment in the
Apostolic Chancery.
The Pope told Cardinal
Micara, an aide said later,
that he decided to stop by be-
cause he had not seen his
vicar general for several
months due to the illness.
Cardinal Micara has been
absent trom all papal functions
and missed most of the ecu-
menical council sessions. His
duties are being carried out
by the Pro-Vicar General for
Rome, Luigi Cardinal Traglla.
•
Prize Atcard Set
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pope John XXIII will be pre-
sented with the 1983 Dalian
Peace Prise at a special cere-
mony tn St. Peter s Basilica
on May 10.
The prise was awarded to
the Pope by the International
Balsan Foundation of Zurich.
Switserland. as "a public rec-
ognition of the Pope’s actirity
in favor of brotherhood among
men and among all nations
through his appeals for
peace."
•
Pope Salutes Turks
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope John received Turkey's
Foreign Minister Feridun
Cemal Erkin on his state visit
to the Holy See with praise for
his nation's efforts to aid war
prisloners during World War
The Pope recalled his tour of
duty as Apostolic Delegate to
Turkey (1834-IW4) tn d said
the Turkish government’s war
assistance efforts were “a
work which merits being re-
corded."
Papal University
VATICAN CITY (NC) - The
Angelicum, the Dominican Or-
der's center of higher studies
In Rome, has been raised to
the rank of a pontifical uni-
versity.
Pope John said the Institu-
Don will be known as the St.
Thomas Aquinas Pontifical
University in Urbe. "In Urbe"
refers to the city of Rome.
- „
Angelicum named for
St. Thomas, the Angelic Doc-
tor was founded as the Col-
lege of St. Tbomas in 1380.
Sm Other Stories,
Paget 1 and 4
Day of Prayer
For Sightless
NEWARK A Day of Rec-
ollection for the Catholic MM
of the Newark Archdiocese
will be held March 31 at St
Bridget's Church.
The day will open with Masa
at 10 a.m and conclude with
a holy hour from 3 to 4 p m.
There will be opportunity for
confession before Mass.
Sermons will be given by
Msgr. Vincent P. Coburn, pas-
tor of St. Bridget's. Rev Ed
ward Swiertbinski of Holy
nsme Hospital. Rev. Charles
A Reilly of Ml Carmel. New-
ark. and Rev Richard M Me-
Culnrwss. director of the Apo»-
total# for the Blind
Br. Michael
Takes Vows
NEWTON - Brother Mi-
chael Foehrenbach, 0.5.8.,
will take his final vows as a
member of the Benedictine
community of St. Paul's Ab-
bey March 30 at a Solemn
Maas at 10 a.m. in the Abbey
Church
Abbot Charles V. Cor is ton.
0.5.8., will also receive the
first vows of Brother Giles
Schneider, 05.8., at the cere-
mony.
Brother Michael entered the
community from Woodbridge.
where his parents lived until
they recently moved to East
Stroudsburg. Pa He was grad-
uated from St. James School
there and later attended dm
Benedictine Mission Seminary,
conducted by the monks of St.
Paul's Abbey.
In September, 1938, Brother
Mirhad )oinrd the Abbey and
made hia first profession of
vows in 1980 He la now in
eharge of the Abbey's motor
vehicles and assists tn the
care of the orchards
Brother Giles, a native of
Dunellen attended St John's
School there and Oratory
School. Summit ; He finished
hia high school education at
Malvern Prep tn Malvern. Pa .
and joined the community of
St Paul’s in September. 1960
He is a licensed stationary en-
gineer and is m charge of the
Abbey's beahng plant and me
rhaiucal equ.pmenl
BROTHER MICHAEL
Catholics vs. Reds
‘Crusade’ Italian Election Issue
ROME (NC) - The “spirit
of cruaade" has become a
bone of contention between
Cathoiica and communiata in
the final week* of Italy’* elec-
tion campaign.
Palthlro TogUatU, head of
thb Italian Communist Party,
declared at Bergamo that the
Church’s stand against com-
munism la "the last of the
crusades."
He said It has failed and is
being carried on by only a few
diehards as 'Alfredo Cardinal
Ottavlani. Secretary of the
Sacred Congregation of the
Holy Office, and the extreme
fringe of the Christian Demo
cratic Party,
L’OSSKRVATORR .Romano.
Vatican City daily, answered
that "the spirit of crusade is
only the spirit of the defense
of religious adherence and so-
cial coexistence on the basis of
law and peace."
Togliatli accused the “cru-
sade" of having dug “a deep
furrow in the aoula of men.
a furrow that has not yet been
closed and that has given rite
to major misunderstandings
tween communists snd
Catholics."
Appealing for support from
Catholics to work for peace
and the common welfare, Tog-
Jiatti said he did not want to
conduct the electoral cam-
paign "In the spirit of a cru-
sade, in the spirit of an ancient
anticlericalism or in the spirit
of brawling fights."
Raimondo Manzini,.editor of
L’Osservatore Romano, said
the Catholic spirit rejects "the
political pretenses or instru-
ments of social liberation
which in fact open the way
for worse individual and col-
lective slavery."
The Church’s spirit of cru-
sade means nothing more, he
said than "respect for souls to
be saved and truth to be pre-
served, for loyalty and faith-
fulness to men and to God."
Sons of Poland
To Give Atcards
JERSEY CITY - The As-
tociation of the Sons of Poland
win award two 3300 merit
scholarships to a boy and girl
graduated from high school
Uus year.
Each award may be used
at the college of the recipient's
choice.
Among tbe members of
the committee it Msgr. Fran-
cis P. Kowalciyk. pastor of
Holy Rosary, Passaic.
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A Picture, a Promise, a Program for HappyHomes...
By ANNE MAE BUCKLEY
CLIFTON In a suburban
living room a priest in cas-
sock and surplice extends his
hand in blessing over a picture
of Christ revealing His Sacred
Heart. The father of the family
then hangs the picture on the
wail, as his wife and their
children stand by. The Sacred
Heart is now “enthroned” In
their home, there as a silent
testimony to their faith for all
visitors to see.
But this only begins the
ceremony of Enthronement of
the Sacred Heart, which is de-
scribed by its promoters as
not "a devotion” but “an
apostolate.” One of those pro-
moters is Sister M. Jane.
S.S.N.D., who directs the En-
thronement Secretariat for all
of New Jersey from St. Clare's
Convent here.
The ritual of Enthronement
includes recitation of the Apos-
tles Creed and other prayers
by the family, blessing of the
family by the priest, and
signing of the Enthronement
certificate. The rite is rooted
in the private revelation to St.
Margaret Mary who said ttie
Sacred Heart had promised
blessings to those in whose
homes His Image was "ex-
posed and honored.” The En-
thronement ceremony “ex-
poses” the image of Christ in
the heme; the program of
prayer, penance and de-
votion to the Eucharist npon
which the family then em-
barks fulfills the condition of
“honoring" the Sacred Heart
—and in the broader view,
seeks to implement Enthrone-
ment’s goal of the restoration
of the home, the parish and
the whole of society to God.
Members of the family receive
a plenary indulgence under the
usual conditions at the time
of the ceremony.
SISTER JANE became En-
thronement secretary for N.J.
10 years ago when the na-
tional Enthronement director
asked the superior of the
School Sisters of Notre Dame
to entrust a Sister with the
Work. A sixth grade teacher
at Holy Angels Academy, Fort
Lee, Sister Jane promoted En-
thronement through the stu-
dents and toted up over 1,000
member families in the dec-
ade. It should have been many
more, she sighs, but she ran
into little success in her initial
try at contacting every par-
ish in the state. She consoled
herself with the fact that Holy
Angels students hailed from a
wide area, and also that a
few scattered priests sent her
regular reports of registering
families in the Enthronement
apostolate.
Last September she was
transferred to St. Clare’s and
found to her delight that Rev.
John F. Corr, the assistant
pastor, was an Enthronement
enthusiast who had conducted
the ceremony in as many as
16 homes on a single Sunday
while at Assumption. Morris-
town. Together they are be-
ginning the program in St.
Clare’s, Sister Jane enlisting
the interest of the school chil-
dren. Father Corr making
himself as available as pos-
sible to conduct the ceremony
in the homes.
Sister Jane points out that
the presence of a priest is not
absolutely necessary tor the
Enthronement ceremony; if a
priest can't come to the borne,
the father or mother of the
family can conduct the cere-
mony Interested priesta and
families, she offers, may ob-
tain further information by
contacting her at St. Clare's
Convent. *9 Allwood Rd . Clif-
ton. or calling 47T4328 After
Enthronement ceremonies the
priest or the family notifies
Sister Jane, who in turn makes
an annual report to national
Enthronement headquarters
directed by Rev. Francis Lar-
km, SB.CC. in Washington.
D C
,
and to the Archbishop
and Bishops.
THE PROGRAM of prayer.
Eucharistic devotion, and pen
ance embraced by Enthrone
ment families include* making
the Sacred Heart shnne a
place of frequent family
prayer, receiving Holy Com
munion frequently, and per
forming arts of sacrifice for
the intention of conversion of
•ouls. “If it u carried out
properly” says Sister Jane,
"people are conscious of God
as a member of their family
Such consciousness is * def
mite deterrent to am. There is
more happiness in the home,
more peace m the home"
Five Pope i, the observes, have
spoken in favor of-Enthrone-
ment of Ihe Sacred Heart.
Enthronement families who
want to do something more
embrace the added devotion of
night adoration m the home,
before the image of the Sarred
Heart Individual members or
the whole family as a group
spend one night hour at least
once a month in adoration of
God. in reparation for the tins
the world commits during the
night. <
It works this way in the
home of Joseph M Tully of
St. Clare's; on the 10th of each
month Mrs. Tully makes her
hour of adoration from 11 p m
’til midnight; Mr TUlly keeps
hi* vigil from midnight ’til l
am.: and Michael. 11. keeps
9 p.m. to 10 on the third Fri-
day of the month. Michael is
a sixth grade student of Sister
Jane’s at St. Clare's and was
the instrument in arranging
for the Enthronement cere-
mony for his family, which al-
so includes Paul, 10, and
Peter, 4.
Father Corr, a native of
Cavan, Ireland, recalls the
night adoration devotion years
ago in the home of his late
grandmother, where his aunt
still carries it on. She lives
there alone now, but she
keeps all the hours herself.
There is a plenary indul-
gence for each night hour of
adoration, on the condition
that the family is registered
with the Enthronement Secre-
tariat.
MICHAEL TULLY is a
member of the Tarcissian Lea-
gue, as are all students above
second grade in St. Clare's
School. Belated to the En-
thronement Secretariat, (and
named for the boy saint of the
Eucharist), the league enlists
children to pray and make
sacrifices for the return of tin-
ners to God.
Sister Jane has found
the Tarcissians a fine arm for
promotion of the Enthrone-
ment and points out
that Rev. klatteo Crawley-
Boevey. SS.CC.. who launched
the Enthronement movement
in 1906. encouraged the use of
children in spreading it.
Sister Jane talks-up the En-
throm-mrnt apostolate at
Tarcissian meetings and tends
home with members periodic
bulletins explaining it to their
parents. She ticks off dozens
of examples, gathered in the
past 10 years, of results these
enthusiastic youngsters have
precipitated . . .
A father returned to the
Church after 20 years when
his child initiated the idea of
having the Enthronement cere-
mony in (he home . .a whole
family brought back to the
Sacra meats after a neighbor
chifd gave them literature on
the Enthronement. . .parent!
and children lined up together
at the Communion rail daily
after one youngster asked for
Enthronement in the home as
his Christmas present. .
Sister Jane enumerates
them as “blessings” promised
by Christ to homes where His
Sacred Heart is honored.
SISTER JANE confesses,
“I'd like to shout the -En-
thronement message; I'd Uke
to reach everyone in New Jer-
sey.”
After all, she points out,
the results of such an aposto-
late could be cosmic.
“A nation is just a collec-
tion of families; when there Is
peace in the homes, there is
peace in the nation,” ahe says.
ENTHRONEMENT - Rev. John F. Corr blesses the picture
of the Sacred Heart in the Tally home os Joseph M. Tully
prepares to place it in its honored spot in the living room.
Ready to recite the pr[?]yers of the ceremony are Mrs.
Tully, and sons Michael. Paul and Peter. The ritual of
Enthronement launches the family on o program of prayer,
penance and devotion to the Eucharist for the intention
of conversion of souls and with the hope of obtaining the
blessings promised to those who honor the Sacred Heart.
The Tullys are in St. Clare’s Porish, Clifton.
Sentimental
Journey ...
SAX JUAN CAPI-
STRANO, Cal. Some
swallows from South Amer-
ica kept a sentimental date
as they have been doing,
so it is said, for several
centuries. They came back
to Capistrano on the Feast
of St. Joseph. March 19.
A throng gathered at his-
toric San Juan Capistrano
Mission here on St. Jo-
seph's Day saw the first
flock of swallows zero in at
6.10 a m. The birds hovered
over their old nests as if
inspecting what bad to be
rebuilt.
The mission is one of
many founded in California
by the Franciscan. Rev.
Junipcro Serra between
1769 and 1764.
Popular legend has it
that the swallows return
there from their annual mi-
gration each March 19 and
leave Oct. 23, San Juan
Capistrano Day.
Who Needs Lent? We Have
Our Winter Weather...
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
J have had my storm coat
cleaned and my shoes shined,
and I feel that people are
gawking at 'me as 1 go in
splendor along the street.
They half-expect me, 1 think,
to stop them and say, "Take
me to your leader.”
Surely, they say to them-
selves. this creature of
heavenly cleanliness must this
moment have arrived from
some universe a trillion light-
years out in space. Thanks
to the lunatic winter of ,1962-
63, I am the only being they
have seen since last fall who
doesn't look like a wallowing
bum emerging from a flop
house.
The starving won’t continue
for long, of course. At any
moment some skidding pas-
serby will plop a foot in a
puddle and splash me with
sooty slush. Or an automobde
will go by close to the curb
and spray slop where I. stand.
After that, I will ooce more be
Indistinguishable from my fel-
lowmen. I will look like a
wallowing bum.
BUT I must not let my con-
centration upon composing
this hymn to the weather
make me forget my man-
ners; I must not be unjust.
I hasten, therefore, to apol-
ogize to the bums. The bums
have every right to be in-
sulted at the suggestion that
they look tike us. Bleu them,
they are models of neatness
by comparison. And all wha-
ter they have stood alooe in
defense of the rights of man.
Unlike you and me, the
bums have kept their self re-
spect Months ago. they drew
themselves to their full height,
pointed a rigid finger, and or-
dered nature, behaving as the
was, out of their sight. They
closed the door on her.'
The bums own their own
souls, they are not slaves to
the filthy habit of getting up
in the morning,donning disrep
utable clothing, and going in
to the repulsive outdoors to
slosh their way to some office
or factory. They have better
sense than to subject them-
selves to the buffeting of
hyena winds in order to get
to a restaurant for lunch. They
sit in their lairs like gentle
men. looking out at us and
shaking their beads at our in-
sanity.
THE BUMS don't give a fig
for status; what they care
about is human dignity. And
through the insane daya since
last November, looking like a
slob has become a status sym-
bol.
The dirtier and more de
jected a man appears, the
more likely he is to be a ty-
coon.
You can see the millionaires
gotng in and out of the most
exclusive club in the city, and
they are something to make a
poUrerean heft hit billy chib
thoughtfully.
If they aae wearing hats,
the hats look tike something
from a rummage sale But
mostly they aren't wearing
had. They are wearing old
hunting cap*, pht* ear tnuffa.
Mufflers are around their
mouths and nosea They shuf-
fle along in galoshes with buc-
kle* flapping
Chauffeur dm rn limousines
are no help Maybe the lim-
ousine is shining and tpoUesa
when the rich man steps in at
the entrance to hts mansion.
But by the time it is ma-
neuvered downtown, U it
something to make a used ear
dealer utter one word: ’’Junk-
er.”
WITH ttEITHER like this,
who needs Lent? What I say
is. let's bring the Roman Curia
over here and put them
Uirqugh one of our winters,
and we'll bear do more talk
about penance.
What 1 have written. 1 have
written; and now I'm off to
join the astronauts. Surely, in
a cosmos created by a good
Creator, there must be some
place fit for human beings to
Uve in. Let’a go find it. and
glva earth back to the dino-
saurs.
Bright, Bearded Friar
'Difficult? You Have No Idea, ’ Pope’s Preacher Says
By MSGR. JAMES I. TUCEK
VATICAN CITY (NO—The
aniy man who by right and
duty may preach to the su-
preme teacher of the Church,
Pope John t sa bright and
bearded little Capuchin friar
from Milan.
He U Rev llarlno da Mi-
lano. OK k. Cap, Apostolic
Preacher He la the «Rh matt
to hold that office since it was
instituted over four centuries
ago
“YOU HAVE NO idea how
difficult It is." confided the 34-
year old priest, whose regular
audience includes not only th*
Pope but all the Cardinals in
Home, the prelates of *h*
Church’s central administra-
tive staff and Use super-or a
general of the religious orders
in Home
"They are an edifying au-
dience.” be Jays. "They ail
listen to me like so maifer nov-
ices "
But be can never forget the
dignity and Intelligence of hi*
listeners, and it is because if
this that he fuids the gresteit
difficulty in carrying out his
duties.
When he delivers a sermon,
he Is constantly aware that he
is speaking of Use divine
truths to the Teaching
Church Therefore, he says,
“the tone of the sermon may
not be courtly, hut must be
prudent snd practical.”
IT IS SUCH an exacting ltd
to address the highest person-
alities of the Church that Fa-
ther llarlno will aomeUmea
spend days d'biting the use
of a single expression in bis
sermons
Working in hu study at the
genrealat' of the Capuchin Fa-
thers in Rome, be spend* the
whole year studying and metf-
trttog to prepare a relatively
small number of sermons He
normally will give nsr*-moce
than 30, sermons in a year's
time.
The scheduled sermons of
the Apostolic Preacher are giv-
m on the Friday s in I-cnt.
ooce a week during Advent
and during the annual spiritual
retreat, usually in the fall Bv
exception he preached May
devotions in 1960 and 1961
POPE JOHN has ordered
several improvements in Uie
circumstances of the Apotto'ic
Preacher's activities which
Father Ilarino says have fc».
creased their effectiveness
The time for the sermons wav
changed from 11 a m. to »
a m so that the office hours in
the Vatican would not have to
he broken The Pope also had
them moved to the Matilda
Chapel, which is larger than
the Throe* Room where they
were usually given, and had
loudspeakers Installed.
These changes together with
th* Pape s own good example
have greatly increased the at-
tendance at the conferences,
according to Father Ilarino.
According to tradition, the
Pope sits in Ihe doorway of Use
chapel's sacristy, hidden from
view. After receiving th<
Pope’s blessing, the Apostolic
Preacher goes to the pulpit,
genuflects before the crucitix
mounted there snd recites the
11*0 Mary with those attend-
ing the conference. He always
remains seated while he de-
livers his sermons He seldom
speaks for more than 30 min-
utes.
FATHER ILARINO. Uke his
seven predecessor*, hat pub-
lished hu sermon* to this dis-
tinguished audience in bonk
form. The book, entitled "The
Church in its Hierarchy." gives
a rare insight into the duties
of those involved in the uni-
versal government of die
Church.
When the Apostolic Preacher
has finished, he goes again to
the Pope and kisses his slipper
in ’ceremonisl sign of rever-
ence. On these occasions Pope
John often makes some com-
ment on the sermon.
Once the Pope said to Fa-
ther Ilarino: “What was
wrong with you this morning?
You were going as fast as an
automobile ” The Capuchin
then had to explain to the Pope
that one of the Cardinals kept
looking at his watch and. sup-
posing that he had some ap-
pointment to keep, he hurried
through his sermon.
THE INSTITUTION' of th*
office of the »postolic preacher
dates back to the reign of Pop*
Paul IV U55M559). Who was
concerned with the reform of
the Church.
The apostolic preacher*
since that time have come
from many different religious
orders, but chiefly from the
Jesuits and the Capuchins. An
apostolic brief published oy
Pope Benedict XIV in 1743 as-
signed the post permanently to
member* of the Capuchin con-
gregation.
Father Ilarino, named Apos-
tolic Preacher by Pope John
in 1959, combines learning
with wit.
He was born in Milan, took
his vows in the Capuchin Or-
der in 1927 and was ordained
the following year. He earned
degrees in theology at Milan
and in history at Louvain. Ha
teaches history and religion at
the Universities of Rome and
Perugia and is active in or-
ganizations for Catholic uni-
versity students.
FATHER DA MILANO
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Fourth Sorrowful Mystery
THE CARRYING OF THE CROSS
Our IE Father
If anyone withes to come after me/
let him deny himself.'
Luke 9:23
Hail K Maty
'And tale up his cross daily/
and follow me.*
Hail IE Mary
Lulu 9:23
And bearing the cross for himself/
he went forth to die place called the
• Skull
John 19:17
Hail IE Mary
And they laid hold of a certain Sftaon
of Cyrene/
and upon him they laid die cross to
bear it after Jesus.
Luke 23:26
Hail U Mary
Takemy yoke upon you/
and learn from me.'
Hail Maty
Melt 11:29
Scriptural 3\o*arj
Part 9
Tor lam meek/
and humbleof heart,*
Hail IE Maty
Mttt 11:29
'And you will find rest for your souls/
For my yoke is easy, and my burden
light*
MM 11:29, so
Had IE Maty
Now there was following him a great
crowd of people/
and of women, who were bewailing
and lamenting him,
Lai* 23 27
Hail % Mary
Jesus turning to them said, T)o not
weep fee me/
but weep foe yourselves and for your
children.'
Luke 23:22
Hail lE'Mary
Tor if in the case of green wood they
do these things/
what is to happen in the case of the
dty?'
HailtMary
Glory be to theFather, •**
Editor’s Note: This Is one ofthe 13decades
°J the ScripturalRosary, a modern version
of the wav the Rosary h«s once prayed In
the Middle Ages. We are presenting the
complete Scriptural Rosary in 15 Install •
ments as a service to our readers. You are
Invited to save these meditationsfor future
use. Or you may obtain the completeset In
Illustratedprayer-bookform by sending $1
to the nonprofit Scriptural Rosary Center,
6 N, Michigan Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois.
PROBLEM:
MONEY
'
SOLUTION:
‘
A NationalState
PERSONAL LOAN
H V<
3
When you have the problem of financing personal or household pur-
chases. remember that the solution is as near as your nearest National
State Office. Come in and see the Personal Loan Officer—he’s there
to help you solve your money problems effectively, economically!
The MIAIIIIHID lilt
NATIONAL STATE BANK
OF NEWARK
Irvington * Orange • Millburn-Short Hill*
Wsat Eaaax-CaldwoU
Member Federal DepotU Insurance Corporation
Humphrey Praises
Church Program
WASHINGTON <NC) - Sen.
Hubert H. Humphrey of Min-
ne»oU, in t report on the
Alliance for Progress, has
•trongly praised Catholic so-
cial and economic reform pro-
grams in Latin America.
“One of the most hopeful
algns in Latin America in re-
cent years is the renaissance
of the Catholic Church and a
new awakening on the part of
the Church leaders to the
shocking social and economic
problems of the continent,"
Humphrey said.
Humphrey's report, based on
trips he made to Latin Amer-
ica, was submitted to the
Senate Appropriations and
Foreign Relations Committees.
HE CITED Pope John’s so-
cial encyclical Mater et Magis-
tra for its "farsighted social
and economic policy" and said
it is being implemented in
many parts of Latin America.
“Men who once would have
been- ‘promoted’ to maintain
parishes for their ’advanced’
views are now being appointed
Bishops and Oardlnala," ha
said. “Efforts are now being
pursued to extend the pro-
grams in education and health
in which the Church has long
been involved to the mass of
the people."
Humphrey referred to a
November, 1962, pastoral on
social reform, issued by the
Bishops of Chile, as "an ex-
cellent indication of the
change taking place in the
Church in Latin America."
Humphrey said the develop-
ment of the Christian Demo-
cratic movement is "closely
related to the new orieotation
developing in the Church.” He
praised the work of Catholic
Relief Services - NCWC and
of Rev. Daniel McLellan,
M.M., US. missionary who
runs credit unions in Peru.
Church Law Change Could End 'Trial Marriage’
By REV. JAMES I. O'CONNOR, S.J.
NCWC Newt Service
Following it one of e teriet of articles Py experts on ques-
tions up for consideration when the Second Vatican Council re-
convenes next Sept. 8. The writer it a professor at West Baden
University in Indiana. He is co-editor of the Canon Law Diglsit.
Canon lawyers are wonder-
ing out loud whether the ecu-
menical council ought not
change the Church law which
holds that if a Catholic is not
married in the presence of a
priest he is not married at aIL
That requirement has been
in effect throughout the Latin
Rite Church since 1908. Church
law now states that in ordi-
nary circumstances, an au-
thorised priest and two wit-
nesses must be present at a
marriage ceremony involving
at least one Catholic, or else
that marriage is invalid.
THERE IS NOTHING in
divine law requiring the pres-
ence of a priest at a marriage
ceremony- Asa result, the
Church can change this legal
formality if she believes a
change would promote the
spiritual welfare of in-
dividuals.
The present legal require-
ment hat led to several un-
desirable results. Catholics
know that if they enter into
marriage before a non Catho-
lic minister, a justice of the
peace, or other qualified civil
official, their marriage is null
and void before the Church.
Some Catholics misusing
their knowledge, have mar-
ried outside the Church once,
or in some instances, many
times. If the marriage turns
out well, they will eventually
have it rectified by a priest.
If not, they can get a divorce
and try again until a compati-
ble partner is found. At such
time, a declaration of nullity
can be obtained for the pre-
vious invalid marriage and
the new marriage rendered
valid.
Both chancery officials and
canonists have very appropri-
ately called this maneuver:
"trial marriage among Cath-
olics."
the civil law requires the ex-
plicit act of consent to mar-
riage demanded by the
Church.'The legal ritual of the
civil law ceremony in the
Occident generally seems to
meet this Church require-
ment. Common law marriage,
since it lacks the legal ritual,
would not be included under
the changod law.
■The second objection Is more
serious, as the canonists see
IL It concerns the lack of
promise by both parties to
baptize and educate all chil-
.dren to be born of the union
in the Catholic religion only,
and the further promise by the
non-CathoUc not to hinder the
Catholic in the free and faith-
ful practice of the Catholic re-
ligion.
SEVERAL REMEDIES (or
this problem arc proposed.
One is that an equivalent form
of the promises be accepted as
has already been done to some
missionary areas, such as that
the Catholic promise to do all
in his or her power to effect
the Catholic Baptism and edu-
cation of children to be born
of the marriage Another ao-
swer to the problem is to toler-
ate such a situation without
giving any approval to it.
The new law would have two
effects.
• Reducing very greatly
THE IDEA HAS arisen of
changing the present law bark
to what ft was before ISO.
when the Council of Trent en-
acted the basis for our present
law.
Prior to 150. every mar-
riage, even when it involved
Catholics, was valid if the for-
malities of the civil law con-
cerning a qualified official and
witnesses were observed.
If both parties planning mar-
riage are by divine and
Church law free to marry, a
raiurw im U» nan Tl law
«nM Mat* every mantas*
valid, provided that the re-
quirements of the civil law
concerning the authorised of-
ficial and witnesses were ful-
filled The Church law re
quisite of the presence of an
authorised priest would be
prescribed only for the licit•
ness of the marriage, not its
validity.
Canon lawyers tee two argu-
ments against such a change
The first questions whether
the number of invalid mar-
riages and tbe slna resulting
therefrom, as welt as opening
the sacraments to very many
otherwise denied them.
• Providing the occasion
whereby some children might
fall to be baptized and edu-
cated a* Catholics.
The first effect is not
achieved through the second;
they are totally independent
effects. The first would far
outstrip the second. The first
would be the direct intent of
the new law; the second would
not be Intended although It
would occur because It cannot
be prevented.
A SOURCE OF many head-
achas is that of determining
whether a marriage is valid or
not because of one or more
conditions attached to the con-
sent at the time of the mar-
riage The present law has
several provisions about con-
ditioned consent. When the
Church law for Oriental-Rite
Catholics was promulgated in
IM9, it cut this Gordian knot
o< conditioned consent by pro-
hibiting marriage if the con-
sent was conditioned in any
way. The council Fathers may
adopt this Oriental Church law
for the I-aUn Rite Church as
well.
In the recent past, we have
heard more and more of mar-
riages of a certain kind being
dissolved by the Holy See
these marriages always in-
volving at least one partner
who has never been baptized
in any religion. There must
also be at stake some special
advantage for the good of
Catholicism if the marriage if
diasolved. Hence it is that this
form of dissolution of marri-
age is called a privllege-of-the-
Faith case.
The original announcement
of such a case was msde by
St. Paul in his first Epistle
to the Corinthians. The basic
reason why such marriages
can be diasolved is that they
are not sacramental mar-
riages, even though they are
valid.
ONE ASPECT OF these
privilege-of-the-Falth cases
which has been receiving con-
siderable attention is that in
which a baptized non-CathoUc
has vaJidly married a non-
baptized person. According to
the existing law and practice
ol the Catholic Church, if
either party wishes to become
a Catholic or if some other
special benefit to Catholicism
would derive from the dissolu-
tion, such a marriage can be,
and at times is. dissolved.
Some canonists are of the.
opinion that this procedure
ought to be changed. They
wish a return to the law of
Trent which legislated that a
valid marriage could not. with-
out a dispensation, be con-
tracted by a non baptized per-
son and any baptized pay son.
whether the baptized person
was Catholic or non-Catholir.
Two beneficial effects could
come from such a change.
First, a would do away with
pnvilege-nf-the-FaUh cases
from Ibis source because, or
riinsrlly. all such marriages
would be invalid. Hence no
dissolution would be required;
just a declaration of nullity.
Secondly, a deeper respect for
the nature of Baptism would
follow, especially on the side
of Catholics.
ALL CASES OF nullity and
dissolution of marriage are
subject to certain judicial
procedures. Occasionally, nul-
lity cases will have to go to
the high court in Rome known
as the sacred Roman Rota.
Part of the reason why nul-
lity cases tike so long to be
processed, heard and adju-
dicated is the backlog of cases.
Great relief of this situation,
often Intolerable and often
dangerous to souls, could re-
sult if a rota were set up in
each of the larger countries
and in regional areas for
smaller countries. This has al-
ready been done in a couple of
instances, such as the national
Church court in Spain. An ex-
tension of it to other countries
and regions could benefit
many souls. Some simplifica-
tion of the laws on court
procedure would also provide
for speedier handling of cases.
Council Group
Meets in Rome
VATICAN CITY (NO-The
Vatican Council’s Coordlnat
lng Commission hat a item
bled for a fuQ examination oi
the projects prepared for sub-
mission to the council's sec-
ond session, opening in Sep-
tember.
The commission will remain
in session until it hat ex-
amined all the projects revis-
ed by council commissions.
This is tbe coordinating
unit's second series of meet
lugs since the council's first
session ended Dec. 8. At its
first meetings, Jan. 21-28. the
group instructed the individ-
ual commiasions in their work
of revision, collation and ab-
breviation, relaying the guide-
lines set down by Pope John.
Daters Observe
School Deadline
JERSEY CITY-Rev. James
A. Carey, pastor of St. Mi-
chael's parish and director of
St. Michael's High School, an-
nounced this week that he had
received full compliance from
30 students given a final dead-
line of March 25 to end their
steady dating.
The ban, first announced in
late February, has resulted in
the expulsion or withdrawal of
alx students to date
Noting that he had receiv-
ed over 2,000 letters from all
parts of the world, the great
majority Of them favoring his
action. Father Carey said this
was "a manifestation of the
deep interest in this subject."
He said.the parents of the
students would be expected to
enforce the ban.
Steady dating, he said, leada
almost inevitably to a progres-
sive erosion of moral values.
"It is a proximate occasion of
sin, to be avoided as sin it-
self."
It harms mental devel-
opment, he noted. "Can you
tell me that a sophomore
who is deeply involved with a
girl has his mind on the work
he should be doing to prepare
for his future? 1 do not think
so," he said.
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For Irish Interna-
tional Airlines Res-
ervations or Infor-
mation, Call, Write
or See
MIHs vw*.
{STORK
Let Irish take you to
Europe and the Shrines
at attractive savings
The air fare, U. S. to Europe and return, is usually the
most expensive part of a European vacation.
But, you can aave almost $4OO, compared to first class
fares, by flying Irish International Airlines’ Silver Sham-
rock Economy Service. You’ll enjoy delightful in-flight
comfort, good meals and warm hospitalityduring the leas
than six flying hours from Boston or New York.
Irish International’s Shamrock Thriftair Plan makes pay-
ing for your flight easier, too. Just 10ft down; pay the rest
at low interest aver a two-year period.
See your Travel Agent and make plana to go soon. Irish
International flies to 29 European destinations, including
most oi the important shrines.
The Line to the Shrlnee
Knock, La Rue du Bsc, Usleux, Lourdes, Montserrat, Rome
IRISH,mmnmimnmtAIR URBBS
Tour Manager, Irish International Airlines
972 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
Please send me your booklet, "Thriftair Vacations to
European Shrines.”
NAMK.
ADDRESS.
CITY -ZONE STAY
AOVB ATISIMI NT
A scene from “BEHOLD THE MAN OF BETHLEHEM" —a
dramatic I'uikin Play in 17 unforgettable scenes Bethlehem, Pa
High School Memorial Hall, April 5, 1:15 p m.; April 6, 2:00 p.m.’
and 8 IS .pm.: April 7, 2.00 p m Tirketa all performance! $2.00
and $125, except Saturday matinee, adults $1.25, children $ .75
Tickets available at the door.
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If you have a savings account
at Emi
the highest bank dividend rate
in New York State
(If
you don't
below. You!
high di
have one, mail the coupon
’ll start earningEmigrant’s
vidend rate tomorrow. )
Emigrant has just paid 4H per cent for the quarter—wtiwg
March 31st. This is the highest bank dividend rate in
New York State.
At Emigrant, dividends are paid from day of deposit and
compounded quarterly. Extra dividend days every month!
And you can deposit up to $15,000 in an IndividualAccount
and up to $30,000 in a Joint or Trust Account.
Here’s an important extra. If you open an account or
make a deposit by April 12th, you’ll earn dividends from
April Ist. Mail the coupon or stop in at an Emigrant
office today.
°
P*r y«sr latest total quarterly dividend
. . . regular
9H% plus a special Yi% on savings on deposit four consecutive
quartersprior to the dividend period.
Emigrant Industrial SavingsBawir
□ Without oMaatfon—Mod literati** on how I cm start building a good
caah tsaarva In an Emigrant Savings Account I am Interested In an
□ Individual Account Q Joint Account □ Treat Account
Of.,
Enclosed it * ** open an account
□ In my name a lona
□ln my name in trust for (
□ In my name Jointly with {
Forward passbook to □ Mr. □ Mrs. Q Mias
HUNT mu*
ADDRESS
ZONd STATE
(Use SSSwai Mail whan sanding cash)
BlGhainban|K.i sEaat4Bnd« 7thAva.A 81st
' utuasn rioi»AL osaoaiT iNauaANct ooaroirtviow NA 3-2*
Four Bishops Honor
Englewood Jubilarians
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS
Four members of the U.S.
hierarchy were on hand
March 19 at St. Michael's No-
vitiate here to honor 14 Sis-
ters of St. Joseph of Newark
on their golden or silver Ju-
bilees as religious.
Archbishop Boland celebrat-
ed the Mas* of Thanksgiving.
Bishop George W. Ahr of
Trenton was the speaker.
Bishops Stanton and Costello
were guests.
THE NINE who have served
as religious for 50 years are.
in usual order: front. Sister
Philomena Mary. Holy Nam*
Hospital. Teaneck; Mother M.
Patricia, superior general of
the community: Sister M
Bartholomew. Holy Name
Hospital; Sister M. Lawrence.
St. Joseph's Home. Jersey
City;
Second row: Sister M. Al-
berta. Sister M. Stephanie,
Sister M. Martina. Siater M
Hilary and Sister M. Sylves-
ter. all St. Joseph's Home
The silver Jubilarians are:
third row. Sister M. Trinitas.
St. Joseph's Home, and Sis-
ter M. Evelyn. Holy Name
Hospital; fourth row; Sister
M. Rose Ann. St. Margaret's,
Little Kerry; Sister M. St.
Anne. St. Anne’s, Fair Lawn,
and Sister M Immaculate,
St. Josephs Village. Rock
leigh.
JUBILEE DAY - Fourteen Sisten of St. Joseph of Newark
ore shown on the jubilee day of their entry into religious
life, with the four Bishops who attended the Englewood
ceremonies The Bishops, left to right, are, Bishop Stanton.
Archbishop Boland. Bishop George W. Ahr of Trenton and
Bishop Costello.
Caldwell Supper
Serves Science
CALDWELL Student af-
filiates of the American Chem-
ical Society at CaldweU Col
lege will sponsor a covered
dish supper March 31 at 6
p.m. m the cafeteria. Proceeds
will benefit the college re-
search fund.
North Jersey Date Book
THURSDAY, MARCH 28
Bergen Paramos District Council of Catholic
Women Meeting l:». Nativity. Midland
Park; Margaret Mary Doherty, ataialani edl-
tor. Hawthorn Book*. Inc., speaker.
St. James Hospital l adles Auxiliary, Newark -
Meeting-hat sale, auditorium. 1 p.m., Mrs.
_
Thomas A. Reynolds, presiding
81. Paul of the Cross Rosary. Jersey City
I.asagna dinner. 5-f p m.; Mrs. John Pensan
Mrs. Ralph Totora, chairmen.
8t Rose of Lima Rosary. Ilanover Meeting,
following 8 p.m. devotions; Sister M Zita
College of St. Elisabeth, speaker
Bcrgrn-Harkrnsark District Connell of Catholic
"?M r* r Mmm ** •Pro « Epiphany, Cliff-
side Park; Mrs. George Low, spiritual devel-
opment chairman, chairman.
SATURDAY. MARCH M
Essex Catholic Mothers' Cluh. Newark - Day of
recollectioo. » 30 am.; Very Rev. William A
Michell. C.S P., near general of Paulist Fath-
ers, speakrr.
Holy Cross Rosary, Ham too Day of recoi-
lectioa. 10 a m . House of Good Shepherd. Mor
ns town; Mrs Arthur Trembley. Ellen Gar-
rity. chairmen.
Queen of Peace "Irish Table." North Arlington
~ Luncheoneard party, Lyles Restaurant.
Kearny
Sl-NDAY. MARCH 31
8L Mary's Hospital League. Orange Mass.
* », hospital chapel; breakfast. Hotel Subur-
ban. East Orange Rev David J McCarthy,
hospital chaplain, speaker; Mrs Daniel Dee
ney, chairman
Court Bernadette. CDA - Mass. • a m
.
Our
Lady of Lourdea. Weat Orange, breakfast.
Crystal Lake Casino, West Orange. Rev John
P. llounhan. Mt Carmel Guild ApostoUte
for the Deaf, speakrr. Mrs Charles Brady,
chairman. Forty year pint to charter mem
bers.
Begtaa Maadi Colnmblettes Masa. 8 am.
St. Paul'a, Clifton; breakfast, auditorium
I-eoo Paul, founder and president of Edith
Stein Guild, speaker; Mrv Dominick Rest-
tano, Mrs. Dorothy Franks, chairmen
Epiphany Confraternity of Christian Mothers
and Rosary. Cliffside Park Mass. » am;
breakfast, church hall. Mrs. Margaret Balbo.
chairman.
,
St. Thomas Aquinas Rooary, Newark Card
party. 2 pm, auditorium; Mrs, Nora Daly,
chairman.
North Hudson District Council of Catholic Wo*
eu Day of recollectioo. 2»J p m., Our
Lady of Grace. Hoboken. Rev Dominic A
Marconi. St. Anthony's. Union City, retreat
director.
Bt. Lncy FUippiui Sodality, Holy Family. Nutley
Day of recollection. 3 pm; Msgr John
F. Davis. Sctoo Hall University, speaker Mrs
Angelo Arcutt. chairman
SL Rose of Lima Rosary, Hanover Cake sale
following Masses.
MONDAY. APRIL I
Christ the King Rosary. Hillside - Meeting,
evening, cafeteria; hat fashions. Mrs. James
Intrabartola, chairman.
8L Joseph’s Altar and Scapular Coufrateruily,
Bogota Meeting, 8:30, cafeteria.
St. Mary's Hospital league, Orange Meeting.
8:30, nurses' educational building. Peter
Cuomo, Cuomo Enterprise of Orange, speaker.
Our Lady of leurdrs Rosary, Weat Orange
Meeting, following Lenten devotions, audi-
torium; colored slides of Leopoldville, the
Congo, narrated by Joan Viter Mrs James
Gately, program chairman
St. Aloysius Rosary, jersey City Meeting. 8
pm. auditorium. Mrs John Mclntyre, Mrs
Marlin Clancy, chairmen
Sarrrd Heart Rosary, Vailsburg. Newark
Meeting. 8.30, cafeteria •.
TUESDAY, APRIL 2
Trinity Coiumhlrttev Executive meeting. 8 30.
Hackensack Knights, of Columbus Hall.
Marylawn Mothers' Club. South Orange Meet
mg with Esthers' Club, 8 30, gymnasium,
elections Sister Mary Cecilia, principal,
speaker
SL Mary's Orphanage t.uild. Newark Meet-
ing. 1 pm, orphanage, board meeting. 11:30
a m. Rev. Richard W. Srame. Scion Hail
University, speaker
Sacred Heart Rotary. Jersey City Meeting,
8:13 pm . parish hall
Holy Cross Rosary, Harrison Meeting. Bpm,
auditorium, hat show
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 3
Holy Name Hospital CcoUal AatUiary, Teaneck
Executive meeting. Ipm; regular meet-
ing. 1 43 pm. Marian Auditorium
SL Aedao't Rotary. Jersey City Meeting.
8 30 pm. John Redmood of Hackensack,
religious composer, speakrr
St. VenaaUos Attar Society. Orange Meeting.
813 pm. auditorium, Mrs William Saun-
ders. chairman
THURSDAY. APRIL 4
Sctoo Hall College of Medicine aod DroUtlry.
Women's Oudd Meeting. Seton HaU Univer-
sity. South Orange, 12.30 pm
Assnmptlon Rosary. Morristown Meeting,
choir room, following novena. Anne Ware,
speaker from Public Service.
FRIDAY, APRIL S
Caldwell College Alumnae Lenten lecture,
8 30 p m , Albert us Magnus Science HaU (cam-
pus i. Rev Richard Kugclmaa. C.P., SL Mi-
chael's Monastery. Union City, and teacher
at St. John's University. Brooklyn Nancy
Carey. Mountainside, chairman, public in-
vited.
Sacred Heart Mothers' (•■lid, Hudson Heights
Meeting. « 30 pm. parish hall, Mrs Char
Its Maurice, dietitian, speaker
SATURDAY, APRIL I
Bayley Seton league, South Orange Dessert-
bridge. 12 30 p m . Seton Halt University audi-
torium; Mrs Peter Cantalupo, Mrs. Hugh
Addonitto. chairmen.
MONDAY. APRIL (
St. Rose of Uma Rosary. Newark Meeting.
8:30, school hall
.St. Cecilia's Rosary. Kearny Meeting, eve-
ning. cafeteria
Our Lady of Mercy Rosary, Whippany Meet-
ing. Bpm: hat show.
Woman Honored by Gift to Others
WASHINGTON—Ohio women
have found a way to help wom-
en and children tn Latin Amer-
ica and to honor the past pres-
ident of the National Council
of Catholic Womrn at the
same time. They are establish-
ing the Eliiabcth Ann Zrpf
Clinic in San Salvador, El Sal-
vador. for homeless mothers
and children.
NCCW headquarters here
announced the project which
the Toledo Diocesan Council
has undertaken to honor Mrs
Zepf. a Toledo resident and a
member of the council.
MRS. n. C. HALF IN. Toledo
president, said tbe group hit on
the clinic as a result of the
NCCW Madonna Plan Mr*
Zepf. who once served as na-
tional NCCW foreign relief
chairman approved the plan
which is already underwaj
The El Salvador government
has provided Caritas, the
country's Catholic charities,
with a nine room house (or the
center. The Sisters of the As-
sumption will administer it.
CON'RIBITIONX u, date
are: two medical doctors
who wiU visit the center, kitch-
en equipment donated by the
an Salvador mayor, a daily
meal under the U.S. Food for
Peace Program, volunteer help
from the eity a “needy peo
ole" sewing machines from
NCWC. a domestic school to
rehabilitate mothers and volun-
teers to care for children while
toe Mothers are attending
school.
Quote
Of the Week
"We are not asking that
federal aid be given for
the teaching of religion.
We are only aaking that
the contribution of our
schools to the public wel-
fare be considered and
taken into account.
"After all. our schools
meet all the educational
requirements of each state;
they measure up to the
highest academic stand-
ards; they render the same
public service as do public
schools; they provide chil-
dren with all the tools of
citizenship; they instill
sound patriotism and a
deep love of country."
Msgr. Joseph L. Bernar
din, chancellor of Charles,
ton (8.C.) Diocese, to South
Carolina Connell of Catbo
Uc Women.
Ignatian Guild
Names Burse
JERSEY CITY _ The igna
tian Guild of. New Jersey has
announced anew burse of
«» will be named for Rev.
Matthew J. O'Connell. SJ.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Timothy
O'Connell of Jersey City.
F athe* O'Connell was born
in Jersey City and graduated
from Our Led’ of Victorv
School and St. Peter's Prrp
Me attended St Peter's Col-
lege for one year before join
:nr :he Society of Jews in
1940. He was ordained in
June. 1953, and in 1954 went
to Austria »nd then to Rom-
*be re lie studied for two year*
and received his doctorate in
sacred theology.
At prrvent. Father O'Connell
to professor of theology at
Woodstock College. Woodstock.
Nursing School
Sets Open House
ORANGE S: Mary's Ho*
pital School of Nursing will
hold an oorts bouse and tea
Apnt 5 at 1 30 p m Sister M
Alma. CSS F.. director of
nursing, will greet high school
juniors and sensors, Future
Nurses Club members and
guidance counselors
Joint Concert
Set at St. E's
CONVENT The glee chibs
of the College of St Eliza
both and Seton Hall Cniver-
•ily will hold a Joust concert
April 5 at • p m. to Xavier
Auditorium here
Among its i lections. St
Elizabeth's wilt ting “Desert
Song" sod “Astumpta Est."
Seton Hall will sing a medley
from "Porgy and Bess." ami
will join the women in “The
Heavens Are Telling,” by
Beethoven.
Don Campbell and Janice
Levkiv are soloists Pegg..
Coyle. St Elizabeth's glee
elub president, is chairman
MAKE BELIEVE - The students of Immaculate Conception
High School, Lodi, entertained at the 50th jubilee celebra
tion for the Felician Sisters in the Immaculate ConceptionProvince. Part of the original play (which will be given
10 times) shows the Felician novice, Sister and postulant
(left to right), B[?]rbara Smolen, Elizabeth Riley and Anne
Tumminelle, with on orphan, who is represented by young
spectator Colleen Dwyer.
Science Week
Set at St. E’s
CONVENT - The Alembic
Science Club of the College of
St Elizabeth hai selected
April 1-7 it science week. Dur-
ing this time Henderson Hall,
the new academic and science
building on c'ampus, will be the
center for protect* and pro-
grams to demonstrate to the
students the work of the biol-
ogy. chemistry, mathematics
and ph,<iics departments
At an innovation. the dub
has established a science day,
Saturday. April 6. when high
school -iris will be ins tied to
see the college science facih
tie*.
Theresa Del Presto and
Cormne Maninelh are science
week chairmen
Union Woman
Gets CDA Post
AUDUBON - Mn Walter
Bock acting state regent of
the Catholic Daughters of
America in New Jersey, has
announced that Dr E Cecilia
Kernan of Union, has been ap-
pointed supreme sire-chair
man of the CDA national de-
partment of education She
will assist Dr. Lulu M Spilde.
Baldwin. N.Y., supreme chair-
man
Plan Breakfast
PATERSON -Girt Scout
leaders from the Paterson
area will attend a Communion
breakfast at the Castno de.
Charli. Totowa, March St fol-
lowing the I SO a m Mass at
St. John's Cathedral here.
Rev Metory Collier. O F M .
pastor of Holy Angels, Little
FaUs. is speaker
Archdiocesan
Science Fair
March 30-31
NEWARK — Seventh and
eighth graders of the Newark
Archdiocese will present more
than (WO scienee projects for
the annual Science Fair for
Elementary Schools March 30
31 at Esse* Catholic High
School here The participants
arc finalists in school fair*.
Archbishop Boland will pre-
sent gold, silver and bronze
medzlj together with watches,
science book* and other prires
Sunday at 5 p m An added
prue for some male winners
will he a three day cruise on
a Naval vessel this summer-
The public is invited to the
fair Saturday. < 6 p m and
Sunday. 1.30-5 p m Admission
is free
Caldwell to Give
Lenten Play
CALDWELL — The Gene-
sian Actress Guild of Caldwell
College will present a Lenten
play. "The Upper Room.'' in
the auditorium April 4 at g
p ra The play, by Msgr Rob-
ert Hugh Benson, b open to
the public
The .cast include* Patricia
Montamal. Nina Tecranova,
1-anna Burke. Anne McCarter,
Marge CopeUi. Maureen
Coyne. Beverly Shunt. Victoria
Pyle. Leila Walsh. Lita Ver-
gara, Patricia Schott and a
chorus.
The product Km is under the
direction of Rev. Paul C Per
rotta, O P, moderator, and
Sharon Schaible, club presi-
dent .
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THE BRIDE’S SHOPPE!
Just MS ue carry tbe finest available bridals .
so do u e present am individualgrouping of
FORMALS • PROMS • COTILLIONS
for the Sprint & Summer Season
EACH GOWN IMMEDIATELY REGISTERED
FtHE BRIDE’S SHOPPE*
53 HALSEY STREET, NEWARK 2, NJ.
th« iNt ulmn )• IMhm 1 Cm)
MArket 3-9696
NEW JERSEY'S HIGHEST DIVIDEND RATE
CURRENT
1/
'4
oiuioEno
fi
tank Ry Mall
Wo pay poitogo both woyi
*»
4 Centrally Located Offices Near You.
Wyckoff Savings
Midland Park
Office
207
Franklin Ave
m
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
GI 41114
Main ojgce
392 Mala 81.,
- Wyckoff
TW 1-2200
Saddle River I Oakland
_
o,, ‘ c *, Office
Barnitable
Court Kamapo
a<d»coi to Valley Road
atrawbwry Ban
DA 7-0004 I FE 7-7024
FURNITURE
SHOW/ROOMS
Before You Buy .. . See theDifference ... Sat e the
Difference on
Outstanding Provincial and Contemporary Designs
*Ol5
MAGNIFICENT 4-PC. ITALIAN PROVINCIAL
Th» Italian Influent* In premium cherry and rich arcoia burlr.
Inctudei hug* 76“ triple drerrer, framed vertical mirror, 42"
chert-on.chert and queen rli* headboard. Alia available with
Travertin* marble Inlayl and matching nlghtitandi. Termr RgfalU for $895
"gSA
«, . .
lOIWH FAZJARI, Orel.
I ROMA-9-U HOLLAND ST. (OFF 468 SPRINGFIELD AVE., NWK.)
»l 8- 2660-Free Parking In Rear-Open every nil* till *1 Tuer. 6 Sot, till 61
000
In NewJersey there are 800 lakes
and 1400 miles of trout streams.
Each year, New Jersey waters
are stocked with 750,000 rain-
bow, brown and brook trout, bass
and perch.Deep sea and surf fish-
ing off the Jersey coast is well-
known. There are thousands of
acres of well-stocked public and
private hunting grounds. Rab-
bits, pheasants and deer are most
plentiful.For duck hunters,there
are 132 miles of coastal lands for
their use while lovers of nature
can choose from 23 state parks
and 12 state forests with 182,000
acres in which to roam.
Recreational opportunities
make living more fun and New
Jersey most certainly
offers a great variety
of thingsto do. When
youknow NewJersey,
you know it's great!
too*
as
® PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND QAS COMPANYTaxpaying Sarvant of 0 Qraat Stata
BLESSED ELIZABETH SETON
- The boys and girl, of St.
Mary. Orphanage. Newark, joined with school children
throughout the country to honor Blessed Elizabeth Seton
on the day .he wot beatified. March 17. They alto told
her life in picture, a. shown above. In the first, picture.
Elizabeth, as a young girl it helping the poor and the tick.
Soma even colled her the Protestant Sister of Charily, be-
cause she was so good. In picture two we see Elizabeth
on her wadding day as she married William Magee
Seton at o ceremony that was solemnized by the Protes-
tant Bishop of New York City. It was only 10 years after
her marriage that Elizabeth's husband died, and through
the kindness and love of those around her she learned
of the Catholic Church. In 1805 she became o convert,
then went to Baltimore where the founded o school for
girls near St. Mary's Seminary. In our last picture the St,
Mary’s girls portray the scene that took place in 1809
when Elisabeth Seton and her companions put on the
habit of the Sisters of Charity, the community she found-
ed, for the first time. Mother Seton, the foundress of the
parochi[?]l school system, died at the age of 46, only
eleven years offer she founded the Sisters of Charity.
The St. Mary's students also proudly recall that she
opened the first Catholic orphanage.
CHURCH SYMBOLS - Pen-
[?]nce is symbolised by cross-
ed keys. The keys represent
the Church, which is the key
to Heaven, and represent
the grace of the sacrament
which open the Gates of
Heaven. (Paste on card-
which opens for us the Gate,
board, cut out and color.)
13 Jerseyans Among 24 Winners
In Dominic Savio Club Program
RAMSEY—Seven North Jer-
**y boys and girl* Here among
the 2. winners at the eighth re-
gional Savio activity day pro
gram held at Don Boaco High
School here March 23 Six oth-
er Jerseyans were victorious in
contest* for over I.JOO gram
mar school students from six
states
North Jersey winners were
spelling. Stasia Waliko. St
Paul'.. Prospe.t Park Nancy
Bill. Mt. Virgin, Garfield, and
Rosemary Bruno, St An
thony s. Eliubeth, oratorical.
Linda Miersejewski, St. An
Usooy's, Eliubeth
In basketball free throw
winners were: Santo Honda
St Anthony's. Eliubeth: John
Luddy, St Thomas. Bloom-
field, and Anthony Deßosa,
St. Anthony'*. Eliubeth
INCLUDED in the winners
list were the following from
Young Advocate Chib schools
spelling. Janet Zwimynski.
St. Stephen's, Perth Amboy:
oratorical. Robert Bernhardt.
St; Nicholas. Wilkes-Barre.
Ps.; and Ted Slry chart. St.
Mcdwig's, Trrnton
Trophies, plaque, and car-
title*!** will b* awarded at
III* national Savio rommrmo
raUoa day at Don Bo»rt> High
School. April 7.
Have You
Read...?
I A* tollomimg fwiliMi «r*
kdt*J om srliiUt tb*i •
i* ibn ml’i him of Tbr
Adtfut*. Tbr Minn *»J
P*itt of rrlrrrmt, *rr titled
om the bottoim
1. Tb* Advocate's choice lor
outstanding high school baa
krtball player for the 1863
O season is
(a I Dennis Richardson
(b) Gad I'axon
(cl Nick Workman
1 What important Vatican at
final is in tb* US (or a
series of talks'
. (a) Augustin* Cardinal
Bca, 5J.
(bi I'opr John XXIII
(c) Msgr James Torek
1. What community celebrated
its 40th anniversary in this
area?
(a) Sisters of Charity
(b) Frlicians
(ci Dominicans
4, Christ promised to bless
those homes where lbs
image, under the title of
lbs Moat Sacred Heart, was
(a i exposed
(b) exposed and honored
(e) bidden
II ufad *|«|)** (pi
»*«* t, aSsd >(t).z
ill atfsd ♦(■)-! .sM Mss y
Addies New Advocate Contest Is as Gay as a Spring Day
By JUNE DWYER
Now that the Young Advo-
cate Club secretaries have got
ten to work on the member-
ship cards from our success
ful Catholic Press Poster coo
test. It is time to sUrt all over
again’
If you check your calendars
you will find that spring is
here’ in fact, if you fust look
out of your windows you will
see thet spring is here
FROM Ol’R window we can
see flags floating gently on top
ol buildings, men and women
walking lightly down the street
without the added weight of a
heavy coat or of boots, cars
driving along with the windows
open and that single tree in
the courtyard of a city church
bat started to bud.
With the world of nature
coming alive before us. it’s
time for the Young Advocate
Club members to turn their
thoughts to creating a bit of
Joy themselves. We're asking
our senior artists boy* and
girls from the fifth through the
eighth grade* to take out
their pencil* and to dash off a
poem in eight line* or more
The little artuts. from the
kindergarten up, are asked to
draw us a picture of this very
»pnng season that is bursting
upon u* so rapidly How's that
for a fun assignment'
THE POETRY writers have
the whole world from which to
p.ek a subject Poetry is a
very personal thins and we
wanted to be sure that cur
young writer* produced some
worthwhile works
You know, creating anything
is difficult Oh. as you get
older you may know a few
more of tl»e rule*, but no one
creates something perfectly
each and every time crea-
tion still mu*t posses* that
special something (hat some
call heart and others call a
touch of grace.
THE YOUNGSTERS may
seem to be bed down when
they must work on the title
• Spring." but this isn't really
true. We have told you of
spring in the rity with the
ears and the people and the
tingle tree Spring has a mil-
lion sides and a million mean-
ing* different. 1 am sure,
to each of you
To some small boy it might
mean a chance to play srith
his dog outside To a little girl
it is a chance to walk her doll
carriage or bake mud-pies in
the back yard
Each of you will have a
chance, not only to draw and
color well, but to use your
own ideas to show us wha*
spring means to you.
THLS IS the time of creation
and rebirth. Christ Himself
will soon be reborn again
will rise from the tomb of
death on Easter Sunday. And
the world too. is reborn year
after year as Mother Nature
at God's command wake*
again
Join the resurrection of the
world. Imitate the God who
made you. by bringing forth
beauty in word* or color We ll
be waiting to *ec bow well
you do.
Scout Pilgrims
WASHINGTON fNC> - Two
t: yesrokl boys made a 50
mile walking pilgrimage to the
National Shrine of the Imma-
culate Conception here
The boys. Lee Harding and
Charles Gottenkienl. both of
Warrantsd. Va chose the 50-
mile pilgrimage as part of
their “for God and country''
project in working for the
Cat >oi|- Ad Altaic Dei Award
of the Boy Scouts
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KAWAMEEH CAMP
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FEE $475 - « WEEKS
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SUMMER SCHOOL
IN MAINE
THE
BENEDICTINE MONKS
of
Si. Anu'm't Abbey School
Washington, D.C.
announce a summer course
at
St. Gregory's
Summer School
York Harbor, Maine
About tw.oly 1,.. boys Will bo oc-
coptod for tutoring •, romodiol
work from tilth through eighth
Q'odet. Clattot wih m the morn.
I«gj summer ortintiet in the after-
noon, study periods in the evening.
Boys will have personal supervision
ond instruction by priests of St. An.
tolm's Abbey.
Tuition, roam, ond board
for the period June 28 •
August 11 is $4OO. Parents
interested may write or
phone
HEADMASTER
THE ABBEY SCHOOL
WASHINGTON 17, D.C.
Phone Lawrence 6-6060
CAMP ST. JOHN
>«y« 6-10 Girls 6-14
JUNE 30 • AUGUST 17
Activities include swimming,
hiking, tennis, archery, pic
nics. boating, hay rides, vol-
leyball, softball, campfires,
movies, dramatics and other
games. Rates US per Week.
Write for brochure.
Guest House, for Woman
SISTERS OF ST. JOHN
THE BAPTIST
Gladstone, Now Jersey
Peapack 8-0640
«Jrd YIAR
'
DOMINICAN BOYS CAMP
STAATSBURG-ON-HUDSON-NEW YORK
LOCATION: 1M •(>•■ . . . *•»«• *.;.»! imbi NmA •« N.Y.C.
HOUSINO: Newly kvth (195M-40) dormitoriet. each wkk ewe InvolorMt
COUNSELORS: XAVERIAN BROTHERS
AM Spnrtl • • • *»*•' KHorW Swimming Pool . . , Ardwry
Rillwry . . . Twisting . . . Roglnotod Nvru
SIASON: July I In AwgwH 24fk (I Wmlii)
MATH: Tull Mo ten IMS. HoH too ion s|««
WHITI: MV. H. I MARKON, OP.
869 Lexington Ave., N.Y. 21, N.Y.
Phone: RHinelonder 4-2080 (4 to I P.M. only)
Wl UROI INSMCTION AND COMPARISON
CAMP ST. JOHN'S lAKISIDIMOUNTAIN
- 1 • CAMP
i
C,> tl ' ol '
,
Sand >' bwieh ‘ .porkllng ctear ipring f.d lak«. 100 mJUt
from N Y.C. Matur. andl .»p.rl.ncd l.adorchlp by l.och.r. and coach., from
top-ranking ColUgo. and Prop KhooU. 1 Counwllo, I. 4 boy,. (..Id.nl Chop,
loin. I.dd.nl r.gUt.r.d nur.... Attending phyilcion. E.c.ll.nt food preparedby prof.uional ch.f. lavatory in M<h cobin. Canlrul hoi thow.rt. On. oil-inclu.lv. f*« R.comm.nd.d by Oood Houuk..ping.
wi. . u
*pf».n.i .i< M> .Writ. *ob.rt X. Ol.ng.ngock, Yol. Univ. Athletic Ann.. N.w Haven. Conn, or
Phon. Ologon 7-4344 (N.Y.C.), V.lloy Slrmim HIM (Ung Mond)
>o* ton. m
A PERFECT SPOT FOR
A PERFECT VACATION
• tm rw •momin
Hcmtiis • *u iwn
LMO TOOOMkM
o>«M* Uko. kak <f « IM
■Wnik «m t«*> a (In
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MICHAEL MARGEUO
U* tIASON
CAMP BROADLEA
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OOSHIN, NEW YORK
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AIL TIAM ANO INDIVIDUAL IPO«TS
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Young Advocate Club
Spring Contest
SENIORS: (Boys and girl* (mm the fifth through the
eighth grade*) Write a poem of at least tight line* it
must be original
JI MOR.V U!o>* and girl* trom the kindergarten
through the fourth grade*) Draw a picture of spring It
ma> not be larger than II inches b> 12 inches
Young Advocate Club Headquarter*. II Clin
ton St, Newark !. S J by Wednesday May 1.
(It Each entry mutt be accompanied by the
above coupon or a copy of It
(>1 Prue* of ti, *J. and 12 will be given in each
division
(4) Your entry make* you a member.
For toys 7-15
CAMP SEBAIK
LAKE SEtAGO. MAINE
m a«n Ina N*» \m\ 00. m m
R*v. Jot. N. Honna, C.S.C.
•35 Clinton Artnvt
Iridooport 4, Conn.
TMt FOrott 7-7257
CAMP PIUS ELEVENTH
Tta IMCm* Fir MMn Boy* • to 14
College campus . . . 1,000,
acrw ... all sports, including'
, water-skiing.Elaborate Indian
Lots program .. . experienced
brother counselors from La
Saiette order.
[SEW
FOR
IflEEj
BOYS ood GIRIS • Agn 6 to 16
OFF TO CAMP
ST. JOSEPH
Seo*on: July 2 to August 27»h
AU SPORTS INCLUDING
WATER-SKIING, SAIIBOATING.
GOIF ON PREMISES
• top*..* romp, for bay. end flrta <n Oppapt* lto« «t p-irot.
100 m lok.
• IJOO Mtt! of HaottMvt waodßOQd Ot 1700 (oat allitud.
• Indurduol iab.ni. ana couni.tla, tor 44 camp*,.
• (Aparmncad. morwra coum.lto,. Uitrwd and <ora fully iwpar.Ua
• ■nuonobW All INCIUSIVt rota, tor I 4 ~..k,; (*n,.nl.n,
payment pioni a.a.lobia
• St. liHph • it apaa ttwovgbovt tKa year; porant* ora walcoma la
»>pt or any tuna
For illvitrotad (Otatog and tout. „„t. a. pbana
Dlractor of Camps, Saint Josephs, Sullivan Cos., N.Y.,
Montictllo 770; Now York City TWining 9-5800
Cosm P' «*"*«*»4 W SJ.l#r, of », Dominic ol Amity.,ll.
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In Basketball Finals
Ten Parishes Seeking Five Titles
NEWARK Ten different
parishes, representing all four
counties in the Newark Arch-
diocese, will be battling for
CYO basketball championships
in the archdioccsan finals
March 31 at two courts.
Three boys’ contests will be-
gin at 1:30 p.m. at St. Bene-
dict’s Prep here and two girls’
games will start at 2 p.m. at
Immaculate Conception (Mont-
clair).
WITH FOUR TEAMS—three
In the boys’ competition
Hudson County boasts the
largest delegation. St. Brid-
get's (Jersey City) will open
Hudson's quest for crowns
against St. Thomas (Bloom-
field) in the grammar boys’
game.
In the Junior boys' battle.
St. Augustine's (Union City)
and Ascension (New Milford)
will clash at 2:30 p.m. Sa-
cred Heart Is certain to win
the intermediate boys’ honors
with two parishes of that name—-
one from Bloomfield and
the other from Jersey City-
matched in the finale.
Our Lady of Sorrows (South
Orange) and Our Lady of Vic-
tories (JC) are the grammar
girls' opponents and St. John’s
(Clark), the 1961 champion
and 1962 runner-up. will meet
Mt. Carmel (Tcnafly) in the
Junior girls' struggle.
THE GIRLS HAD the clos
est contests in the semi-finals
as SL John’s edged All Saints
(JC), 25-21, in the juniors and
Our Lady of Sorrows nipped
Mt. Carmel (Ridgewood), 13-
12. in the grammar group.
In the other girls' semi-
finals. Mt Carmel (Tcnaflv)
gained the junior final with a
25-15 victory against Our Lady
of Sorrows and Our Lady of
Victories advanced in the
grammar class with a 26-5 tri-
umph against St. Theresa's
(Kenilworth).
The three Hudson County
boys’ champions were pressed,
but eliminated the Union Coun-
ty kingpins all by about the
same margin. The results
were: St. Bridget's 45, St.
Adalbert's (Elizabeth). 33,
grammar; St. Augustine's 69.
St. Elizabeth's (Unden) 61,
junior, and Sacred Heart 63,
SS. Peter and Paul (Eliza-
beth) 55, intermediate.
Sacred Heart (Bloomfield)
made the Junior finals with a
47-45 win against Assumption
(Wood-Ridge) in the tightest
match between the Esscx-Bcr-
gen champs. In the other
games, St. Thomas trimmed
St. Anastasia (Tcancck), 47-21,
in grammar and Ascension
beat St. Lucy's (Newark), 61-
44. in the juniors.
The complete schedule for
March 31 is as follows:
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1 » SL Tkomu (Bloomlwtdi vt, SL
Itrttftrt'i (SC), srammar bon
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Youth Corner
Young Writers
Take Spotlight
By ED WOODWARD
"Making the public aware
that handicapped persons are
nol occupationally handi-
capped if they can do their
job." is the way Kathleen Ann
Phelan stated the objective of
an essay contest in which she
won the top prize in New Jer-
sey last week.
Kathy, who is a junior at the
Academy of St. Elizabeth, was
one of five Catholic high
school students who have done
their share toward accomplish
mg that goat. They took all
the state honors m a national
contest sponsored by the Pres-
ident's Committee on Employ-
ment of the Handicapped.
More than Soo students from
both parochial and public
schools were entered.
IN ADDITION' to a tnp to
Trenton April 2 to meet Go*.
Richard J. Hughes along
with the other four winners
Kathy will have a two-day
trip to Washington where the
national winners will be an-
nounced May 9.
"I'm very excited about the
trip to Washington." she said.
"My father and two Sisters
from the school will be going
with me
"
The Sister* are the
principal. Sister Grace Betug-
na, and the vice nrtncipal. Sis-
ter Francis Maria
"To gain background for the
essay." she explained. "I went
to see Mr (Richard) Bernard,
a counselor at the NJ Em
payment Service in Morris-
town He lost both legs in the
war so he's a good person to
explain the problem He was
very helpful
"I also visited the Sheltered
Training Center and the East
er Seal Clinic in Morristown."
she added, “and I learned a
great deal for my essay."
AN EXAMPLE of her
thoughts in the essay is this
excerpt "When a handicapped
individual begins working, be
checks society's tendency to
assume that a person crippled
us body la also crippled in
mind An employer's attitude
and prejudices are softened
after successfully hiring handi
capped worker* and finding
that insurance rates are not
increased, handicapped work-
er* are not accident prone,
and production n not reduced
but increased."
Despite her display of writ-
ing ability. Kathy is not plan
mng a career in that field "I
intend to mijor in English in
college so I can become a
teacher." she said,
EILEEN DOMUAN of De-
Paul High School, the runner-
up. said she tried to stress
the human side" in her essay,
“I used some examples, but
no names, from informatioa I
received from the Rehabilita-
tion Center in Paterson and
our school nurse," she noted.
While this isn't her first es-
say effort, it also iao't her
first success "I entered a con-
test on Equality of Man* in
the seventh grade and won
first prize." she recalled.
like the first-place winner.
Eileen isn't planning a career
in writing "I intend to study
music." she said "I’m inter-
ested in singing
"
A third North Jersey resi-
dent was among the winners.
John Lavery of Morris Catho-
lic placed fourth The third
spot went to Paul H K. Du-
bois of Christian Brothers
Academy. Uncraft.
Vocation Notes
It Can Work
For Others, Too
By MSGR. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
Some weeks ago in one of our columns I told you that,
whila It Is nol uncommon for little girls, after Baptiam, to be
dedicated to our Blessed Mother, 1 had never heard of boys
being dedicated to anyone. However,-. I must retract my
statement somewhat, because quite recently I read of a rath-
er Interesting example of It.
• • •
ANDREW CORSINI, WHILE AN INFANT, was dedicated
in a special way to God and to our Lady. Ha came from
one of the noblest families in 14th century Florence but, ac-
cording to his biographer, in hit youth he “fell into every
kind of sin." One day when he had been particularly insolent
to his mother, she told him how disappointed she wat in him
the son whom she had dedicated to our Bleated Mother!
Noticeably shaken by what she had said, be went to a
nearby church and knelt before an image of her to whom he
had been consecrated so long before. He experienced a com-
plete reformation of aoul. So complete, in (act, that be soon
entered a Carmelite Monastery; eventually became a priest;
was a great priest and Bishop, and in 1737 Pope Clement XII
canonized him a taint.
IF CONSECRATION TO MARY could have meant so much
in the discovery, preservation and realization of St Andrew
Corsini't vocation to the priesthood, would It not be wise to
encourage every boy who Uunkt that God might be wanting
him to become a pneat or Brother, and every girl who thinks
that God might be wanting her to become a Slater, to conse-
crate themselves to Mary*
Remember, we do not need more vocations. Cod has
csljcd a sufficient number to be priests. Brothers and Sis-
ters. Our big problem is to preserve the vocation* of those who
have been railed, *o that they will become the priests and
Brothers and Sisters that God wants them to be. Wouldn't
Mary do for them what she did for St. Andrew Coratni?
« • •
ST. LOUS MARIE GRIGNON DE MOVTKORT who lived
m the latter 17th and early l*zh centuries, preached untir-
ingly what he called "True Devotion to the Blessed Virgin
Mary." It wat a complete and total consecration of oneself
to Mary. Through it. he said. "We must give her our body
with all its sense* and member* . . . our aoul with all its
powers; our exterior and spiritual good*, our merits, virtue*
and good works, pari, present and future."
• • •
IF WE GIVE .SOMETHING TO SOMEONE it is no longer
ours to use except as the owner would have us use it If.
through consecration to Mary, a person were to give to her
his eyes. lips, tongue, hands, fret, heart, mind and will, they
would no longer be his to use at be willed He should
henceforth use them only as Mary would have them used
If a boy with a vocation to the priesthood or Brotherhood,
and a gut with a vocation to the Sisterhood were to live like
that, not only would they become the priests. the Brothers,
or the nuns God wanted them to be. they would, tike St
Andrew Corsitu. become Sauna!
The Monlfort Fathers recommend that this cqnaecrattoo
to Mary be made even by children!
Stresses Spiritual
CYO Releases Annual Report
NEWARK - The spiritual
purpose of the Catholic
church's youth work is em
phasized in the annual-report
for IMS issued today by the
Newark Archdioccsan CYO
The 26-page booklet de
scribes CYO activities coo
ducted to Bergen, Esses.
Hudson and Union counties
during the past year. These m
chide cultural activities, such
a* talent, oratory and drama
tics tournaments, hobby show
and spelling bee. athletic*, to
eluding baseball Basketball
and bowling; social activities.
Catholic youth 1 conventions.
Boy Scouting and Girl Scout
ing
"WHILE TIIE CYOB pur
pose m any at its youth work
la a spiritual one. the activt
ties themselves are mainly rec
reaiiooal" the report slate*
"No contradiction la involved
a spiritual purpose such as
inculcating the moral value*
of justice and chanty can be
learned by doing with proper
supervision, on a basketball
court a* well as by listening
to »n instruction given m a
classroom or from a pulpit
"Not that every basketball
game is a sermon in disguise
nor every entry in the dra
malic* cooteri a morality play
Spiritual values are brought in
through several avenues, the
principal one being the person
to-person contact live young
people have with the CYO
pneat in a friendly and Infor
mal atmosphere, and the ex-
ample and guidance of the
dedicated lay people assisting
him.
.
The annual report is in four
sections a description of the
CYO program, summary giv-
ing the number of participants
in each activity, listing of con-
test winners, and charts show-
ing each pariah's participation
in the CYO program.
The number of participants
for various activities abows
17.357 enrolled in Catholic-
-1 pun sored Girl Scout units sod
HJM in Boy Scout units un
der Church auspices. Other
figures ire basketball. 5.000.
track. 1.3*0. baseball. 1.155;
UYO camp*. 2JM. one-act
play contest. 5*4; hobby show.
Z34. Communion Crusade. 10.
«*> There were t» chartered
CYO unit*
A special collection in behalf
of the Mt. Carmel Guild pro
grams for handicapped etui
dreo which was taken up at
church doers by CYO mem-
bers realized >45.000 Another
highlight of the year wai s
holy hour at the Newark
Armory marking the 50th an
mveraary of Girl Scouting, at-
tended by approximately ».ono
Catholic girts
In OratoricalFinals
Teenagers to Vie at CYO Center
JERSEY CITY - Four boy*
and four girls will compote for
the top spots In the Newark
Archdiocesan CYO Oratorical
Contest finals here April 2 at
7:30 p.m. at the CYO Center.
The winners will go to Wash-
Inglon April 15-16 for the na-
tional finals.
Representatives of both Es-
sex and Hudson Counties were
decided during the past
week. The Bergen and Union
Counties champions will be
crowned March 29.
ELAINE CAMAVARI and
Kenneth Spiegel won the Hud-
son County titles March 25.
Both are from Our Lady of
Grace (Hoboken). In Essex
County. Jane Gcever of Our
Lady of Lourdes (Weat Or-
ange) and Guy McHugh of St.
John's (Orange) took the hon-
ors March 23 at Lacordairc.
Four girls and five boys will
compete for the Bergen Coun-
ty berths Friday at 8 p.m. at
St. Matthew's (Ridgefield).
The finalist* are Sheila Holli-
han. St. Elizabeth's (Wyck-
off); Roae Ann Fogerty. St.
Mary's (Rutherford); Michele
Calahan, St. Matthew's; Susan
Robinson. St. John's (Hills-
dale); Barry Furey. St. Paul's
(Ramsey); John Lillis, St. Jo-
seph’s (East Rutherford);
Kevin Pcrotta, St. Mary's;
Robert Ballard, Assumption
(Wood-Ridge L and William
Paulos, St John's (Loonia).
St. Ann’s (Garwood) will be
host to the Union County finals
the same evening at 8 p.m.
The eight who survived the
eliminations are Dolores Sil-
vey, Blessed Sacrament (Eliz-
abeth); Patricia Flynn, St.
Patrick's (Elizabeth); Mari-
anne Bennett, St. Bartholo-
mew'a (Scotch Plain*); Pa-
tricia Dißiasio, St. Michael’*
(Eliazbcth); John Gribbin, St.
Theresa’s (Kenilworth); Fred
Butler Jr.. St. Elizabeth's
(Linden); Timothy O'Rourke,
Our Lady of Lourdes (Moun-
tainside) and Joseph Barreai,
St. Ann's.
Debate Set
EAST ORANGE - Eight
schools will be represented at
the Seton Forensic Debate
Tournament finals March 31
at i p m. at East Orange
Cath-
olic High School.
ANOTHER FRIZ! - Esme
O'Connor, a senior at St.
Mary's High School (Ruther-
ford) has won a number of
debating honors for her
school The latest is the
North Jersey Catholic Foren-
sic league Grand Tourna-
ment trophy for extempore
which she is displaying. That
also earned her o trip, to
Pittsburgh May 30 -June 1
for the n[?]tional competition.
Knights Provide
Signs of Summer
NEW'ARK The Blessed
Ssrrsmr-nt CYO Golden
Knights are presently prepar-
ing for the outdoor drum and
bugle corps reason which will
open in May They sharpened
their skills with a pair of in-
door victories m the past two
week*
The Knights rspturrd the
top prize m the Mid Winter
Preview of Champions March
23 at Troy, N Y The peer tout
weekend. Blessed Sacrament
woo a contest at Pittsfield.
Mass The Garfield Cadets
were runners-up m both
event*
For Journalists
Advocate Contest Outlined
NEWARK Rules have
been set and deadlines est a-
hlished lor The Advoeate'v
first annual journalism contest
for North Jersey Catholic high
school publications Letters an
nouncing the details were sent
to all schools last week.
This coolest u an effort by
The Advocate to recognize the
fine Job which so many stu-
dents are doing with their
school publications Its aim is
to encourage the students and
strengthen this Important pan
of the extra-curricular pro
gram.
WITH THE CONTEST di
vided Into six categories,
there i* ample opportunity for
winning awards. In fact, stu-
dent* may enter as many
categories as they with The
six divisions are beat editorial,
beat feature atory. best column
written by one person, beat
sports articles news or fea-
ture. beat photo and beat or-
igmal art work
Entries must be postmarked
no later than midnight April
14. Wtnnprs who will be sel-
ected by members of The Ad
vorate staff, will be announced
in the May 16 Issue.
EACH ENTRY must be
pasted on hard cardboard with
the students name, grade,
school, name and frequency
of publication, date article
appeared and category In-
formation should be listed In
the upper right hand corner.
Photography and art work
entries must include originals
as well a* clippings Any work
from a publication other than
annual and published since
September. 1962. is eligible.
A plarquc will be given to
the winner in each category
and a certificate to the stu
dent's school. Certificates will
also be given to second and
third place finishers.
THE ADVOCATE16 March 28, 1963
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FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS OF
GIFTS
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Sacred Heart Monastery
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Baltimore 8, Maryland
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“OF THE NW MAN YOU
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CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CAIOWILL, NEW JERSFY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S Degree*
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fully accredited Liberal Arts College
Conducted by the Sisters of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admissions, Lakewood, N.J.
Founded in i899 by the Sisters of Charity
College of Saint Elisabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
Tho Christian
Brothers
Invite you to devote yourself to the
service of Christ In the classroom.
.
.
Brothers are educators and leaders of
of Ireland youth throughout North America.
For details, write: Rev. Br. E. C. O'Connor,
21 Pryor Terrace, New Rochelle, N.Y.
JESUIT BROTHERS
SSI Pordhtm lud LUdtow «4IM Nt« Y*rk IS. N. V.
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Seniors, Scorers Snare Spots on Advocate All-Star Squad
By ED WOODWARD
NEWARK - Seniors and
•corers hold sway on The Ad-
vocate's 12th annual North
Jersey All-Catholic schoolboy
basketball team which is an-
nounced here today. It is sel-
ected with the assistance of
ballots from the coaches.
For only the third time since
the squad was Inaugurated in
1952, there isn't one under-
classman among the first 10.
Five of those 10 belong to the
1,000 point club and the other
□ve all led their respective
teams in scoring.
However, the all-stars’ skills
weren’t limited to making
points. Some of the area's best
rebounders, playmakers and
defensive players are repre-
sented.
A CLAIM COULD probably
be made for each all-star as
the outstanding player in
North Jersey and it was only
after considerable deliberation
that Dennis Richardson of St.
Aloysius drew the nomination
for his excellent all-around a-
bility as well as deft scoring
touch.
Besides Richardson, Hud-
son County had four other
1.000-point men on the team—
Tom Greeley, Holy Family:
Joe Camillery, St. Mary’s
(JC); Bill Connell, St. Cecilia's
(K), and Tom Brooks. St. Jo-
seph’s (WNY).
The other choices are Bill
Hajeski, St. Mary'q (E);
John Morrison. Seton Hall;
Roger Radecki, Roselle Catho-
lic; Mike Sullivan. Bergen
Catholic, and Mickey Vaughn.
Don Bosco.
TEAMS WERE also selected
for the three Catholic leagues,
the Tri-County Catholic Con
ference, the Pasaaic-Brrgen
Catholic Conference and the
North Jersey Catholic Confer-
ence asXwcll as units for In-
dependent, B and C.
A man by-man rundown of
the first team follows:
BROOKS A top-ranking
member of the scoring lead-
ers all season, he came back
from a three-game layoff in
St. Joseph'* final contesr and
passed the 1,000-point level in
the last period, a performance
typical of the clutch effort* he
turned in all year to spajk the
Blue Jays ... hit at a 22.4
clip . . . had uncanny ability
to get off shot*' under presaure.
CAMILLERY
_ The small-
est member of the team at
5-10. he was big when op-
ponents were making defen-
sive plans ; . . never fell be-
low double figures en route to
flashy. 27-point averaga which
included games of 53 and 51
points . . . especially good on
drives and drawing fouls .'. .
converted 193 of 821 points
from foul line 21 in one
game ... u St. Mary's first
1,000-point man.
CONNELL - Only Ulness
was able to keep this rangy
rebounder down, but he * re-
covered in time td spur St.
Cecilia’s to the Parochial C
stale championship . . . still
averaged 15 points per game
despite a number of below-par
performances from late-teason
battle with flu and Joined the
Saints' 1.000-point club with a
1,133 total . . . smooth shoot-
ing style was a feature at St.
Cecilia's for three years and
reminded Kearny fans of Bill
Raftery.
GREELEY Swish was us-
ually the sound on the end of
Tom's patented jump shots
which sent him to a career
total of 1,491 point* among
the best ever in North Jersey
. . . shared many scoring op-
portunities with teammate* on
nifty fast-break pastes . . . la
repeater from last year's
team.
HAJESKI—This lefty’s alia,
weight, spring and timing
made him just about the best
rebounder eround this year
. . . scored at 14-point rate
with team which featured de-
fense and balanced acorlng...
tough to stop inside with twist-
Ing Jump shot.
MORRUON - The differ-
ence between a good season
and an outstanding one for
Seton Hall was this sharp-
shooter who drew rave noUces
wherever he went . . . made
almost 25 points per game and
had a hot streak tn which he
scored 158 -points tn tour
games just two points shy
of 40 points per game ... has
dependable one-hander which
could be stopped only by keep-
ing the ball out of his hands
.. . waa member of last yaar’a
team.
RADECKI - If Hajeski baa
a rival for rebounding honors
it is this solid citiMa who
muscled the ball away from
Juat about everyont under
boUi backboards . .
, was
lanuly responsible for Roselle
gaining finals of boDt Union
County and NJSIAA tourna-
ments . . . tallied 14 points a
game, but true value to Lions
was retrieving missed shots
and giving the team that in
tangible extra punch with his
consistent performances.
RICHARDSON The most
successful string of games In
North Jerssy —• 18 wins in 19
garnet was Ued together by
St. Al'a and this slim center
handled the knot-making .
.
.
roared down the homestretch
with some sensational overall
efforts. Including 41 points in
one contest . . . combined de-
fensive mastery with sbooDng
ability and willingness to jut
teamwork before anything else
• • • averaged 19 points a gam*
Du* year, bis third aa a regu-
lar.
SULLIVAN A back court
specialist Die best on Dlls
team who also managed
to spark his team’s scoring
wiDi IT points per gams . . .
waa responsible for engineer-
ing some of big triumphs in
North Jersey this season as
Crusaders defeated arch-foe
Don Bosco three times and sur-
prisecUSt. Peter'* Prep by a
lopsided margin . . . should
make a very valuable addition
to some college team's rotter
tn a couple of year*.
VAUGHN The last, but
not least, adage applies so
well in this case since this
versatile scraper belongs right
with the best . . . played with
all the fire that his red hair
might Indicate . . almost led
Dons to Bergen County cham-
pionship with sensational per-
formance* in a pair of over-
time victories and was pri-
marily responsible for bounc-
ing St Peter's Prep, the de-
fending section king, out of the
state tournament . . . notched
857 point* tn two varsity sea
sons, including 90 points a
gam* this year.
1962-63 North Jersey All-Catholic
p|°y•' School ' Ht. Closa
Tom Brook* SI. Jowph’a (WNY) 6-0 s* n i or
Jo« Camillery St. Mary'g (JC) 510 Junior
Bill Connell St. Cecilia'* (K) 6-3 senior
Tom Greeley Holy Familv
- 5-11 Senior
Bill Hajeski St. Mary’* (El 6-4 SX
John Morrison Seton llall 6-2 Se n | or
Roger Radecki Roselle Catholic 6-3 s<. n | or
Dennis Richardson St Aloysius §-3 I^ido,.
Mike Sullivan Bergen Catholic 5-11 Senior
Mickey Vaughn Don Bo«co 6-2 S^nlo^
Tri-County C. C.
Burt
. Bergen Catholic
Kennedy _ Don Boaro
Murray Den Bosco
Snlllvaa Bergen Cath.
Vangha Don Boars
Independent 'A'
Brooks S4. Joseph’s <l*l
Morrison Seton Hall
Radecki Roselle faU.
Sallivaa Essex Cath.
Ward . 84. Peter's Prep
North Jorsoy C. C.
Boomanx Walsh
Connell St. Cecilia's
Camillery St. Mary’s (JC)
Modotkl St. Anthony '*
Richardson St. Al’t
Independent 'B'
ElUholu Immaculate
Ferrell Dclbarten
Hajeski R|. Mary’s (E)
Marray St. Mary‘a (E)
Smith Morris Catholic
Pottaic-Borgon C. C.
B«sly SI. Joka's
Cortetto St. Boaaveatare
Gleason DePsal
Lag©* Rt. Mary's (Pi
Nagle DeFaal
Independent *C
Egan barred Heart
Greeley Holy Family
Belly St. Patrick’s
Lambert Holy Trinity
Tilton O. L Lake
Minion, Watt; Skarecfcl. S4. Mary's <E>; Makoaky. Morris Cath
,
**• r~r * DoO. SL Mary's (R); Gleason. Trod<ll. Rt. Aloysius; Cos
telle, Deiasey, Cathottc; Clemente, St. Michael's <JO; Swabukl. Eases Catholic; Dlcosrt
Bayley EUard
° ****"’ **■ *°rh»al«kt, Pent, Marist; Owe*. Pop* pins; Brooks.
sports spot
Smiles at Shore
by ed woodward
Something besides six of
the seven state basketball
champions seems to have been
settled at Atlantic City last
weekend. There was praise
aplenty from all quarters
about the IM3 site, the spa-
cious Convention Hall which
filled the bill in every way.
The New Jersey State Inter-
scholastic Athletic Association
made an attempt to return to
the practice of holding the fi-
nals at the same site last year,
but the effort was not greeted
with much enthusiasm.
Delaware Valley Gar-
den in Cherry Hill, which was
used last year, provied a big
disappointment in a number
of ways. But. all the debits
were turned to credits at Con-
vention Haß and everyone left
looking forward to next year.
ONE SUGGESTION might
be taken into consideration by
the NJSIAA for future years.
It seems the schedule could
be arranged to have all seven
finals at Atlantic City. Paro-
chial C is made an outsider
since its final is played earl-
ier in the week.
The boys on the C teams
might play in smaller schools,
but they fight Just as hard to
gain a championship and they
deeerve an opportunity la die
pley their talents before the
many scouts and college
coaches who will come to the
Convention Hall finals.
• • •
HOW FLEETING is fame
While St Rose of Belmar was
celebrating its second straight
Parochial B state title, the
New Jersey Slate Senate was
passing a resolution March 25
congratulating Phillipshurg
Catholic. St. Rose's victim, on
its state championship The
Senate also passed resolutions
commending four other state
champions. What about the
others?
New Era Dawns
Roselle Catholic Brushes Aside Favorites
By ED WOODWARD
ATLANTIC CITY—A new *r, has
dawned m the ranks of Parochial A
schoolboy basketball in North Jersey
And, that era almost completed tta
debut in sensational fashion here
March 23 in the final of the New Jer
sey State Interscholastic Athletic Aa-
sociation tournament at ConvenUm
Hal)
Roselle Catholic, a brash oe«comer
>n the varsity scene, defied tradition
as It brushed aside the perenr.nl North
Jersey champions to march into the
state championship game. The Unns
came unexpectedly close to sweep.n*
the entire field, hut fell Just short in a
’-«* k»s to Trenton Cathedral m the
finals Saturday afternoon.
BEFORE ISO. SI Peter s Prep (IJ
times) and Setoo Hall (twrtee) had been
the only teams to represent North Jer-
sey in the state championship game
since St. Michael's <UC> took that spot
in 1948 In fact, neither St Peter’s nor
Seton Hall reached the North Jersey
final at Don Boaro mad* that round
for the first time since 1944. when it
was state champion.
Playing with tta first senior clasa.
Roselle Catholic waa making ita debut
■n Parochial A competition It had
played in the Parochial B group last
year.
The l.ions are not the only tram
which will make itself felt in the big
school ranks tn future season* Ea
sex Catholic shosred definite signs of
becoming a more prominent factor with
■ts best season tn 1962-63 and Don Bosco
sod Bergen Catholic have been on the
rise in recent year*.
TWO MORE schools will be break-
ing Into the A ranks in a couple of
teason* when Union Catholic and St
Joseph* < Manual*) rearh varsity
level New schools in Psrsmut and
Jersey City will be Joining Uws* wiDun
a year or two also
These factors are bound to mean
a wider variety at fare* in lb* final*
m future years Of course. St Peter *
and Seton HaU wtU sbU be m the Duck
of the battle, but the dsys of thnr
■luminance may be past
IF ROSELLE Catholic hoped to up
set Cathedral, it had to find a way of
matching the Gaels' rebounding
strengDi and rugged Roger Radecki
appeared to be the answer. But. the
lions lost their backboard bull when
the first period was little more than
one-half old and the teams weren’t
past the "warming-up" stage
Radecki committed three personal
fowls two offensive —and roach
Ed Chakey decided to substitute for
him rather than risk losing him for
the crucial second hall
When Radecki left. Cathedral held
a 9-4 lead The Lions managed to ctay
shoot that far behind until shortly be
for* the mid point of lb« second per
»od Leading. 25-21. Cathedral began
lo dominate the board* to a point
where it kept taking rebound* until
it scored and It built a ti point
bulge. S6-25. by the intermission
In the last five minutes of the see-
Md quarter. Roselle CaUtoUc wa* out-
scored. 154. That proved to be the
stretch tn which it lost Die gam*
WHEN RADECKI returned m the
third period, he began to grab re-
sound* and restore the balance which
Rosette Catholic had lost during hit
tbtence Once during that third quar-
ter the tJons trimmed the gap to 49-43
wiDi an eight point burst
But. the champions repulsed the
bid The Gaels answered another
Rosellf Catholic challenge tn the fourth
period when the losers cut the differ-
ence to four point*. 3555. with more
than five minute* to play
\ttal to Cathedral in its victory was
the foul shooting of Frank Phelan who
replaced Doug Mice when Die Trenton
star fouled out early tn the Uit quar
ter
Phelan connected both time* on
three straight ooeandoae situation* to
rrv»h Die Lkjos’ dosing drive If Phelan
hadn t been no, accurate. Roselle Cath-
olic may hav# reversed Die outcome
ALTHOUGH RADECKI was the re-
tounduig standout, the entire Roselle
Catholic team contributed to the fine
showing Bob Demsey took up some of
the slack under Die board* when Ra-
decki was sidelined and Demsey led
lb# scoring with ti points eight of
nine from the foul lute
Bob Costello. Dennis M rlatchik and
Bill Dtttman each took a hand at di-
recting the offense skillfully and each
look advantage of opportunities to
score to key situations
Pirates, Peacocks Drill for Diamond Debuts
With their opening baseball
games rapidly approaching,
both Seton Hall University
and St. Peter's College are
trying to cram In as much
practice as possiblt to be
ready for their debuts.
The Pirates, who boast a
solid squad, will atari Dungs
at 2 p.m. March 31 against
Dartmouth at Setonta Field,
South Orange. The Jersey City
team will launch tta campaign
at Montclair State April 4.
Both teams are members of
the Collegiate Baseball Confer-
ence. which was won by Fair-
letgh Dickinson last year.
VETERANS WILL be at
most positions in Seton Hall's
starting lineup wlUi first-base-
man Jim Ippotito. a .458 hit-
ter last season, leading The
way. Other experienced hands
in the infield will be Jack
Tracy at second base and
Johnny Monteleone at Uiird.
Sophomore Dar Waraksa and
junior Bill Lennon are battling
for Die shortstop assignment.
Ippolito, who tied a school
record with a 18-game hitting
streak at Die close of the sea-
son. paced the Pirates in bat-
ting last year, but Tracy
(.385) and Monteleone (.344)
also swing valuable bats. Wa-
raksa bit .364 aa a freshman
last year.
Paul Mueller, a .260 hitter,
is returning behind the plate
to handle the pitching of a
veteran staff which has five
starters and a reliefer. The
returning hurlers posted 12 of
the 16 Seton Hall victories last
year and may be the means
by which the Ptrates will gain
a long-sought NCAA berth this
yehr
BILL HENRY, a senior
souDipaw who pitched a no
hitter against Princeton .In the
Seton HaU inaugural last year,
may get the call against
Dartmouth or Coach Owen
Carroll may save him for
Navy April l. Henry waa 4-2
last year.
Although there are two
other lettcrmrn. Drew Beifus
(4-1) and Dorn Klein (3-1), a
sophomore. Ed Kennedy, could
move into the number two slot
behind Henry off what he has
shown thus far. Another lefty,
BUt Watson, la expected to
see mound action also
Larry Falcon, who was 10
last season, is the top relief
pitcher now that ace Joe To-
siea has been graduated.
Dennis Debrowtki, Fran De-
Angelis and Nick San Filippo
are the leading candidates for
outfield jobs with the possibil-
ity that either Waraksa or
Lennon could be moved to
the outfield., DeAngelis led
the team in hitting in 1961
with a Jig average, but be
was sidelined with aa Injury
last year.
VETERANS ARE much
more scarce at St Peter *
where co-coache* Jerry Mol-
loy and George Msnfredi have
most of their experience on
Die mound with Dure start-
ers. Bill Johnson. Jerry Duf-
fy and Fred Sabato
Johnson was Die busiest of
the three last year, finishing
with a 2-4 record. Duffy was
used mainly in relief and had
an 0-1 stand*rd. Sabato. a
junior, was expected to give
Die squad a lift above Die
5 tl mark it posted last year,
but a basketball Injury kept
him out of the lineup.
Lou Campanova at first
base and Ralph Manglpane
at second are the only infield
veterans Urpy Gladyas Is
back at catcher and Bill Burns,
in rcnterfield. will give the
outfield its only letterman
The complete schedules are
as follows;
Seton HaU
Mere* ts. Dutmawk
r fcs;j:
0. at Mi'i I*.
17. VIIUnn n. o> r3rtt& thrfcia
«*. a* ur
jrgg&BMgpfVi
gst.'sr-.r-iSsNt s
* »«<»«VM* ( altnu
St Peter’s
*• y awww suu * m
»■ ws? ir*tt
sss,
*S« I luSpyrl. j. In., «.
* OSdM SwSall Cwlmm
For Basketball
Three Schools Name Coaches
Queen of Peace became the
third high school to name a
new basketball coach within
the past few week* as It ap
pointed Bob Kelly, former
Dickinson coach, to replace
Frank ’’Pep" Saul, who retir
ed from the ranks a few week*
ago.
In the other change*. Buriy
Fox will take over the dutic*
at St. Patrick’s and Paul Con-
way will coach at St Michael’s
(UC).
KELLY COACHED for
eight seasons at Dickinson.
compiling a in-58 record. He
also eoarbed at St. Helena’s
High School m The Bronx for
two year*.
Asa player. Kelly was a
star at Manhattan and be
came the Jaspers' first 1.000-
poinl scorer. He was an all
Met selection in both his Jun-
ior and senior year* and later
played professional basketball
FOX HILL succeed Bill
Morrow, wbo had coached St
Patrick's for part of Die I*6l
«7 campaign and all of the last
season Morrow, wbo had fol-
lowed the CelU' long-time
roach Jerry Molloy. had to re-
linquish the reins to devote
more time to his business
At St. Michael's. Conway will
fill the post which had been
held by Tom Muller since the
1959 60 season Muller also re-
tired to devote more time to
his business
Conway is a graduate of St.
Peter s College and will be
taking his first held coaching
job. He teaches history at the
school.
Makes Pan-Ams
NEW HAVEN. Conn
Swimmer Dick McDonough of
South Orange gained a Pan-
Am Games berth in the 200-
yard freestyle here last week.
Baseball
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with a TC* Savings Account
Every single month’s a bonus month at The Trust Company. Make
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UlnlS«g ,fnVp,sifome ln t 0 0f our 12 offic « <°pen Mondayevenings 6 to 8 P.M.) - or save by mail; We pay postage both ways.
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7Vust Company
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Society ’s Annuity Plan
‘Diamond' for Missions
A diamond receives light
and then gives it forth; a
piece of coal takes in all the
light and gives back none.
The blessings you receive
from God are to be dispensed
to others. You need not give
up the diamond; you need only
give its light.
This can be done by taking
out an annuity with the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, in which you retain
the right to annuity payments
during your life, and then at
death both the diamond and
the light go to the Holy Fa-
ther for the propagation of the
faith in mission lands.
Write for the book on an-
nuities and Include the date of
your birth. Address the so-
ciety’s offices at 31 Mulberry
St., Newark 2. N.J.
Medical Missionary
Hqs Important Task
•‘Secretary to the Health De-
partment of the Tanganyika
Episcopal Conference," is the
title of Dr. Eleanor*
Schroeder. a native of Utrecht,
Holland, who has been in
Africa since January, 1950.
She is a missionary in the true
aense of the word.
There had been no resident
doctor at the mission hospital
for eight years before she ar-
rived at Sumve, and the White
Sisters working there were
faced with ever-increasing
numbers of patients. Soon Dr.
Schroeder found herself per-
forming more than 30 opera-
tions per month.
Deliveries were two per day,
tuberculosis cases received
special care, more than 100
lepers sought help each week
and some 200 bed patients with
a wide variety of diseases
were cared for. This was only
in the beginning.
In 1951 a training center for
nurses was started, with 12
student nurses in that first
claw. Now 100 young women
comprise the student body.
Rev. James Meade, White
Father. writes that Dr.
Schroeder's perseverance was
equal to the task in hand, and
her nurses ars trying to match
up with her in effort.
Now at her higher level Job.
Dr. Schroeder has the task of
coordinating work of numerous
Catholic hospitals, dispen-
saries, clinics and training
centers in a country twice the
aise of Texas. She is also busy
planning new medical teams
and finding more ways to at-
tract more doctors, nurses and
supplies to Tanganyika.
Perhaps it might be your
role to help this valiant doctor
in the capital city of Tangan-
yika. where much more money
u required to build and con-
tinue the defenses of the
Church in the field of medical
mission work.
Mission Sisters
In Jordan Hospital
Fifteen Medical Mission Sis-
ters bom six countries are
Hailing the Muaahir Hospital
in Amman. Jordan. The loo-
ked hospital was opened by
King Hussein and .was blessed
by Latin Rile Patriarch Alber-
to Sa'ad God, 0.F.M., of Jer
uialem
Dr. Sa'ad Muashir, head of
the hospital, who studied in
the U. S., arranged for the
Medical Mission Sisters to
take over the hospital
(.hinese Refugees
heed Schiml Room
An Italian Bishop in Urns.
Peru, writes asking help for s
Chinese colony at Lince
Exiled from tus Diocese of
Kichow, Chins, in 1««. Bish
op Ferruccio Ceol, O F M . has
been working since that time
at Lima at the invitation of
the "Propaganda Fide," and
he explains that his a postulate
is "uphill work."
"We are a small group."
writes Bishop Ceol, "one Chi-
nese priest, two Cantonese
Sisters and me all working
to help some 15,000 Chinese
here.
"The trouble is first that
many of these people are not
practicing Catholics. Most
were baptized (due to social
pressures in Peru), but among
those who came to Peru as
adults not one practices his
religion. Then, there is .a
strong prejudice against Asia-
tics in South America. While
very few Chinese are better
off financially than their
Peruvian counterparts they
are resented and discrim
insled against. Some at the
children are excluded bom
Peruvian schools.
"Lastly, the Protestants are
working very hard in this
colony. They have the only
school in Lima in which chil-
dren can learn the Chinese
language.
"Only last year we opened
a Catholic school for Chinese
children where w* teach the
language We had C 2 children
in kindergarten and brat
grade Now we have 240 chil-
dren but there is no mare
room. The Pontifical Catholic
University of Peru has do-
nated land. We have a leech
ing staff and the barking at
many in the Chinese colony,
but we do not have the money
to build.
"We need the school so bad-
ly 1 hope some of you will
give us the financial help we
need - or at least some of it
Be sure that grateful prayers
will be said for you in Spao-
ish. Chinese and English and
in my own Italian "
Bishop to Visit
Little Ferry
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal on behalf at the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith on March 31
at St. Margaret's, Little
Ferry, Rev. Charles A.
Bell, pastor.
Bishop Stanton thanks
Father Bell and other pas-
tors of the archdiocese for
making these appeals pos-
sible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton. S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St.. Newark 2. N. J. Phone tta-IWM.
flours: Dally, 9 a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
RL Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1, N. J. Phone ARmory 4 S4M
Hours: Dally, 9 a.m. to S p.m.: Saturday. 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to lbe Society lor the Propagation of the
Faith art intoma tax deductible.
Chanu Bishops
Voice Concern
ACCRA. Ghana (NC) —
Ghana'a Biihopt hao imied
a joint pastoral Irtifr tndtcat
tnf concern over coodiuoes in
this African nation.
"You may real assured." the
letter said, "that if cirrum
atancea should require it. you
•ill receive detailed inslrur
two* on how the Church ri
perta you to profess your faith
in particular circumatanrea "
The Ruhopa did not indicate
• hat current developmenta
be a aourte a< coocrrn
There h»» been no persecution
of the Church in Ghana but
there haa been aome Church
State lenaion
In January. Rev. Vincent
Damuah was held for four
daya without charges before
being released A year ago.
Bishop Andrew van den Brook.
S Jl A . of Kumaai resigned
hia See after a long conflict
with the Ghanaian gov-
ernment.
Germans Finanrr
Hospital in India
KOTTAYAM, India (RNS)
— A 100-bed hospital complete
with modern mniical and sur-
gical equipment baa been
opened here under Catholic
auspices.
The institution waa made
possible through donations by
West German Catholics and
the help of Miser ear. the West
German Catholic relief
•gency.
ORIENTAL ADONNA - A special feature of the new Im-
maculate Ccnception Cathedral in Osaka, Japan, Will be
this Japanese-style painting of the Mother of God in
Glory which will adorn the sanctur[?] wall. The work,
measuring 33 by 26 feet, was painted by Insho Domoto
of the Japanese National Academy.
100 Men on Foot Pave
Way for Parish Mission.
SANTIAGO, Chile (NC>—To
make certain that a two-week
mission in San Alberto parish
makes an impact in thia elty,
the Maryknoll Fathers put 100
persons at work for six weeks
of preparation.
Posters spring up on public
buildings, on the lamp poets, in
street cars. "Do you know that
Cod loves you’" is the mes-
sage A team at 93 seminar-
ians and seven priests tans
out through the parish to
tell Use people that the mission
will touch on the problems
they meet in everyday life:
misunderstanding, loneliness,
injustice, exploitation by the
rich, doubts, future uncertain-
ty. poverty.
Thirteen renters are readied
for San Alberto's mission The
schedule in each is bated on
information learned m the
preliminary surveys. If a Urge
•* rt *on reveals many couples
hung together without having
been sacramentally married,
the talks will stress the na-
ture of marriage Ssagle per
•on* can meet in (penal
groups to discuss love en
gagemcnls sod preparation
for marriage For married
people conferences are ar-
ranged at which doctors. Uw-
yert and other specialisU as-
sist
Film strips are used at the
meetings Question and an-
swer periods are part of the
mission schedule.
TWO YEARS ago they con-
ducted their first mission in
San Alberto parish. It was
such a success that they did
not dare to wait the usual hva
years to repeat it.
People constantly move In
and out of the 35-biock area of
San Alberto parish There am
said to be TO.OOO Catholics
here When the Marykaollers
took over San Alberto the par-
ish church could not seat mom
than TS persons Their new
church is attracting 4,000 each
Sunday.
To the other 4,000. the
Maryknoll team it addressing
IU mission message that
Christ will bring happiness to
the poor.
Latin American Vocations Show
Increase, Serra Official Says
By HARRY J. O’HAIRKa ninnia. u HAI E
NCW'C Newi Service
The following article on the religionf vocation pictura in
l-alin America was written by the executive secretary of Serra
International, an organization of laymen which works and
prayz for vocations.
Latin America needs 150,000
more priests today.
But Just ss clear as the'
need is the impossibility of
meeting it in the near future.
Yet. the picture is not totally
black. There are clear signs
of improvement and promise.
IN MOST AREAS of South
America, there la one priest
to serve about fl.ooo Catholics.
In other places, the ratio is
worse, with one for as many
as 15,000. Furthermore, dis-
tances between priest and peo-
ple sometimes make even
these numbers unrealistic.
The Church has launched a
major effort to keep it from
the bleak future threatened by
such statistics.
Seminaries are being built
or enlarged in hundreds of
dioceses; aggressive vocations
directors are taking their
places in the Church and seri-
ous voids have been filled
through the new American So-
ciety of St. James, the pro-
gram of lending U. S. dio-
ceean priests, and the incress-
lag numbers of personnel be-
ing donated by religious com-
munities.
DURING THE past two
decades there has been a
marked change for the better
in the Held of native voca-
tions. In addition to the new
seminaries, there is a great
resurgence or emergence of
Christian vitality in lay apos-
tolic movements and a re-
sultant greater awareness on
tho part of the new and grow-
ing middle class of the needs.
Fortunately, too, basic edu-
cation is improving and al-
though there is a real need
for more schools and improve-
ment in quality, the qualifica-
tion of most candidates for
the priesthood are higher than
for many years.
Many dioceses are sending
priests to Europe and the U.S.
for higher education so that
the educational standard* in
seminaries will be raised to an
even higher level.
Middle class snd upper-mid-
dle clsss (smilies who. , for
years, resisted the call to the
priesthood to one of their sons
are now welcoming this in-
vitation as a great gift from
God.
SERRA CLUBS are expand
Ing. Although the original Is
only 10 years old. the Serra
movement has spread from
their club in Lima, Peru, to
cities in Venezuela, Uruguay,
Chile, Argentina, and Mexico.
Ten more clubs will be ac-
tivated in these and other
countries by next fall.
The men taking part in this
voluntary movement are con-
centrating on parental co-
operation and understanding
of vocations. In Montevideo,
for example, members of the
club there made 70 appear-
ances—4o before adult groups
and 30 to schools—in behalf of
vocation work last year.
The leadership of the Church
in Latin America recognizes
that a positive program of so-
cial awareness and Christian
justice meets the need and
eliminates the source of evil
social injustice.
The hope of the future in
South America is in the native
clergy The Divine Founder of
the Church gave a positive vo-
cations direction for action
when he urged all to "Pray
the Lord of the harvest that
He send workers into His har-
vest."
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because ,
1. Itpays me high interest at long at I live.
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«. My money educates boys to the Priesthood.
5. Gives me peace of mind and no stock worries.
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DIDUfc A HOME FOR DESTITUTE GIRLS
h KRNAKI'LAM la MtUMra MU. Ike SISTER* or THE
•BTITtn Mil a "Nvtlu't Hmh' In
glfta. la helping IWh
Ik* Miun **rkrd »ala ntnawl;
4 til wall (ttraa»UM*i .. . They a»r*
ohto to Imp Ik* girl* ta; ntth tfull
iWatrtn, -r^- —*-g m,
p ? kal night-time brought gwlliai. Tk*
Mai mm Ml} M f**l kg I* f**i...
rk* V tear-<.r acral ml Ik* wcklkrm.
MMMgaa YallUnsmpetk. wr*»* at
MmtMag sleeping caadHlnaa. beg-
Zk HJ. r ‘ ■ u .i «*■« •» help * "Thane gtrl» km
' MaB " " U spend Iheir aighto la Mn*n and
>k(WCU sheds." Tk* MO*n decided to tens*
la . art to Mill Ik* glrlt • three-story narh-
ring IH.MII. Iwalton <»2.*a*>. rrfifUrj (ll.kMi >a* nntr
Uaa ma <ll.Mg) Ik* Papal lalrraaartu sod. to specs!
la Utol ml Ik* VktMkaml. Material *a4 nrliatn mi k*
obtained *1 itmmuM* price* lad wsgcs . . . is SM M w*M.
WUI >*o k*lp lb* SMm and girls m a aartkaktl* Easter gtflT
“UP IN CENTRAL PARK"
“Cleopatra* Needle." tk* mysterious lonely obelisk In New
Yorks Central Park once roa* above the dusty ttreeta of Ilea
aadrta. Egypt, about ten year* before Christ w*s bom
Before that It aa* In Heliopolis. Cleopatra * City of the Siul
Tradition ha* the Holy Family pasting into Egypt, poaaibly by
way of Alexandria They flopped at Heliopoti*. the native*
**> We are reminded of (he 1.4 million PALESTINE REFU-
GEES who look to us for help today A SID FOOD PACK-
AGE will feed a family for a month 12 will provide a BLANKET
to keep a BEDOUIN warm
A DOLLAR WAS ENCLOSED
Barbara G. *f Saginaw. Michigan. srr..» at Halt friendly
letter. “Dear Monti*nor: When I baby-alt. I earn lie-ike. I
atoo gel a ike allowance . . . Pd like to be enrolled la lb*
DAMIEN I.EPF.B CLUB, til try to scad a dollar a month." Owr
reply: “Maay thanks. Barbara, far yoar ihoogbtfulnrn Of
aanree yon raa total" . . . Wa wish many other* would toln on*
nf our rluba. ORPHAN'S BBEAD Ho aid children); PAI.ACE
OF GOIJ) (for older folk*!; MART'S BANK tin train Sisters*
CHRYSOSTOM CLUB Ho educate aemlaarlanal. Only a DOL-
LAR A MONTH la aaked!
vS?
RELIGIOUS LEADERS IN SOME PLACES ARE WORRIED
ABOUT VOCATIONS, but not In Southern India There lha
problem la financing the education of many
boy* and girls wishing to become priest*
and Slaters We have name* of many
students Just now. PHLIP CHAKALA
MURY and THOMAS KOTTAYIL need
help with their seminary expense*—sloo
a year for aui yean . . . And In IRAQ. SIS-
TER MARIE JOSEPH and SISTER AL-
BERTINO of the DOMINICAN SISTERS
ST. CATHERNE OF SIENA need $l3O each for two yeai
to finish their novlceahlp . Maybe you would like to adopt og
•f thee* young people.
SPRING FLOWER NOTE
BIBLE GABDENS are an the Increase, an official ef the N*
?** ■•*“*“» °* r4e " UU » Mk Over 11* flowers and plan
free* the Blbl* hare" been Identified with their praaentdi
••■■••nkarto . . . Sorry wo cannot send yon aeeda foe ym
•awaithwltoo wUI enclose a card with PRESSED FLOWER
?•“ LAND to anyone sending a mission doaaUe
“ r»m «*» la In another's name, wall forward that person at•* heanllfnl EASTER GIFT card*.
SUGGESTED GIFTS: MASS OFFERINGS. FIRST COR
■UNION OUTFITS ($1$); A STRINGLESS GIFT. Wall as*whwa aiaat needed. SOMETHING FOB A CHAPEL—ti to $8MEMBERSHIP IN OUB SOCIETY: Slagle SI; family si.
*“***»»t»*f " *■ '•'"LfrtUi Onr legal UUa: THE CATIOLRC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION.
ImI
4
I »o*d ad eoanaoalaoHoas Hi
I AR * AST WHM* I association
1 *° UxlffghHi Av. Of 46th St. NtwYork 1 7, N. T.
linearSstPassions i&
HANOI CARDINAL SFIUMAN. Fraaidant
M*«r. Joseph T. lye*. N*n Wy
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-47
m-M1 *«**• M Oppo*.!. Hol r Crow) N. Arfio^M
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
4lmmm w«.f A!Wt N. Mappw m .K.•* M.—HA U N.w i,nmy
•W. pad mX Mr miwot • •Yh <a» .«ip.« fS« kwiwM
“••I k»« « <nA prafrmM*.
twmn A nnan k„. •< Hf .fa.k .1 r.. Mur.l, iHkfa|
HwM. rn»~i r»» •« !--■<' « u <.»aW. r*» «>
than
In Time of Need ,
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
II bose careful andunderstanding service is inaccord uith
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
wanraramar
I BfJtGfN COUNTT
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbtter 9 0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
33? KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATlas R-1363
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD . BOGOTA
LITTLE FEREY
HUbbord 7 3050
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TfANECK. TE 6 0303
BOGOTA. HU 9 3303
JOHN J FEENEY 4 SONS
33? FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J
Gilbert 4 7650
CORMLEY FUNERAL HOMS
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. NJ.
HUbbord 7 1010
CUFFORD H. PEINECKE
1331 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOO. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY.
Monogfr
TE 7.3333
McOUADE FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W. McQuode
370 BROADWAY
Hillsdale, N. J.
NOrtb 4 5699
ESSEX COUNTY
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Direclot
330 BEIIEVIHE AVfc.-Uf
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1360
OORNY 8 GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
Ft* 0 FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood. Mgr.
113 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange. N. J.
ORange 4 4445
MArket 3 3530
COOKY'S FUNERAL SFRVICS
69 HIGH STREFT
ORANGE, N. j.
ORange 4-7554
HUELSENBICK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6. N. J.
Karl W Huelsenbeck
Director
ESsex 3-1.600
COOKY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J
Pilgrim 4-0005
OECAPUA FUNERAL ♦ HOME
369 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3-3333
GEORGE AHR 8 SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1030
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
Es*ex 34700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrtb 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
103 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N J.
MArket 3 0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 sanforo avenue
NEWARK. N. J.
EStex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
333 339 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. j
ORonge ? 0348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J
Plymouth 9J503
FRANK McGES
535 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-3333
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
Oi rector
306 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N.J.
PI 3-3537
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3 3600
GORNY 8 OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N J.
ORange 3-3414
l. V. MUIIIN 8 SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0660
HUDSON COUNTY
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE O. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
398 ACAOEMY ST.
(9> Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIIMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNion 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
30th ST. 8 HUDSON BIVD.
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENIINE AVE.
WLST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. INC. •
3300 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM.
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
James a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-3366
WILUAM SCHLEMM. INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY.
manager
HEnderson 4-0411
MORRIS COUNTY
scanUn
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 3-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
GORNY 8 GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
37 29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
UNION COUNTY
MIHER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
GORNY 8 GORNY
MORTUARY
330- ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elisabeth 2-1415
joMLsHng In this section coll The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
Says U.S. Students
‘Racially Ignorant’
CHICAGO (NC) - The fu-
ture social peace and unity of
American aoclety is at stake in
what today’s school children
•re taught about human rela-
tions, some 500 Catholic educa-
tor* heard here.
Dr. Denton J. Brooks, Jr.,
•ctive in Catholic intarraciai
programs, warned that U. S.
educational aystcms may be
bringing up the most racial-
ly ignorant students in the
world
"DO YOU REALIZE that It
1* generally easier for a tal-
ented white high school or col-
lege student to get a fund of
knowledge concerning an abo-
riginal tribe in the Australian
bush than it is to get intimate
knowledge concerning his Ne-
gro brother?" he asked.
Brooks la director of re-
search and statistics for the
Cook County Department of
Public Aid and vice president
of the Catholic Interracial
Council of Chicago. He ad-
dressed the midwest unit of
the secondary school depart-
ment of the National Catholic
Educational Association
Brooks said Catholic schools
should lead in the matter of
racial justice.
• Brooks said that including
the life stories of prominent
American Negroes in history
courses would go a long way
to counteract "the concept of
racial superiority which is still
built into the American envi-
ronment and is still having a
strong educational effect "
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Brother Paschal
Makes First Vows
CHICAGO-Brotbcr Paschrt
Erick. C P A, Of Rosalia Park'
pronounced his first vows as
a member of the congregation
of the Alexian Brothers March
19 at the novitiate here.
Present at the ceremony was
Rev. Sebastian Chiego. pastor
of Assumption. Roselle Park.
Brother Paschal will now en-
ter the jouniorate at Alexian
Brothers Hospital here.
Memorial Gift
JERSEY CITY - A fa»
contribution to the St. Peter's
College library fund was re-
ceived at a breakfast following
a memorial Mass tor the late
Stanley G. Mats, held March
U at St Aedan's Church The
money was donated by friends
of the deceased. *
Pray for Them
Havana’s Cardinal Arteaga Dead at 83
HAVANA (NC) - A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered In
the Havana Cathsdral for
Manual Cardinal Arteagg y
Betancourt, staunch advocate
of inter-American solidarity
who died in San Rafael Hos-
pital hero March 30.
The 83-ycar-old Archbishop
of Havana had been in falling
health for more than a year.
He suffered from arterioscle-
roils, and contractad pneu-
monia about two weeks before
his death.
Bishop Colemsn F. Carroll
of Miami was among prelates
attending the Requiem Mass.
AT THE TIME of the Bay
of Pigs invasion of Cuba in
April. 1961. the Cardinal took
refugee at the Argentine em-
bassy In Havana Re remained
there until Argentina severed
diplomatic relations with Cubs
early in 1963, then was trans-
ferred to the hospital.
Cardinal Arteaga is the third
Cardinal to die in 1963. His
death reduces tha Collega of
Cardinals to >2 members.
Cardinal Arteaga, who visit-
ed the U. S. several times,
often stressed "the urgent ne-
cessity for the union and mu-
tual defense" of the Americas.
Before the Castro takeover of
Cuba, the Cardinal bad advo-
cated reforms that would pro-
vide for religion courses in the
country's public schools.
POPE JOHN sent a tele-
gram of condolences to Coad-
jutor Archbishop Evelio Dias
y Cta of Havana, who had
been serving es Apostolic Ad
rainsslrotor of the See.
Cardinal Arteaga was bora
Dec. 28,1879, in Camaguey, the
son of Major Rosendo Arteaga,
a commander In the Cuban
liberation army of 1895, and
Delia Betancourt. He was or-
dained In April, 1904.
Elevated to the Havana See
in December, 1941, the prelate
was created a Cardinal by
Pope Plus XII in February,
1946, the first Cuban so hon-
ored.
OtherDealhn...
Dr. Albert P. White of Upper
Saddle River, stepfather of
Rev. Bernard Allen Sunne.
S.J. of the University of Penn-
sylvania. died March 21 at
Special Surgeons Hospital,
Naw York City.
Mother Mary Helena,
R-S.M, 88. former superior
general of the Religious Sis-t
lers of Mary, died March 20
in Buffalo.
John J. Flanagan, 52, of
Jersey City, brother of Sister
Mary Lillian, O.P, and the
laic Sister Mary Helena, O.P,
died March 16 at home.
Frank Farrell of York
County. Pa, and formerly of
Jersey Cuy. brother of Sister
Catherine Pierre of Rochelle
Park, died March 17 at home.-
Rev. Albert Leßoy, 8J„ 72.
long the liaison man between
the International Labor Or*
ganlxatlon and Catholic social
organisations, died recently at
Vanvcs, France. ‘
Walter M. »e Bold of NuUey,
father of Rev. Walter A. De-
Bold, chaplain to St. Michael's
Novitiate, Englewood Cliffs,
died March 26.
1m your Praytrt alto nm*m-
btr thru, your d*t*4ttd
print!:
Neicark
...
Rev. G. Szikora, March SO,
1915
Rev. Edward F. Hillock.
March 30, 1939
Rev. Joseph P. O'Connor,
• March 31,1952
Rev. HilaryJ. Stephen, 0.8.8.,
April 1,1961
Rev. Patrick J. Owens, April
2, 1959
Rev. Thomas J. Martin, April
3, 1941
Rev. John F. McCarthy, April
4, 1902
Rev. John A. Westman, April
4, 1936
Rev. James V. Rutledge, April
5, 1911
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward F.
Kirk, April 5, 1950
Paler*on
...
Rev. Adolph Banach, O.F.M,
Conv, April 2, 1961
Lillie Ferry Parish
Plans Pilgrimages
LITTLE FERRY - St Mar-
garet's Church her* is
planomg three pilgrimages to
shrines in Washington, D.C,
Canada and Aunesville. N Y.
The first tnp will be to the
national shrine of the Im-
maculate Conception in Wash-
ington. May 8-5. The trip to
the Canadian shrines will be
July 27 Aug. 3 tod that to
Aunesville. Oct. 5.
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Your Neighborhood
Pharmadtt
HE'S THE MAN YOUR
DOCTOR DEPENDS UPON
Vw» Rac Hr kMwi ki <n raty a*
Mkkt mi km kaw
Nm kkMmKM »M Ilk kk
NEWARK
Un a tmn MMkriM, krill.
LIU PHARMACY
rUiMHMit onr » ytut
_
fw RfcmrrtC PkanaadaU
rm Dkttnrr Opai Ertrr Du
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Larger Homes in Demand,
Oak Forest Builder Says
A Kaylon Release
RIVER VALE (PFS) -
Homes with four, five and six
bedrooms are proving most
popular at the custom-treated
Oak Forest community being
developed here on River Vale
Rd., north of Prospect Ave.,
reports realtor Thomas I.
Bustard, the sales agent.
The custom tract is being
created only minutes away
from Our Lady of Mercy
Church and school in adjoin-
ing Park Ridge.
BUSTARD NOTES that of
the 35 homes already sold by
builder Steiner Gunderson
of Hillsdale, 34 are In the four
to six-bedroom category. About
a half dozen of the homes sold
have six bedrooms.
The sales agent attributed
the popularity of these homes
to the fact that four of the
bedrooms are on one floor,
providing a atep saver.
Demand for these homes,
Bustard says, comes from
larger families which started
irt small dwellings but now are
moving into a aecond home lo
accommodate growing fami-
lies. Some of the buyers also
need the additional bedrooms
to accommodate in-lawp living
with them.
Bustard also reports that
•ales are now under way In
the final section of the Osk
Forest community snd that 18
families hive been moved Into
the tract. Other deliveries sre
scheduled throughout the
spring.
Gunderson, who is planning
50 houses at the tract, is build
tng the homes on heavily-
wooded. landscaped plots of
18,000 square feet and larger.
He is offering two models
and plans far additional homes
priced from 831,800 through
850.000. On display is the Sav-
avannah bilevel ranch mod-
el featuring four bedrooms on
one level snd the Colonial 2-
rooms and three baths.
New Model Shown
At Hampton Woods
A Pastor J Rrlrait
WAYNE (PFS) - Anew
model, the Webster, is be-
ing opened today at Hampton
Woods, the colony of in
homes being developed hero
by Frank Furman and Ray-
mond Favaro on Rt. 202 off Rt.
23 The homes are being offer-
ed through Pasiord. Ltd. of
Fair Lawn, from 524.3 M.
The Webster is the 10th
model to be introduced, at the
tract, where sales sre now
open in the sixth scetion. De-
signed by Martin. Gebhardt
and Di Paata. Ridgefield ar-
chitects, the Webster is a co-
kmial-styled split level home
with four bedrooms.
A FOYER entrance home,
the Webster incorporates
many unusual construction
features, including a sunken
dining room This effect is
achieved by placing the 3k foot
hving room up a few steps
from the foyer entrance and
by placing the kitchen and
the dining room on the same
level as the foyer.
Other features of the Web-
ster are a 23-foot family room
off the foyer, two sad a
half baths, a separate laundry
room, a storage attic, a full
basement and a two-car gar-
age. The four bedrooms and
the two full baths of the borne
are on oae level, with the ex-
tra lavatory serving as a first-
floor powder room.
The matter bedroom is serv-
ed by IU own bath, which bat
a stall shower. There are lwt»
closets in the master bedroom,
with one offering access to the
storage attic.
There la direct access from
the laundry room to the rear
yard. This allows the room to
be used as a "mud room ”
Double sliding glass doors
lead from the family room
to the patio area la the
rear of the home. The front of
the home u protected by a co-
lonial styled portico.
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A 1
Jl NEW 1
/ PLANNED }‘
COMMUNITY
OF EXPANDABLE
HOMES
DESIGNED TO
GROW WITH
YOUR FAMILY
Dawes Estates
ntODUCTORY
PRICE
OR LIMITED
.IME ONLYI
i <20.391
Ulr
AsUtttaM
10% CASH
DOWN
*SSU'SSS)2>
DAWES HIGHWAY
POMPTON LAKES (NearWayne), N. J.
Conveniently located In picturesque Pomptort
Lakes . . . close to public and parochial
schools, houses of worship, shopping, buses
and highways. Excellent swimming, boating
and fishing facilities of Pompton Lake avail*
able to residents.
CHECK THE QUALITY CONSTRUCTION AND
FEATURES LIKE THOSE FOUND IN $30,000
TO $50,000 HOMES
• ajmemcan-standaro hot watt* heating
SYSTEM • Wood Shaa thing A Cadar Shakos
• Insulation • Waattwntrtppsd Poors A Wfcv
dows • Gists-Unad Hot Watar Supply Tank
• Coppar numbing • Cast bon numbing FU-
• Oak Floors • Wood Kttthon Cabinats
• J* Ropar BußMn Ornn A Rang* a FuR
DWng Room • Raar Door fcrit from IQtttwn to
BadiYard a 100-Amp. Qactric Sank* a Aid-
tonal Badrooms, Baths A Gangs* Can Ba M
New taring Construction or Addad Latsr «a Maot
Your Family Naads.
i Who
Ha***
. To SaM.
Family gro^
*?£!}*«***
Har**l*vj£ud- S * T * :
MODE HOME OPEN DAILY ISUNDAYS
DIRECTIONS:
FROM PATERSON Main St A
MR to
1!
a
33
»**■ i
Highway mfla.
FROM PASSAIC 4 NEWARK
North on Rt 23 to Rt 202 Ore*
th*" .north on Rt 208 to Patar-
Turrp<k»: turn loft
K man to Darraa on loft
8 btoSST** Banc him wt
Olt Rt 23 to Wwrdaia OrcMc
rtgNt on RNordaia Am I
mllotrvßhrartalo B-Vd,- riaht to
MapM Am end Wt to bwaa
<W
ttw
(Sis*
"5
_hotfrt«
PASFORD, LTD.
IDEAL FOR
RETIRED COUPLES
*•.500 FUU FtICI
**ooo FUU Fit ICE
FUU FfttCf *21,000
THE
.
JACKSON
. AGENCY
*o*' 4*2 Jockton
, NJ.
FO 3-6566
>■'»»■■■« *M« IWM I«t>
ml'
Your Choice of
10
LONIAL MODELS
STOBY / RANCH / 81-LEViI
3, 4. 5 4 6 Bedrooms
■ '<
I
2. 2Vi & 3 Baths
,990 to $49,990 •
s'/2% MORTGAGEs'I^b
'THE MORVEN" 2-STORY COLONIAL
8 ROOMS - 4 BEDROOMS -3 BATHS
!*****£. l ** <l *" ctmlfn ond *Vy .OHtly OMH Mur entry Mvn
'• H.M., M <**.,4-, fvo.l iWw Th. lirtl tti, .hi
h.ywinM.w.d hytof run . . . mrmol Minn* .mi
.
JK
MMkll - ■ ■ "’*■ * Hm-Qhlw** inhlMi ma mm hi
”V l *** * *** **H ■ • ■ *"** HMMlt.il rwa wthi kfMk ttrovlK.*** Mm t* rw mm. . . . vHllty rm , . . MX f»N OOthrmm On It*mcm. Iker «r. 4 twin MU M4rNM at. I tvH MMM. Tit. mo»lor Mum h.l
• within chut M .rtv.to Mlwnln* luH kothroom (HIM VlMty. .vMMMm.It
und.rn.ith Min im Ml .... .ntr.ix. an. till Out mißm. O.ut.iid bu.n
N> !<«. tun. M« . tec trie .Ay-< on trotted Mmr. «nd mud. ..try n ktm.
FURNISHED EXHIBIT HOME OPEN DAILY A SUNDAYS
The MAPIE HOUSE
Otn.lCTIOM.il ->Hm Of. W.lhinften Rrtdn. K«Ht
*2 ',, *l‘ -** H"»rMMMllt RM. In HwttniKt
(MvMmjn »Mjyl.l) turn rt*M IMrMI l m Flnd.rh..
T*?* «■ IfHHCI Am. In WMMNtt L.k.j Mr.
r JJ"' "''W" l *». rnnrm. lln mth. to River vmni i Hwtt Wt i north I m niv.r V.le RM. to m«.r V.h
OMt CMI .MMMn RM lAM y.rMi nut th. .Ivor
v.h O.H Clvh I. Mod.ll.
ORt From Of. W..hln«lM Ant
»»» north to Rim i, then Or.no
RM. .nd Medeh. Fallow niv«~
II MIN. TAFFAN
INN BRlOoti
A not hr r
BUSTARD -
GUNDERSON
Fretecl
„ „
RvtlMor:
CHESTNUT RIDGE
. MOO. LI MOM
- O0l£&>$32,990
MONTVAIi, N. J. T# Dark (CtoMd .
Directtonu o«org* Wuhlngton Bridge W*»t on Rout* 4 lo Rout* 17; North
on Rout* 17 <0 Gordon State Pirkwiy; North on Pirtiwiy to Exit 171
(Grind Avtflut) Montvito. Turn toft on Grind Av*ny* to Chwtnut PidfO
Roid. Right on ChMtnut Rid** Ro*d tor U mil* to fumlihod uhibit horn*.
WM AfMt>t HtomiM ICI. tot, 477 Mm It, HkLmmc*, R.J, HU 71M0
RETIREMENT HOMES LIMITED TO
THOSE OVER 50 EXPLOSIVELY
• Club plan • Chapel will be on premltea.
• Yonr own 5 c room borne on MxIM lot!
• Delivered at approx. SI2.SM-Ih.sm.
• Maintenance of borne and grounds including painting, gardening, stow removal, re-
pair*. etc. for approx. 121 per month.
• Vital, *e!f anfflcient way of life featuring active community center, shopping, clinic,
park and recreation laeiliUea FREE FOR YOl'R EXCLUSIVE USE!
• Security.
• Financing thru Bergen County Bank.
ONLY 60 MINUTES FROM BERGEN COUNTY
In beautiful New York State valley
hare magnificent tract of land . . .
in Middleioxcn Goshen area . . .
the financing . . . the sincerity . . .
PLAN your retirement NOW!!
WRITE IMMEDIATELY TO
| The l*ian
P.O. BOX 38. WESTWOOD. N. J.
FOR MORE COMPLETE INFORMATION
WE
4 Bedrooms... 2 Baths
Full Basement ...Garage
>15,970 COmPLETE
\
" ~
\
.■VI- „
-:H 5 ’ v 4‘ 1 '• t‘ CV* Zfht-. 5
""1
93
1
vx-
<:■ -
BL iHMMis ](■ }y
•f StatM IM, m« ftfiwf «t f?l WnMwiitw
Drive, HtlKif iMk knt Ml to My .
WE WERE HAPPY
when we beafiit end we're
STILL HAPPY A YEAR LATER!
...
from our first glimpse of Holiday South
we saw it was everything we expected ...
it wm all tliere...quality homes, sensibly
Cced, in a convenient location of great
mty.
If you are looking foe qualityand value
Come see Holiday South! We know that
you'll like it too!
2 OTHER MODELS AVAItAILE FROM
$13,470
ns low ns $470 DOWN
a» little as $lOl (approx.) Monthly Fays All
Everything is here NOW for...
WONDERFUL COMMUNITY LIVING !
Sc. Joseph’s Catholic Church-grade school and new high
school are close by. Public grade school is just across
Vaughn Avenue from the community.... Intermediate
and high schools are new-and modem... Complete shop-
ping facilities and new Community Hospital just minutes
away! All this in Toms River!
THIS HOLIDAY SOUTH HOME INCLUDES
• Spacious kitchen with breakfast araa • Separata din-
ing area • Deluxe baths with choico of colored fixtures
• Picture window living room • 4 large bedrooms with
Spacious closets • Oversized garage with storage area
• Paved driveway • Double hungwood windows • Auto-
matic 40 gal. glass lined water heater • Automatic
vented gas clothes dryer • Full Insulation • Cheerfully
lighted full basement • Custom hand-painted Interion In
your choice of colon.
• CITY WATER • NATURAL GAS
VAUOHN A BAY AVENUES, TOMS RIVER, N. J.
DIRECTIONS FROM NORTH JERSEY ...Taka Garden State Parkway south
to Exit 82, turn right onto Route 37, go east approx. 4 miles to Vaughn
Ave. (third traffic light), turn left, go one mile to models.
MODUS OPEN EVERY DAY —ll AM. to Doek Telephone CH 4-1111
r
Sales Reported Active at Hopatcong Tract
A Chtrtmo»-C*rrull Rrltdit
HOPATCONG (PFS) _ A
*purt of sales * activity has
been noted at the Highlands of
Sussex County during the last
few weeks, report William
Richards and Leonard Rob-
bins, builders of this 80-home
community rising off Lake-
side Blvd. (West Shore).
According to the builders, an
average of three homes have
been purchased during each of
the last four weeks, bringing
:<o 58 the total number of
homes purchased to date.
FEATURED AT the High-
lands of Sussex County Is a
bi level ranch home available
in a number of exterior styl-
ings priced from $18,490, with
terms Including down pay-
ments as low as $590 and no
closing fees.
The entry foyer in this mod-
el leads to a formal living
room with picture window.
“L" shaped dining room, sci-
ence kitchen with Modern
Maid built-in oven and counter
top range, three full-sited bed-
rooms, tile family bath with
formica vanitory, and a mas-
ter tile bath ail on the upper
level. The lower level, also
served by the entry foyer,
features a 19-foot finished rec
room with sliding glass doors
and a fourth bedroom or den.
Sunshine Village
Sales Keaeh 153
A Kavion Rtlrtie
NEPTUNE TOWNSHIP
(PFS) — Weekend activity has
boosted sales to Jhe 153 mark
at the 400-house Sunshine Vil-
lage community being de-
veloped on Wayside Rd., just
south of Rt. 66 here.
. Homes have been delivered
to 118 of the buyers by builder
Edward Schwarts of USCO
Contractors of Newark who
plans to continue occupancies
through the spring. He also
plans to ready new models,
some with garages, for Ute
spring showing.
Real Estate Section
WAYNE MODEL - The Summit bi-leval, above, it one of
three models displayed at Country Village Haights, the
150-home established community rising between Alps
and Valley Rds., in Wayne. This model, priced from
$31,490, shows four full-sized bedrooms, 325 square
foot panelled recreation room with double sliding glass
doors, full basement, and two-car, tide-facing garage.
Vincent J. Montalto is the exclusive agent.
Dawes EstatesOpens Today
A Psnford Rtl*att
POMPTON LAKES (PFS) -
Dawea Estates, a 13-unlt col-
ony of Cape Cod homes, is
being opened today on Dawes
Highway, west of the Pat-
erson-Hamburg Turnpike here.
Westmoreland Gardens, Inc.,
the developers, are offering
the homes from $20,390
through Pasford, Ltd., of Fair
Lawn. N. J.
Three models will be offered
at the tract, with the first
units slated for lata spring de-
livery.
The model being open-
ed today has two bedrooms, a
20-foot living room, a full din-
ing room, a scienUfic kitchen
and a tiled bath.
THE BASIC model has a full
dormer, which allowa for the
installation of two large bed-
rooms and another bath on the
second leveL The second floor
can be finished.
Other features offered at the
tract are one and two-car gar-
ages. finished family rooms in
The full basements and partial-
ly finished second floors. Jo-
seph St. Miklossy, the head of
the building company, has
scheduled his extras so that
buyers will have the widest
possible latitude on the choice
of interior and exterior ap-
pointments.
Fully insulated and weather-
stripped, the Dawes Estates
model is heated by an Ameri-
can Standard gas-flred circu-
lating hot water system using
baseboard convectors. Instan-
taneous hot water is supplied
by a 40-gallon glass-lined heat-
er.
All plumbing fixtures are
of cast iron.
Custom-finished cabinets, a
built-in Roper range and
oven, formica-topped work-
spaces and an electric exhaust
fan are included in the kitchen
equipment. Buyers have a
choice of the finishes for the
cabinets, the types and colors
of the ceramic tile in the baths
and on the interior and ex-
terior decorating.
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Breaking SALES Records
in Bergen County
New Designs in
American Classic Homes
A planned community booutifully tot In ttio It a mope Mountolni of
faring now detignt with o wido yoriety of anterior roriotiont, tot on
on* half ocr* woodod loti.
OF OAKLAHD
Cloto by ato uhoolt. chopping contact ond ad houtot of uonby • . .
within o thou drivo or* country dvbi. golf caurtat. loket for twlm-
ming, booting ond fithing M minvtot from Nowork 30 mutvtot
from Now York City.
“MOUNTAIN GARDENS' HOMES PROVIDE
• 3-4 or 3 bod'oom o tot -in Kitchen O fenolod fomity loom O Sun
Dock • firoploco • Jl't or 3 lathi • Mot Water lotoboo'd 3 Zona
Hooting O Oonolod Mottor loth (Mt lenth • Sukon Tub • 1 Car
Oorogo I Poured Concroto foundation . . . and mony othor onodonr
footurot
mn> Interior decorating contultahont with interior dotignor Leonard
Curcro. N S 10.
MATURING
Colonial lonchoc. Hi lonchot ond ‘TV*
Now Howpthire* 1 Wary mod fod
loach.
from
*24,490
10% down 30 year mortgage for
goaMod boiora
Added fan tore
torch*tot of roofer houoohold epgh-
oncot. oral to wal carpeting norm
window t ond tcroon. etc . may bo
added to and financed duovgh the
HOMA
DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY, INC.
IUILDttS Of
tINt HOmIS
• CONftDtNCI • QUALITY
• DISTINCTION
ffodof Hornet
ot to-t. JOT and Andrew
Aon. Oakland.
rtmecmifcg. rma omrao
ntdaaan Occam aim
=t t t. aw, M b ana
•mob on
Hma f lOorol tone
The House with "HOME APPEAL
ROUNDrtA* living
.T
4 BEDROOMS. 3 BATH. 81-LEVEL
OVER 1500 SQ. FT.
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590 DOWN
NO CLOSING FEES
‘14,990
Other Med«U From
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growing ...
GROWING...
94 SOLO AND
86 OCCUPIED
IN 1962
WORE MODELS OFFERED
NOW! A Chetee ot
6 SPACIOUSMODELS
PH nd
>24,390
("THE JEFFERSON”)
OtherModelst©
$28,900
Vo0 /® ‘down
30-YEAR financing
TO QUALIFIED
BUYERS L j
fjamptoJ}
Blade Oakridge Rood
(Routs 202 North)
WAYNE, N. J.
Proudly Presents
2 HEW EXCITING
1963 MODELS
*Zkc Webster 9 sput-coionial
HotWator Honing—2 Zonos
i '
6, 7 and 8 Rooms... 3 and 4 Bod-
rooms ... IK and Baths . . . Full
basomonts
. . .
Panolod “Rec" Rooms
... Full Size Dining Rooms
... 1 and 2-
Car Garages... Double-Course Wood
Shingle Exteriors.,. Fully Insulated
...
and Many Other Quality Construction
Features.
*ZkeKaleigk" buevei ranch
Hot Wator Hooting—l Zoom
A LOCATION BEYOND COMPARISON provides a perfect set*
ting for these superb homes in a beautiful wooded area of
historic Wayne Township . . . quiet and secluded, yet only
minutes away from all conveniences. Anew elementary
school adjoins the trod and nearby are other modem public
and parochial schools .. . houses of worship .. . highway
shopping centers ... golf course, ... lovely lakes ... Route
23, 46 and Hamburg Turnpike . . . excellent commuting to
Newark, Paterson and New York City by bus or Lackawanna
Railroad.
MODEL HOMES OPEN DAILY A SUNDAYS 11AJM. TO DARK
(Closed Wednesdays)
Furnished A Decorated by OREINBAUM BROS., PATIRSON, N. A
DIRECTIONS: West on Si. 46 te Wayne Circle; turn right on Rt. 23 and
proceed north *n Rt. 23 te Block Oakridge Rd. (Rt. 202 North)) con-
Hnue north on Rt. 202 approx. 1 mile ta Model Homes.
TURNpflfg
w
★\
roa°
\sa*H* 00
Proximity and Privacy in
a Preferred Location
ncnMiNud fadWlJl^mvACY*. “"I
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$31,900
Martgagaa from IV*%
lOMI AVAILABLE FOR
IMMBO. OCCUR.
STONY BROOK
ESTATES
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WHEN VISITING
THESE HOMES MENTION
The Advocate
FIRST SECTION (SI HOMIS) SOLD OUT!
SECOND SECTION NOW OPEN!
vvw.
EDISON, N. J
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'THE BRENTWOOD
SPUT LEVEL
Priced $ 19,490
NO DOWN PAYMENT FOR VETS
PMJL ft LIBERAL
CONVENTIONAL TERMS
IS MINUTES FROM NEWARK
25 MINUTES FROM NEW YORK
Jocobton, Goldie rb ft Tonimon Cos.
A A
FURNISHED MODEL HOME OPEN
DAILY ft SUNDAYS
DtaiCrtOMt: CP*, mm pv»-., .. I.r U»
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UN Told
Of Race Bias
In Sudan
GENEVA (NC)—The policy
of the government of the Su-
dan involves racial discrimin-
ation against the Negro min-
ority as well as persecution
of Christians, the United Na-
tions Human Rights Commis-
sion has been told.
The assertion was made in a
memorandum drafted by the
World Union of Catholic Wom-
en'* Organisations and sub-
mitted to the commission dur-
ing its 19th session here.
THE STATEMENT came
after the Muslim-controlled
Sudanese government in Khar-
toum had ousted at least 143
Christian missionaries from
the non-Muslim southern part
of the country in five months.
Thirty thousand persons are
now in prison In the southern
part of the Sudan five times
more than before the Sudan
became independent In 1956,
the statement said.
It said that while the Su-
danese constitution proclaims
“complete freedom." the gov-
ernment has explicitly demon-
strated “that it aims at elimin-
ating all the differences pecul-
iar to the southern part of the
country, and to impose the
northern ways of life and
thought by moral, political
coercive measures.”
‘Tens of thousands" of refu-
gees have fled the country, the
report said.
THE UNION noted that
while the majority of the peo-
ples of the southern Sudan are
pagans, there are well over
500,000 Christians In the re-
gion. more than half of them
Catholics. The memorandum
cited the long range steps lead-
ing up to the present open per-
secution, beginning with the
nationalisation of the 385 Cath-
olic and Protestant mission
schools. The schools in the
south are now in effect Muslim
schools. It noted, and even
Christian children thus have to
learn the Koran.
Although a member of the
Catholic Hierarchy, Bishop
Ireneus Dud, Vicar Apostolic
of Wau, is a Sudanese, it said,
the freedom of the Church has
been restricted to the extent
that both her ministry and her
charitable and aocial activities
have become practically im-
possible.
2 at Peter’s
Win Awards
JERSEY CITY Robert
Woolsey and Prank Cicala,
seniors at St Peter's College,
this week received word that
they had respectively earned
coveted scholarships in classi-
cal literature and law.
Woolsey received a Ful-
bright scholarship to study
classical literature at the Uni-
versity of Boon. West Ger-
many. Ha is a member of the
St. Peter's honor aoctety, the
Most Noble Order of the Pea-
cock, and a cadet lieutenant
in the advanced ROTC pro-
gram.
Cicala was awarded the
Root-Tilden scholarship to
New York University Law
School. Only 20 such scholar-
ships are given out each year,
with two allocated to each of
the 10 Federal Judicial Cir-
cuits. deals is the only New
Jersey student chosen this
year. The stipend la {2,790 a
year for three years.
At St. Peter’s, deals Is
president of the Gannon De-
bating Society, vice president
of SPUR, honor society of the
School of Business and treas-
urer of the Conservative duh.
PIME Fathers Get
Preliminary OK
OAKLAND The Board of
Adjustment of this Bergen
County borough granted a var-
iance last week to the PIME
mission seminary here to
erect buildings that would in-
crease its capacity from the
present 19 to 90 students.
The variance now goes be-
fore the mayor and council
for final approval and action
is expected to be taken some-
time next week. Rev. Casto
Marrapese, P.1.M.E., superior
of the seminary, said that an-
nouncement of complete de-
tails of the building plans
would await the verdict of the
borough officials.
Family Life
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IMPAIR ALL MASONRY SURPACIS
WITH NKW LATEX
CONCRETE
You always' USI*
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